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Foreword
Poi a number of years Ainericans have been interested in what the
future holds for them. Recognizing the importance of tomorrow's
world for today's youth, Phi Delta Kappa requested funding from the
Lilly Endowment in Indianapolis to conduct a future-focused study
of education as a part of its Diamond Jubilee celebration'in 1981.

The idea behind' the study was a simple one: What do distin-
guished international scholars in the natural and social sciences iden-
tify as concepts in their fields of expertise that young persons should,
understand if they are to survive the troubled years that lie ahead?
Also, what do they need to learn in order,to live more humanely with
their fellow citizens?

Withlunciing from the Lilly'.Endowment, the PDK inquiry was
begun in 1980 under the direction of Harold G. Shane for whom
Indiana Univ.ersity provided a leave of absence. By the fall of 1981 he
and the project staff had interviewed 132 scholars following proce-
dures 'described in Appendix A, and had begun work on the manu-
script.

Even bef e .its pillication, preliminary reports on the study
created internat al interest. I hope that Kappans and otber educa-
tors will find the Fu concepts identified by the scholars as pro-
s;ocative as I did!

On behalf Of Phi Delta Kappa,-I wish to thank the Lilly End'ow-
ment for its continued interest in -and support for education, and to
express appreciation to Indiana University for contributing Dr.
Shane's services.

Lowell C. Rose
Executive Secretary
Phi Delta Kappa

1 1
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Preface
A great many people gave generou.sly of their time'and effort before
and during the Phi Delta Kappa Diamond JOZeirrbject which
eventuated in-Edutrating for a, New Millennium. Lowell C. Rose,
PICK :executive secretary, and Stanley M. Elam, PD/C- director of
pUblications, were important sources of ideas while the study was
'being planned. Dean Evans, senior project officer for the Lilly En-
dowment,-encouraged our efforts and supported the grant reqUest,
which funded the travel and other costs involved in our 132 interna-
tional interviews.

Our-preliminary planning group of executive officers of profes-
sion, l aSsociathms and specialists in futures studies, who are identi
fie& in ApPendixtA, were generoq with their time and-exceedingly
helpful With thekadyjce. Appreeelon also is due to the U.S. chaired-
professors, senior university sidministrators, and scholars overseas
who -helped us choose a panel Of distinguished natural and social
seientists.to interview for this study. SP-eclat thanks are due Eleenora
Masini of the Pontifical Cregoriana University in Rome for arranging
interviews in Spain", France, and 'Italy; and to Lord Perry, head of
Britain's Open University, who helped us identify scholars at distin-
guished institutions in toe United Kingdom. Malcolm Mackeirfie of
the University ofClasgow also was most kind in arranging a round of

'interviews i Scotland:
Cary S -a; chairman of the Department of Biology at Indiana

Viiiversit , was generous with his time in making suggestions from a
'scientist point of-view to improve chanters 3 and 4. Excellent edi-
torial suggestions also were made by Stanley M. Elan). Another PDK
staff member, Willard Duckett, helped prepare our grant request to
the Lilly Endowment, prOvided Wise counsel, and subsequently han-
dled the disbursement of funds with promptness and efficiency,

Extensive work on the manuscript and graphicS was done by
Derek -L. Burleson, editor of speciaLpublications for Delta
Kappa. Not only was he marvelously helpful on ideas and on details, I
am ,especially' appreciative of his-forbearance and understanding.
when Our original deadline had to be extended because thescholarly
group ultimately interviewed was much larger than the 50 persons
originally contemplated.'

Deeply involved in thb day -to -day work that went into our report
Were M. Bernadine Tabler, project associate;-Anne Ingrain Merkel,
project assisnt; and Velma Trussell, senior project secretary and
editorial assistant, A highly qualified teacher, Mis. a'russell Was in-

xiii
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)- valnable,for her advice, managerial skills, and memory for detaili.
Original:art work by DianeJung,was important in clarifying ideas in

the-text.
Dr. Tabler and Miss Merkel crisscrossed the U.S. for interviews on

the East and West coasts plus points betWeen. Dr. Tabler also partici-

s pated*initial planning and completed a round,of interviews in

Enand. Once the field work had been done, she wrote first drafts of

chapters:Vatid 8 and edited the entire manuscript. Sue Logsdon, who
expertly typed and retyped portions of the manuscript, assisted us in

making.many deadlines: 1

Lastly, and most important was the consistent help from my Wife,

Catherine McKenzie Shane. Her editorial work was invaluable and,
in Europe, her bilingual skills were important to the success of a num-

her of ourintervieWs.
Harold C., Shane
April 1981
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in the :Natural and
Sodial Sciences: .



1

How Shall We Educate
for a New Millennifim?

Prepared by 13 agencies of the federal government including the
Central Intelligence Agency(CIA)and the Department of Agricul-
ture, theiGlobal 2000 Report projected-a world population of 6.35
billion in the year 2000 (up from 4 billion in 1975),R Mexico City.
swollen to 31 million, and at least five other cities with from 15 to 20
Million-inhabitants (Calcutta, Bombay,,Cairo, Jakarta, and Seoul).
Afal/rehashed humans presumably will top 1.3 billion, with un-
counted-Children dead or mentally and physically slanted 20 years
hence by the ravages of hunger. Increasing shortages and such en-
vironmental horrors as acid rain, more pesticide-resistant insects,
an a 337 Increase in the'volume of carbon dioxide are anticipated,
and-no prospect of "quick fixes" is foreseen.

Global 2000 Report

In the present context of global conflict, terrorism: and hungeras
reflected in the statements above and as recorded daily by- the
media it -makes sense to ask:whether U.S. schools need to make sub-
stantial changes; and more important, should we modify bur present
eprrieuiar and instructional practices? This was the query we di-
rected to 132 internationally respected Jcholars in the natural and the
social sciences whom we interviewed for this study. Their responses
provided the data base for this monograph)

What images of the probable world of the future should shape our
planning? What are the implications of contemporary developments
in_science, technology, and world societies for curriculum develop-
ment and Instructional practices?2 Our responses, to these questions

As a par( of its Diamond Jubilee activities in 1981, Phi Delta Kappa planned and
carried out the stud} reported here ss ith funding from the Lill) Endou ment. The 132
natural and social scientists inters iess ed and their institutional affiliationsare identified
in Appendix B.

Ma- procedures followecl in_ourinquiry are presented in Appencli A.

3



4 Now Shall 1Ve Educate fora New Millennium?

are based-on the survival skills and desirable personal qualities pro-
posed by our scholarly panel.

Learning in a New Millennium
The crucial years: 1986-2006. As one examines the literature pro-

duced since the mid-1950s, it becomes evident that a few wise, per-
ceptivemen and women provided us with 'early warnings about the
many problems and the increasingly frequent crisis that began to sur-
face during the 1970s and which seem certain to trouble us during the

remaining years of this centuryi'i'Vaqous events of the past decade, of
which the continuing energy dyficit isredgily reminder, have made it
clear that the 25 years between:1981 and 2006 will be crucial. The first
_fiveto 10 years of this interval may well present some of the most im-
portant- social decisions ever to face the U.S. and other nations. The
,two decades betwetn 1986 and 2006 probably will prove to be even
more portentous, because it is during this period that humans will

.need to-implement:choices that are necessary to ward off potential
catastrophies which, as chapter 2 will make clear, greatly disturb
many of the scientists we interviewed.

The extent Of the challenge to the world's people was expressed
both bluntly and succinctly by panelist Aurelio Peccei, co-founder of

the Club of Rome:
Ten years ago, we at the Club of Rome predicted that had social

management, the wasting of resources, widespread pollution, and
rapid overpopulation would eventually strangle civilization. We

nowhave increasing violence, fewer energy resources, military
buildups, more economic difficulties, and continuing overpopula-

tion. . .. Today the world begins more and more to resemble a
ricocheting billlet as it careens from disaster to disaster'

Comparable staterrients are abundant and 'come from many of

our best informed thinkers, but judging by the recent course of
events, most of their messages have yet to get a foothold. Fortunately,
there is some lead time for planningperhaps five to 10 yearsand
with luck, about 20 years more in which to begin to attack global
problems. Unless present trends areareversed, irreparable damage is

likely to be done to the biosphere by exploitation of nonrenewable re-

30ne of the most prescient was Sir Geoffrey Vickers whose beautifully written ex-
pressions of concern date back at least 'to 1954. Rachel Carson's The Silent Spring,
written in the early 1960s, and the Club of Rome reports such as The Limits to Growth
and Mankind at the Turning Point. which appeared during the 1970s. arewellkmnim
benchmark publications warning of possible ecocatastrophies.

'Aurelio recce'. "The Challenge of the 80's," in Frank Feather. ed. Through the '80s

(Washington, D.C.: World Future Society, 1980), p. 430.

4.



How Shall'We Educate force New Millennium? 5

sources, by pollution, by nuclear war, or by unchecked human re-
production. Education on a worldwide scale for the young and for
adults-becomes more significant w ith every passing day. Whatever
differences there were in their images of the future among-the schol-
ars-with whom we consulted, there was general agreement that an
educated, informed, world citizenry has become _consumately im-

-portant.
Schooling, education, dnd learning. For purposes of clarity, let us

define the terms schooling, education, and learning, since curriculum
planning is influenced by the connotations ascribed to each of these
terms.

Schooling, for our purposes, refers to a program of planned and
organized instruction that is intended to maintain and to enhance
one's sense of identity. Schooling is designed to transmit and to pre,, v,, v,,

in thexoung_tho_se_skills,.attitudes,.and_valoes that are-prized by
their elders and that are deemed to be essential to the community's
well-being. Traditionally, schooling has been designed predomi-
nantly-for children and youth.

Education, as we define it, has a much broader connotation than
schooling. It is associated with a wider age range as indicated by our
frequent use of such terms as "adult education," `mature learners,"
and "continuing education." It also includes learnin)( from many out-
of-school or paracurricular' experiencesoften in the world of
workthat seem likely to eventuate in improved ways of Behaving.

Learning, in our definition, transcends both schooling and educa-
tion. It involves those lifelong exposures .that change behavior to
create the personal attributes and qualities that make each indi) ideal
unique: knowledge, values, ways of thinking and acting,skills, and so
on, acquired from participation in lifelong living and learning.

Curriculum content in and for the future, we believe, should per-
meate all threeschooling, education, and learning. It is our hope
that the presentstudy will shed considerable light on the question of
what subject matter, attitudes, and understandings promise to help

-reamers, both the young and the mature, not only to survive the vicis-
situdes of years to come, but also to contribute their talents and their
time to making tomorrow work.

Since school children of the Eighties and Nineties will not yet be in
the seats of power in government, business, industry, labor,.or the

_

media, the concepts suggested by our panel of scholars are of equal or
greater importance to today's adults. They also must be "learninRfor

The term paracurriculum refers to the Find of out-of-school ewerienee that helps
to strengthen the learner's intellectual abilit) general background and coping powers..

\o'



6 lime Shall We Educate for a New Millennium?

ti
a new millennium" in order to engage in wise decision making
necessary to, first, contain the impending world chaos and, second,
bring about those changes which Barbara Ward describes as "pro-

gres for a' small planet."

Complexities of Curriculum ::anning
for Tomorrow's World

Most parents and teachers prpbabl> would not dispute humanistic
scientist John Platt's point that the world presently is passing through
the greatest evolutionary jump-in its history.6 Ile tP.!!- us that since

1940 we have had more wrenching changes occur than in the previous

6`)0 years! Molecular biology, recombinant DNA, nuclear power,
moon landings, jet propulsion, television, electronic data processing.
and_systems_analysi,sare among some of the more spectacular de-

velopments.
The curriculum changes and innovations that are most suitable to

so dynamic an era are much,more open to dispute. As the 1970s un-

rolled, there was vehement debate over such developments as the
back-to-basics movement, competency-based diplomas, Public Law
94-142 legislated on behalf of the handicapped, bilingual education,
declining test sc9res, and at firm ative action. The Eighties promise to
be -cven more controversial as educators continue to explore better

ways-of helping > oung and old, learn to cope with rapid global
change, using tools that have yet to be tested:,

The genesis °tissues. The world of theyear:,1000 seems likely to be

far more different from the', orld of 1980 than the world of 193d was

from that-of 1910. Curriculum workers will be faced with a wide
array of issues as they try td improve learning experiences for the
young. But before we examine the roots of discord that create cur-
riculum issues. let us comment briefly about the genesis of issues.

An issue arises w hen individuals or groups feel that there is a threat

to their health, financial security, reputation, social status, or the gen-

eral welfare of themselves and their childr.:41. In many instances it
does not matter whether the threat is real or fancied; it is how people
feel-that leads to confrontations, to picket lines, and sometimes, to
battle lines. In recent years attempts to deal with problems of
desegregation in the U.S. illustrate how issues can become explosive.

Tioots of diycord. In the U.S. and throughout the world, some

are winners; others are losers. They fall respectively into

`John Pla "The Greatest Evolutionary Jump in 1 listor ." in Frank Feather. eel .

.Throm.)1 the Ws (11 tshingion. D.C.. World Future SOcietf. 1980). pp. 12-15.

- _
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-How Shall We -Educatelora-Ncui Millenniuth?

have moreabd "have less" distributions. Conjecture leads one to
suspect that issues are rooted in the pressure or tension that is created,
when, as figure 1 suggests, those below the median seek to shift
the-lin6; become winners, and join the "have More" group as- sug7
gested b"--the__dotted line and by the curved arrow at the left of the
model. Further social and economic tension generated, as the
curved arrow on the right indicates, when some of the "have mores"
become losers and are forced to enter. the "have less" category.

As economist Lester C. Thurow hakpoirited out, while each of our
problems has a theoretical solution, in practice it is difficult to make
any "social decisions when everyone has p direct self-interest in the:
outcome of such decisions! For instance, he tells us. "Every time,a tax
islevied.or repealed, ever, time public expendituresare expanded or
contracted, every time regulations are extended or abolished, an
equity decision has to be made. Since economic gains are relati
easy to allocate, the basic problem comes down to allocating ecgno-
nomic losses. Whose income 'ought' to go down?"'

'Have More
Group

High Tension
Areas

Fig. 1. Sources of potential discord

1 .

'Lester C. Thorom, The Zero-Sum Society (New York. Basic Books, Inc., 1980), p.
17.



8 flow Shall We Educate for a New Millennium?

To put it another way, many people in the U.S. really do not want
equalitarian democracy .They see democracy as a social order which
providesppportnit foi upward mobility and privilege. They seek
equality with the top 10% with respect to-socioeconomic Ftatus. This
tacit rejection of equalitarian economic .democrac) creates a quan-
dary for curriculum planners. How does one plan for a iurbtilent
future when, both nationally and 0)614 , there is such great poten-

_Alai for discord growing out of conflicting self-interests?

The Curriculuin Planner's Quandary:
Which Future World-Will We Choose?

The harsh social decisions facing our society are not only prob-
lems of overpopulation, pollution, or resource depletion. We have
reduced the U.S. birthrate, have begun to reduce pollution, and are
beginning to protect our notOnewable resources. The real dilemma
is. that almost everyone wants to get more than they have, as sug-
gested by figure I. This situation requires ;some elaboration and ex-
.planation since it is likely to worsen in the next 20 lyears.

By the-early 1980s most informed Americans were beginning to
realize that a contraction of material wealth was occurring and that
there %% as a need for greater_frugality. As one of our panelists, psycho-
biologist \V, Jackson Davis, ph-rased it:

I think we will move forward; not backwaid, into a simpler life. We
are goit2g to face the future without [as much] encr6.-but with a_
population that has been generated-by energy. If we don't change
our values, then the depletion of energy and resources will do it for
us,

The interviews with our other panelists suggest that few scien-
tists would dispute Davis' statement. I loWever, the question of who
%% ill determine the nature of economic redistribution policies is quite
another matter! Consider the statement made by Torsten Husen of
the University of Stockholm: "The key concept in the controversies
permeating the highly inastriaElnd po-sTifidEstrial soci-oZsis-equal-,
ity, both as it is interpreted'philosophically and the way it is translated
into social action. Does it mean equality of opportunity or equality of
resultS?"

", Economics professor Fritz Machlup at Princeton gave one answer
to Husen's question. Ile contended that equality of income and
wealth was an impossible dream for the world's societies. British
sociologist Tessa Blackstone, on the other hand, insisted that students
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must learn that there is a need to redistribute the world's goods be-
cause of the large inequalitiesbetween and within industrialized and
underdeveloped_ societies. t

The opinicins,ol_ou .panelists...cited_aboveillustrate.the_quandary
in whicheducator cial4 social studies teachers and curriculum
workers, find -thernsel s. How does one determine the kind of
world,, in terms of polite economics, social policies, and uses of ,

technology, that is the most desirable one for us to seek? And'what
educational strategies will be most effective in creating this world
and at the same time strengthen 'American-style democracy? The task
of_defining the sort of world in which "liberty and justice for all" pre-
vails should be shared by all citizens. It will be a long, hard task
marked by conflicting/opinions and many confrontations-.

tdueators-responsible for the climate of learning in our schools
are-charged with the-unique and challenging task of-developing and
revising curriculum content in a time ,of turbulence. Therefore we
=hope that,th is_inventory_ of basioconcepts for coping:with the future
will prove useful as curriculum content and for sharpening educators'
societal insights as well.

The spectrum of choices before us. We will present and interpret
six options, any one of which might serve as a value base for curricu-
lum development. However, we will not reveal until the final chapter
which ones our interview data suggest are most promising. The next
three chapters present the concepts our,panelof scientists believe stu-
dents need to grasp; and the following four chapters explore the cur-
riculum content and changes in instructional practicepractice that our inquiry
seem, to support. The final chapter provides a summary and recom-
mendations.,

The six alternative approaches to curriculum planning that we
have selected are:

1. The regressive option return to some of the values and
practices that have been discarded.

2. The conservative optionleave things as they are.
3. The liberal optionadopt changes that are mandated by

changing society.
4: The AperiMental optioncreate new educational designs.
5. The regenerative optionadopt new approaches to learning

NN experiences.
6. The eclectic optionany one or any,combination ofthe above

might be the best option.
The regressive option is based on the assumption that discipline

and intellectnal rigor, which will be required for the future, have de-
teriorated andthat cognitive development has been superseded by a

2

7
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concern for social and affective devtlopmem. Furthermore, motiva-
tion has been lost because "hard" subject matter and competitive
grading have been. replaced by, equalitarian, life-adjustment pro-
-grams where presumably everyone is a winner. One outcome has
been impainnentin the quality of secondary eduCation, as reflected
in declining test scores. Colleges-have, as a result, become less intel-

k6tual in their emphases.
The regressive option would seek to reLtore the high standards as-.

sopiated Nyith an hitellettually elitist era, which prevailed in the
British-grammar schools of yesteryear or in U.S. private schools,
where programs were rigidly determined by college admission re-
quirements.,Its proponents argue that the projected outcome of this -
option would be a higher output of persons prepared to copewith to-

morrow Because PC their substantive knowledge and leadership
abilities.

The conservative option is designed to preserve those qualities
,that_itssupporters suggest are the best of present instructional prac-
tices"to try nothing for the first time." Also hiclUdedInihis option is
the continuing quest for basic literacy skills. The major difference be-
tween the fegfeSsiVe and the corset native positions is that the fOrmer

stresses an elitist approach %vhile;the latter emphasizes basic educa-
tion- for all.

The liberal (*lion is sometimes accused by its critics of
deemphasizing academic content. However, its proponents-Stress

-practices that hap ro e the performance of all learnersby recognizing
individual differences, psy chosocial needs, and meaningful learning.
Advocates of liberal option education often tend to utilize innovative
and sometimes untested practices.

The experimental option, in addition to accepting liberal option
practices, encourages the creation and validation of novel ap-
proaches to the improv ement of teaching and learning, attempts to
desi m curriculum around real-world needs, and seeks to }Wing about
certain soma re ormWii.ure-equitable-educational opputtIit_v,

The advocates of both liberal and experimental approaches tend
to reject the elitist and competith e stance of the regressive option as
well as the "status quo policy" of the conservatives. Instead, they

nee cr,proinising ideas and endeavor to generate
and implement experimental or inmifativeliFainc---

The regenerative option is concerned with radical change. The
term, implies, a substantial reform or reestablishment of educational
practices and learning experiences. While advocates of the liberal and
experimental options are likely to conceptualize good education as
today's education with its problems removed, the proponentS of the
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Fig. 2. The taxonomy of curriculum options
Theodore Brame Id identified the following options sonic 30 years ago. I) perennialism, to designate those wiloseeperenially

contemporary- %%hies in the cultural heritage (e.g., Robert M. Machias, NlortiMer Adler, Stringfellow Barr). 2) essentialism. whicheinfiliasizes basic education (e.g., William Bagle) , Ilenr, C. Morrison, Arthur Bestor), 3) progressiism, to label the ear; pro-
ponents of open education (e g., Carleton W. 11'ashburne); and 4) reconstructionism, w hich considers schooling as a means of
developing a -new social order" (e g., George S. Counts, Theodore Brameld, and more recently such prophets of reform as IvanMich.)

Elliot Eisner and Elizabeth Valiance (1974) use the following terms to distinguish conflicting curriculum conceptions: 1) aca-demic rationalism, 2) development of cognitive processes, 3) curriculum as technology, 4) social reconstruction/relevance, and
5) self-actualization/consummatory experience.

Donald E Orlosky and 13. Othanel Smith (1978) use the follow ing terms. I) the classical humimismstl le, 2) the discipline style,
3) the analytic style, and 4) the futuristic $t) le, and psychosocial humanism sty he (associated w ith Abraham II. Maslow and Carl
Iloger1).

2.3
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regenerative option see education for the future in radically new or

different forms.
The eclectic option selects a combination of various doctrines, be-

liefs, or practices, depending on the aFe of the learners, their individ-
ual differences, the subject matter, or the socioeconomic and cultural
'backgrounds of the group. Thus, in a given situation, it is conceivable
that an eclectic option might comprise aspects of regresSive, experi-
mental, and regenerative practices! Such a blending of seemingly
contradictory options is actually consistent, according to its plopo-
nents, because an eclectic approach inherently involves selecting
what appears likely to comprise the best combination.

Curriculum literature is rife with in-group terminology. Figure 2

and its accompanying notes are intended to clarify the curriculum
options in the form of a taxonomic chart that compares the above
classification with three additional classifications by well known per-
sons in the field of curriculUm theory.

This summary of curriculum options is offered to help educators
extend their thinking about curriculum change and to begin thinking

in terms of appropriate options to fosterbetter learning for living on a

rapidly changing planet.
The interesting and sometime provocative, futuristic world

views of- the'scientists involved in this study are presented in some de-
tail in chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 present the basic concepts identi-
fied by natural and social scientists as being most important for
survival in. Ole future world.

The last four chapters deal with the evolutionary changes re-
quired of public education in the future and with how survival con-
cepts might be translated into curriculum content. Then we intro-
duce the idea of a Curriculum derived from images of the future, a
curriculum that anticipates tomorrow. Last, we present the im

tions of this anticipatory curriculum as a spectrum ranging from early

thilduood to old age.

r.
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The Tapestry. of Time:
1981-2006

And new philosophy calls all in doubt,
The Clement of fire is quite put out;
The sun is lost, and th'earth, an no man's wit
pan well direct him where to look, for it.
And,f recly men confess that this world's spent,
When In the planets apd the firmament
They see so many new; they see that this
Is crumb ed out again 'to his atomics.

all in pieces, all coherence gone.
John Donne

1 I

In Bayeux, France, hangs a famous tapestry made under the direcilon
of Queen Matilda, wife of WilliarnitheConqueror. Designed as a gift
for Odo, the local bishop, the Bayeux tapestry recounts events lead-
ing up to the Norman Conquest of England In 1066 and depicts the
culminating- Battle of Hastings. In the 230 feet of fabric some 20-
inches wide there are 72 panels, a tapestry of time through which,
history is revisited.

If a latter day Matilda lived in the year 2006 and were to do a-
imily..smamary of the past 25 years, what might the tapestry por-

tray? Some inferences about its content can be made frpm comments
And speculatiOns of the 132 scholars participating in our inquiry.'

'Images of Tomorrow
Five images of tomorrow's world emerged from the replies of the

'Readers are reminded that the viewpoints which follow are, to,some extent, ex-
trapolated. Participants in the study were not explicitly asked to speculate about the
future, but their responses almost invariably reflected their images of the future. See
chapters 3 and 4. which preserve statemoits from the interviews and from correspon-
dence.

.
'13
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natural and stela! scientists. Their ideas suggest an exciting quarter
centuryin the making.

1. Tomorrow as tvdgy with fewer problems. A small minority of
panelists saw the coming decade as an,extension of the present, but
with appropriate steps being taken to insure a better future, including '
a more etiitable sharing of the fruits of an increasingly industrialized
World.u.Instead-of slicing the industrial "pie" of gross world produc-
tion into smaller pieces, these optimists saw an enlarged production
of consumer goods and social services with mote widespread distri-
bution. , al

2. Scientific, technological solutions. Closely related to-the pre-
ceding Group were those who had confidence in the power Of the hu-
man mind not only to continue to alter the environment but to control,
through reasoned scientific and technological know-how, the course
of events in socially and ecdlogicallydesiratile ways. The opinions of
persons 'M this group suggested that further increases in human
knowledge and in technical prowess would help insure improved
global tandards of living. Ttlese panelists did not speculate on the
possibility that increased scientific and technological developmentg
-could also make the future world civilization even more uncontroll-.
able and unpredictable:

p. Return to a low.energy, more labor intensive era. The third
group was less sanguine than those describdd above. Sir Nr :hi Mott,.
a Nobel prize winner in physic s, envisioned the world of tomorrow as
one in which the per t apitxtrnergy available by the year 2000 could
conceivably diminish to about the level it had reack_d in 1914 on the
eve of World War I. He added that his view was based on the assinnp-
don that we %%puld not find an immediate solution to the problem of
the energy deficit that the world is experiencing tine to the depletion
of oil reserves.

While not reflectinka majority opinion,. the group predicting a
back -to-low:energy scenario envisi9p a future of potential turmoil

. and disorder as more and more people compete for dwindling and ir
replaceable resources. They see portentous changes resulting in a re

'treat from an energy-intensive culture in the Western world. '

A. Authoritarian solutions. Although there was considerable
scoffing in the mid-1970s when Robert Heilbroner spoke of a possible
drift toward authoritarian controls to curb socioeconomic ills, at least

some of our panelists now tend to ,agree.2 While no ope said so as
bluntly as Heilbroner, a number of panel members stressed the need

=Robert Heilbroner. An Inquiry into the Human Prospect (New York: W. W.
Norton. 1974).

26
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for more socially responsible persons, for more, exacting educational
standirdSand for a society that was sufficiently regulated to protect
,further abuses of the -biosphere. A representative statement came
from panelist 1.4,nton K. Caldwell: 'Tor the world of the West, there is
thepOSSibility that both personal freedom and social welfare policies
.may_have reached a peak, or at least-a plateau, after more than 200
year's of progress." ;-

1;N 5: Arremeritig-iyarksformation?,In_one way or another, a_stib=
-st

_

antial Minority Pt-panelists appeared to agree_to_some extent...With
=the i!ieWpOint expressed- by Alen Taffler in,The Third Wave, which
was published-shortly after our interviews were.completed:

A powerful tide is surging across much of the world today.creat-
,ing a new, often bizarre environment in which to work, play, narry,
raise children, or retire.*In this bewildering context, businessmen
swim-against highly erratic economic currents; politicians see,their

,- ratings bob wildlyup and down; universities, hospitals, and'other
institutions battle desparately against inflation. Value systems
splinter and crash, while the lifeboats of family, church, and state
die hurjed madly abizut,_3

Frequently mentioned by our panelists is the need for major
transformations in contemporary lifestyles, particularly with respect
tc; greater conservation, diminished pollution, and greater equity
among ,peoples of the world. These can come about only at the
expense of standards of living in the industrially developed nations. A
widely respected British thinket,SliCreof fiey Vickers., toldns that the
future looked dark and uncertain, not because we lack technOlogical
skill but because of the changes created by scientific,technological
de% eloprnents in such areas as biology and nuclear physics. The need
for social and-political transformation, he felt, was especially urgent
becanse the line between tyranny and anarchy was becoming more
-and,rnore-indistinct.

The explicit nature of the transformation anticipated by some
panelists is hot clear, but one panelist, biologist W. Jackson Davis,
,presented a representative "transfortnationalist" point of view in one
of his recent publications:

We may be witnessing no less than the grand finale of the Indus-
trial Age, -one of histoiy's monumental.cycles closing as yet another
opens; and we are the privileged participants in this drama. As the

3Alvin Toffler, The Third Wave (New York. Morrthrand Company, Inc.,
p.J8.
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drama unfolds, let us keep in mind that the cycles of nature and his-.-
tory implycontinuousrenewal--

A composite view. =It is an intriguing phenomenon in the natural
sciences that, given the same data,iearned persons often come to
markedly different conclusio.ns. Such disparities are even more
common hi the social sciences! In the view of the diverse images of
tomorrow-interred-from our-scholars' stateinerits, and with dile re-
gard: for their impeccable credentials,.it seems prudent to conclude
that, all,of the, preceding five images may in part be ''true." If such a
composite beaccepted, then we may well expect that some aspects of
tomorrow will be improved versions of-today. It also seems certain
that we shall continue to find scientificztechnological solutions or
partial "fixes" to many of our difficulties. Even the oil shortfall crisis
maybe eased (albeit with increased cost to consumers) as shale, resi-
dual oil deposits, and the like are exploited. Nonetheless, changes in
our energy ftituresqinvolving greater use of solar panels, for instance)
Seem likely.

Authoritarian solutions, even in capitalist and socialist democ-
racies, are already on the horizon in the form of "legislated be-
haviors," such as the 55-mile-per-hour speed limit in the U.S. Further-
more, when we consider that only about 30 Of the more than 150
nations represented in the United Nations are democracies, it is clear
that authoritarianism is still very Much with us! Whether the trans-
formation of the industrialized world is evolutionary or comes about
as a forth of mandatory social engineering, some major changes are
inevitable as we strive to shift from remaking the planet for our corn-
fortand convenience to learning how to live with the limitations its re-
sources impose.

Without too much compromise, then, it seems that we can accept
a composite of all five core positions, recognizing that part of any of
the images could become reality, and move toward the future with
their implications in mind.

In fairness, before coming to the end of this section, it is im-
portant to mention that some of our panelists such as Roberto Vacca
and Sabino Acquaviva have warned of possible catastrophic scenar-
ios which might lead in Vacca'k words, to "a coming dark age" of
hopelessness. %1 ile it is, important to bear in mind that a mega-
famine75 nuclear holocausts, or other disasters are possible, there is no

1W. Jackson Davis, The Seventh Year (New York: W. W. Norton, 1979). p. 283.
Sh the parlance of futurists, megaf amine implies-starvation for a minimum of 50

million. At present, at least one million die each year from nutiitional deficits and up to
10 or 12 million suffer brain damage and physical impairment due to inadequate nu-

, trition.
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_point in writing about and believing in educating for a new millen-
nium in a context that precludes civilized survival and decent, satisfy-
ing, humane living-in- that- millennium.

.Sources -of Turbulence and :Likelihood- Of Progress
Let us consider now what sources of turbulence are likely to vex us

&ring the next quarter century and what are the hopes for progress.
The nature of the potential turbulence.in tomorrow's world will Be
evident in the paragraphs that follows The promise of human pro-
gress is less evident. It depends on the faith that human reason will
lead us to exercise wise judgment as we face the problems creating
turbulence and attempt to solve them.

Scholarly threads. Despite the diverse national and academic
backgrounds of the scholars interviewed, there were a. number of
similarities that ran through their comments on the world of the future

producing an. ntradisciplirrary thread phenomenon:'"- For-example,
natural scientists often drew on the substantive content of the social
sciences or addiessed themselves to the problems in the social
sciences, and vice versa. ISo complex have the world's problems
become that biologists, for instance, often see their research in a
societal context. Conversely, a political scientist is likely to be en-
gaged in studying the implications of physical resource depletion for
the human community. ;

Values in collision. The study of the viewpoints from our panel of
scholars with respect to both turbulence and progress in the Eighties
and Nineties is made difficult by the fact that the panelists' concepts
in the physical sciences, and particularly in the social sciences, are
likely to vary from one country to another. Certain political and
Philospphical premises tend to be "locked in" with fields such as eco-
nomics or POlitical science. Far example, the phrases "human rights"
or "democratization" do not convey the same meanings in Washing-
ton or Moscow, Madrid or Singapore, Peking or London. In the West,
rights are likely to be associated with individual welfare. jn a commu-
nist country individual rights are subordinate to the welfare of the
state. From a Russian's point of view, to "democratize education"

°Panelist Michael Nfarien revieWed 1.603 abstracts whicbsubsequently appeared in
Future Survey 1979 Ills eight major areas of concern as.mirrored in the litoature coin-
cided.with the sources of turbulence reviewed here Cvith respect to values, nuclear
weaporil, pollution energy-resource depletion. economic problems. and electronic
technologies. See Nlarien's summary in The Futurist (June 1980), pp. 3-9.

The thread phenomenon is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

20
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means to provide .equal access, which is quite different from John
De-We:Y'S -ideas about democracy in-education.

Nowhere was this conflict in values more evident that at Unesco in

.-Paris where we conducted_ some of the interviews for this study. In
this polvcultural setting one panelist stated, Unesco, conceived as a
,place_to draw us together for worthy purposes, instead has begun to
resemble an_arena in which to trade abuse while maneuvering -to'

serve national purposes."
Lester R. Brown commented some years ago that we were! in

grave danger of beingbetrayed by values, "inherited largely from the
past,"-that are now inconsistent with human survival. Brown, presi-
dent of 1,Voildwatch, is. both_ a natural and a social scientist and
was one of the early proponents orthe'greerl revolution "--using im-
proved- grain- strains to increase crop yields. In Work/ Without
Borders he writes, "Not only are many of man's institutions incapable
of resolving the problem he now faces, but his values, inherited from
the_past,nre inconsistent with his'survival. Values which are widely

held . . . are becoming threats to our future well-being. Man ,must
evolve anew -social ethic. . . ."8

The soirees of possible turbulence presented below are buUa'few
of the many changes nations must cope with in coming years if the
next century is to see us attain a more decent and humane world.

Competing values and ideologies. Foremost among our
contemporary problenIs is the struggle between the proponents of
autonomy and the proponents of organic interdependence. The
former are dedicated to unrestricted growth and to the continued im-
provement of the material quality of life, while the latter advocte
conservation and the frugal use of planetary resources. The autono-
mists are gtuided by a, 19th century "frontier ethic," a time when eve
had seemingly boundless land, untrammeled and open to exploita-
tion. No band of frontiersmen, no wagon train of settlers, could do-
widespread damage to the vastness about them as they trickled be-
yond the Mississippi River to breach*the Rocky Mountain barrier and
eventually to reach to Pacific coast.

The idea of a nation with inexhaustible resources was well estab-

lished in the U.S. earlyin the 20th century. Then the frontiers began to
close down. After World War II, the European colonial powers, who
Controlled 85% of the earth's resources and influenced the lives of per-

haps 70% of the world population, began gradually to lose the sources
of cheap energy and inexpensive raw materials provided by their
colonies. By the 1950s a few prescient thinkers such as panelist Sir

'See Lester 11. Brown, World Without Borders (New York: Random 1 ouse, 1972).
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Geoffrey Vickers began to describe the concept of organic inter-
dependence and to advocate "a spaceship ethic" to replace the fron-
tier .ethic.9_

The spaceship ethic conceives our-planet as a closed-ecosystem,
Which reqMires a balance between humankind and nature. Along with

.s the concept of equitable oiaring
among its' human:passengers. At-present, if spaceship-earth had-but
five passengers, one passenger (the industrialized world) would have

,80%' of its life support resources. The other four passengers (the less
developed -nations) would have but 5% each.°

As we move into the 1980s; the 'frontier versus the spaceship ethic
promises to remain a source of conflict. The subsequent, ineluctable
tension will create much turbulence. At the same time, the growing
international recognition of the spaceship ethic has createn world-
wide dialogue as to hoW to avoid ecological-catastrophies andincin,
-erating the planet with violence of modern weaponry.

'Democratic.institutions_under.stress..The_machinery of_ democ-
racy designed by the Founding Fathers at the Constitutional Con-
vention in Philadelphia during the 1780s was an extraordinary amal-
gam of wisdom and foresight. Written on the threshold of a new in-
dustrialized age, the Constitution has proved remarkably viable in
the face of social, technological, and economic changes that could not
possibly have been anticipated by its designers.

Today, however, with national and international events occurring
more and more rapidly and with the media overwhelming us with
images, the machinery of democratic governments is under stress and
shows signs of increasing strain. The turbulence stemming from
confused and erroneous governmental decision making were mani-
fest in the 1900s and became even more conspicuous in the 1970s.

Since 1900 Americans have improved working conditions in fac-
tories, ended exploitive child labor, enfranchised women, and ad-
vanced human rights. Such initiatives are to be prized. At The same
time, as a number of panelists pointed out, how are the processes of
democracy to be protected in the 1980s from increasing self-serving
demands which seem likely to imperil the idea of representative
government?

9See Sir Geoffrey 1 ickers' Wilde Memorial Lecture, "Some Ideas of Progress"
(1954), and his-"Ecology, Planning, and The American Dream" (1963) in Leonard J.
Dahl, ed., The Urban Condition. His two BBC lectures on "The End of Free Fall" also
are examples of his insights into resource depletion and threats to the biosphere, which
were then little recognived. The lectures are reprinted in his Value Systems and Social
Process (Haririondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1970).

'''ffhe writer is indebted to Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, President, the Univer-- sity of Notre Dame, who originally suggested the five passenger spaceship illustration.
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Demands, expectations, and pressures for what panielkBell has
called "entitlements" are growing as various interest groups
maneuver for power. If candidates for elective office can rely on 40%
of the eleet9ratefor support, and can Write of ranothe/49% as implac=
able opponents, they then must appeal to the 20 % minority swingvote
to win a majority at the polls. In this small group are the innumerable
single issue voters, who 'pressure-candidates to support theinSpecial
interests in exchange for their support. Over the years this pressure

for privilege-has come from religious, ethnic, labor, business, and in-
dustry lobbies.

In addition to the threat of pressure groups, a second threat to
democratic institutions, according td some panelists, is the dimin-
ished capaci , of the government to make prompt, sound decisions
Repeatedly, jgoverninent advisors failed ;to advise officials, made
faulty predi tiOns thif have damaged the standard of,living, harmed
the U.S. ima e Overseas, diminished the strength 91. our democracy,

-and resulted --m such_recent-national embarrassments-as-those-as-
sociated with Vietnam, Cuba, and Iran. The proliferation of bureauc-
racies to deal with problems has merely diffused the problem without
solving it. Furthermore, the use of computers by advisory agencies
sometimes does no more than insure that errors 'can be made more
quick)) ! Our institutional lag presumably needs to be remedied in
every echelon and at all levels if growing mistrust of governing of-
ficials is to be alleViated.

Population and hunger. Population pressures promise to become
increasingly dangerous. Some 12,000 years ago the world population
numbered about 12 million, roughly the population of Greater
London today. The first billion Mark was not reached until some time
shortly after 1860.

Improved medical care, sanitation, and the development of
various wonder drugs have helped to extend the life span dramatic-
ally in recent years. By 1975 the population exceeded four billion. At
present, according to Gairett Hardin, there is a net increase of ap-
proximately 220,000 mouths to be fed each daythe equivalent of a
Chicago added every fortnight. It is likely that the global population
will increase to between six and seven billion by early in the 21st cen-
tury. While there are some encouraging signs that birthrates are
corning down, this is not the case in many less developed countries.
An increase of over two billion inhabitants in a few decades will"not
only test the earth's carrying capacity, it will have a profound impabt
on sociopolitical decision making.

Since much of the population increase over the next 20 years is
likely to be in the countries with the least natural resources (Bangla-
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desh, India, Indonesia, for example), there exists the sorry prospect of
more -and more children with frail bodies and hunger-damaged
minds. By the mid-Seventies the World Development Corporation
,estimated-that_asinany.as one _million _humans _were dying annually_
from starvation, often in their first year of life; and each year as many
as 10 milliop,suffer from,irrepa rabl e mental and ph ysicaldama-ge due
to malnutrition. Pressure fora larger share of the world'sfood.supply

'has increased in the have-less countries and has placed a growing
moral-burden.on-more -fortunate-countries.

The rich and the poor. At present, the population of the less de-
veloped nations includes over three billion or in excess of 75% of the
total world population. These nations are extremely poor. In the mid-
1970s the U:S. Agency for International Development reported to
Congress the following "development gap" inforinaltiomP -

Developing_
Countries

_Developed.
Countries

- United
StatesIndicator

1. Per Capita GNP $230 $3,085 $4,756
2. Population (millions) 1,850 664

.
207

3. Literacy 40-1 97% 98 %'

4. Life Expectancy 52 years 71 years 70 years
5. Annual per capita

power consumption 220 kwh 5140 kwh 8100 kwh

More vivid than the figures above is the picture drawn by Robert
L. Heilbroner.12 I le states that for a typical family living on from $70
to $200 per capita, there would he no more than a few blankets, a
couple of piece's of furniture, and one garment for each person plus
one Pair of shoes for the head of the household. Their home, no larger
than a toolshed, would have no water and no electricity, no books or
magazines (of what use would they be to the illiterate?), and no
access to medical care save for a local midwife. The family's cash
hoard would come to no more than five dollars, and the annual cash
crop income from the three tenant acres would be shared with the
local money lender and their landlord. Because of these conditions, as
one scholar-panelist saw it, there is growing pressure not merely fora
new deal, but for a.new order.°

"The U.S. and The Developing World. abridged (Washington, D.C., Overseas
-Development Council, 1973), p. 123.

'Adapted from his TheCreel Ascent.

'1Ceoffiey Barraclough, "The \'orld Economic Struggle," New York Review of
Rooks, August 1975, pp. 23-30.
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Barbs ra Ward provided a ivid analogy when she pointed out that
internationally 'there is bitter resentment on the part- of- the Third`
World similar to the sullen and rebellious attitudes found among
peasants in Czarist Riissia'or in France at the time of their respective
revolutions." The disparity between the haves and have-nots also
helps-to explain the illconcealed lack of sympathy ins ertain Third
World countries when the U.S. is discomfited.-for example, in dealing-
with a Fidel Castro in Cuba or an-Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran. t'articu-
lad} in the'UN the have-less nations, who make up the majority of
the membership. have expressed their resentment and feel they are
entitled to make claims on the wealth of the have-more nations,
particularly the U.S. Their assumption is that, since in the post-
iniperalist industrialized ,world there is a vast fund of unethically ac-
cumulated wealth to be shared, some forms'of reparations are due.

Ironically, the U.S. is one among a few nations that endorses a
Shafe-the-wealih global social policy. The U.S. was the first nation in
history to initiate ast income transfers to other nations through such

agencies as the Marshall'\Plan, after World War II; Point Four, during
President Truman's administration; the Act for International Devel-
opment -(AID), and the International Cooperation Administration
(ICA).. Beginning ith a commitment of two percent of America's
Gross National Product (GNP) after World War II, the total income
transfer 10, of 1980 runs to the tens of billions of dollars. Yet by the
mid-Seventies, developed countries, including the U.S., found them-
selves accused of being responsible for the starvation of little children
because of their excessk e consumption of foodstuffs and other mate-

rial goods.
The disorderliness of the present decade in the UN iti further

exacerbated b the substantial representation of small countries, of
which some 120-odd are, to a certain extent, controlled, authoritarian
societies. In the General Assembl) members such as Singapore, with a
third or a quarter of the population of a city such as Tpkyo, New
York. or Mexico City. has the same voice and vote as the largest na-
tion. Since the political independence of the Third World nations
did not necessaril), bring them economic independenc6, we can ex-
pect the drive fyr greater, more equitable sharing of the world's
goods will remain a source of transnational tension during the I980s.

Danger of sophisticated weapons and nuclear accidents. Con-
troversies over nuclear pplic) and the sale of sophisticated weapons
promise to increase during.the 1980s. As the world's reading arms ex-

"Barbara hard, Progri ss for a Small Planet (Nm York. V W. Norton. 1979). p
170.
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porter, the, t '.S. is a prime target for those who are alarmed over how,
and.onwhom, the lethal weapons 'nigh' be used.15

The 'following concerns seem certain to create widespread
anxiety'

Yet to be determined damage to the biolphere caused by the
deadly radiation released when nuclear weapons are detonated;

.Dangers in nuclear plants inadequately designed or poorly
built;`

The prospect of suitcase -size nuclear bombs in the hands of
terrorists;

The plutonium by-product from nuclear plants both as an in-
gredient innuclear bombs and as a deadly carcinogenic threat;

Disposal of nuclear reactor waste which remains lethal for un-
told generations;

Nuclear proponents who contend-that the growing demand' for
pow er in a heavily populated world leaves no choice but to exploit
the atom in order to meet their energy needs.

Scholars suggest that if we are to resolve nuclear and weaponry
dilemmas. we must endeavor to see dial American nuclear policy be
collies the precursor of positive arms restraint, that we carefully sift
information pertaining to nuclear power, and that we make ever) ef-
fort to increase quickl) the knowledge of the safe handling of toxic
wastes. .

Pollution and resource ,depletion. The twin spectres of pollution
and continued d inciting of resources seem certain h) haunt humans
during the next 25 years, according to the panel of international
scholars. The turmoil will come from our apparent inabilit),to recon-
cile extravagant lifestyles with their drain on the biosphere.

Ba rry Co m moner,T-one-of- th e-seholal N biolugyliWitiTd- to SciilT
on our panel wrote about the problem back in the 1960s:

. The environment is a complex, subtly balanced system. and it is
this integrated w hole w hich receives_theimpact of all the separate
insults inflicted by pollutants Never before in the history of this
planet has its thin life-supporting surface been subjeCted to such
diverse, novel, and potent agents. I believe that the cumulative
effects of these pollutants. their intera..ions and amplification, can
be fatal to the complex fabric of the biosphere. And because man j
after all, dependent on part of this system, ibelieve that continued
iSollution of the earth, if unchecked, will eventually destroy the fit-
ness of this planet as, a place for human life.'6

"1s of the'Sovfrt Union is the number two exporter, France is number three.
f'Becatlie of hi". participatioh in the 1980 presidentifampaign, Commoner was

unable to schedule an inters lets ss ith our project staff. Barb Commoner. Science and
Survival. in Saturday Review, 2,0 September 1969. p. 56.
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With such explicit warnings, and they were frequent in our inter-
vieWswhen will we mobilize against environmental threats? As Sir
Geoffrey X'ickers put it, we ventilate mines and irrigate deserts "on
purpose" and pollute rivers and poison the atmosphere "by acci-
dent."17.As pressure increases to prevent such "accidents" in the
closing years of the century, it is bound to create turmoil.

. Inflation, debt, and unemployment. The interlinked elements of
-iiiflation,mounting debt, and unemployment have become
increasingly dangerous, worldwide phenomena. Coping with them_
wilLtest...our-c-apacitOor economic-inntvaiinly2 We-if-ove into the
uneasy Eighties. These elements may even prove to be symptomatic
Of the inability of world economic systems to accommodate them-
selves to declining per capita productivity. Furthermore, as pointed
out in chapter 1, these-three elements tend to lower the standard of

gretipsthose with limited economic or politi-
cal clout.

The extent of the inflationary trends is reflected in 1980 data from
the U.S. Departments'of Labor and Commerce and the International
Monetary th period representative in-, Fund. In one recent 12-mon
creases in consumer prices were:is I

Argentina 150.1% France 11.8%

Brazil 76.0% Canada 9.5%

Italy 2,0.4% Japan 5.7%

Britain 18.4 Switzerland 5.1%-

14.1% West Germany 4.6%

The profoundly troubling issue of inflation during the present
decade was identified by a number of our panelists Their conclusion
is that there is no instant solution for skyrocketing inflation. A basic
reason may prove to be that more and more personsat least two
billion more by 2006are now and will continue to be competing for
the same diminishing raw inat,Erials, living space, and for food for
survival.

Attempting to cope with inflation by using the strategy of index-
ing, an income transfer system which automatically_ boos_ts_wages,
welfare benefits, and pensions, has become extremely expensive for
many governments. As of mid-1980, approxima0y 65 million Ameri-
cans as well as millions of Europeans had some ATn of "indox in-
surance" against inflation. Social Security payments (increased by

in his 1954 essay, ''Some Ideas of Progress.-
"U.S. News and World Report. 7 April 1980, p. 32.

`
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14.3% in July of 1980) led the list with 35,300,000 jecipients.19 The
rationale for- the indexing is both obvious and appealinghutnane
treatment- of- the aged, the sick, and the poor. Millions of men and
women in Europe also have salaries and pensions which increase
automatically becagse they are geared to the inflation 5ate.2°

Since it would be politically difficult-to Modify government obli-
gations such as social security, the ftihiteis likely to be a stormy one:

as taxpayer resistance grows;
as the young resent increasingly large federal withholding in

paychecks to pay for social security costs for the elderly;
.as the-governments seek ways of reconciling indexing and in-

flationincluding taxing social security payments;
as defense spending and other major budget items compete for

federal funds; and
as persons without autorptically increasing incomes express

resentment toward indexing or demand regular pay boosts as
inflation continues. -

Mounting debt also gravely concerns economists. Not only has in-
creasing governmental debt become chronic but personal debt in the
U.S. during the last ten years has skyrocketed. In 1970, private debt
(e.g., mortgages, auto loans, credit card payments) totaled less than
$500 billion. By 1978 it came to Si trillion, $165 billion! By 1980, due to
government credit controls, the rate of increase had slowed but the
huge burden nonetheless kept growing. As Edward Cornish phrased
it, "In the U.S. today most households probably are both illiquid and
in debt; they have little money available in cash or in the bank, and
they owe thousands of dollars on past' purchases."2i

A third source of turmoil is global unemployment. Estimates vary,
but between 800 and 900 million persons prqidly were out of work
or underemployed at the outset of the Eighties. There is potential
"social dynamite" here in the form of discontent and rebellion
dyn-arnite'in need of tapid defusing. But ways of coping will not be

"Other persons wits mdewd cost of !king benefits included recipients of supple-
mental security. 4,188.000; retired federal civilian employees. 1.712,000; retired
military personnel, 1.308.000; railroad retirees, 1,006,000; disabled coal miners.
-416,000; war veterans with pensions. 2.167.000. postal workers. 656.000; union
members with escalator clauses. 2.200,000. state and local government %% orkers and re-
tirees, 1,450.000; food stamp recipients. 20.200.000. Reported in L'.S. News and Wurld
Report. 9 June 1980. p. 50.

"It %vas calculated in London during 1980 that the pens'on-mdexed retired head of
Scotland Yard. if he remained alive until 1999. would receive nearly $500.000 per year
at current British inflation rates!

2'Edward Cornish. "The Great Depression of the 1980s. Could It Really lappen?"
The Futurist. October 1979; p. 366.
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easy, since they seem invariably to threaten large segments of the
_population.

Rising aspirations turning to rising frustralions. Until the mid;
1960s a mood of general optimism pervaded the U.S. The dollar was
strong, the technological triumph of moon landings created and sus-
taiued a wave of national pride, and_there was confidence that the
spread of Communism could be contained. FurtherMore thcvtand7
and of living in America kept rising each year. As Fecentiv as the
mid - Severities a survey in-Kansas City and Boston indicated that
"average" Americans still were confident that they could- attairithe
good life, described by those surveyed as an income of about $25,000
a year, a four-bedroom ;tome in the suburbs, two automobiles, and an
annuallhiee-week yacation.2.3

As the 1970s wore on, this materialistic dream began to fade-.-Par-
chasing power decreased, established institutions (goverifient, labor
unions, the corporate community, churches, schools, and so on) be-
came objects of mistrust, and America's world image was diminished
by a series of disturbing national ,and international developments in-
cluding the humiliating war in Vietnam, an unprecedented presi-
dential resignation, and the taking of 52 hostages with the seizure of
our embassy in Iran'.

The realization that the "revolution of rising human expectations"
might not materialize brought with it a profound sense of frustration.
The citizens of have more nations saw their hope of continuing up-
ward mobility first thieatened and then replaced by fear of possible
socioeconomic losses. The inhabitants of have-less countries were
alarmed at the prospect of remaining forever poor, of never having a
larger slice of the international economic pie.

As_this, is written. the rising level of global frustration may well
become one of the major dangers involving both domestic tranquility
and international cooperation.

The electronic assault on human reason. Virtually all those born
since 1950 have been exposed throughout their lives to the electronic
medium, television. The barrage of images provides some kno*wl-
edge (or at least information) but, as a number of scholars see it, tele-
% ision also makes an assult on reason and on emotional stability, as it
transmits the wrenching world changes that have occurred since
1950. .

Television is a particularly powerful and mind-shaping force in
the U.S. due to the sheer magnitude of programming. It is even

= =Directed 1)) Richard Coleman, Senior Research Associate, the Joint Center for
Urban Studies of si.I.T. and 11arvard Unwersit). cited 1)) Time, 8 rebroar) 1976.
p, 107.
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mac powerful in portraying the U.S. image to the Third, World.
Third World viewers see lifestyles in the U.S. depictedin ajlnanner
that incites envy, for such lifestyles are beyond the reach of the
Niirerian in Enugu or the Pakistani in Lahore. Moreover, Third Vorld
citizens frequently are unable to diffeientiate between the realities of

-'.S.-oulture_aadilfollie, transmitted by television. The effect of
this discrepancy is tension aiatifilitilence: Unfortunatelvoo_cordon
sanitaire can he established to protect the real image of the Ameri-eari .

citizen from the degenecate.ones that often entertain her citizens on
televNion..Anpther source of einntiomil strain occurs when the' poor in
the'1 .S. see portrayed on the television screen a standard of living
that_seems futile for them to attempt to reach.

Ano r concern expressed by some scholars is that not only do
_ -

people throughout the world see America reflected in a distorting _
mirror, but we are now continually exposed to global coverage of
eventsoften disasterswhich require us to worry about everyone
and everything everywhere. The sense of uneasinessor even ;ncipient
p one that may result is not the best of bases for reasoned behavior.
: Iso, as pagelist Lawrence Cretin''r pointed out, there is a danger of
iadvertent thought control because of the selective nature of items
eatured in' newscasts, which must be squeezed- into the narrow

,
rrooves of time available in daily schedules. After hearing disturbing

news, the programs tend to end with the so-called wrap -up, which
summarizes what has been seen, whtit it means. and even what might
be expected tomorrow:13 "That;§ the way it is," does not necessarily
describe the real torld to all viewers at all times!

.

One more mani estatiop of the electronic incursion is the viewing
habits_c4 Ogren- ( tpder five years of age) and of yoilth, whoare
often exposed to Ty for as long as eight hours a day. The tube be-

atiomes the baby-sitter-oritentertains the baby-sitters themselves, or.
it absorbs parents when they rctlirn home, thus extending the young
child's viewing time. Furthermore, children's programs, notably on
Saturday Morning, tend to feature cartoons of dubious psychological
value, often lacking in edi ational merit. They are likely to show ..,....

some sort of'super hero or er ine miraculously solving problems, all ,

'of..which suggest that hu t ant s misadventures and disasters can
only he solved through the a ff:scrls of a "great leader," usually authori-

_
tarian.24

23For a longer inquiry into select e newscasting. see Ward Just. "Sewspaper Days:
PolitiesW c Are the I lostages. T e Atlantic, April 1980. pp. 99-101.

I'For the opinion of a learned panel. see "Children's Television: What Are the
Bestand %Vorst ShoWs?" TV Gt 'de. 9 Angm,t 1980, pp. 2.6.
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Inane television commercials show young and old alike respcnd-
ing mindlessly to carbonated beverages, a new laundry soap, or de-
ciffeinated coffee in a manner at best naive and at worstdownright
idiotic. The'display of adults'childish behavior over toilet paper or a
brand of instant coffee does little to enhance young viewers' respect

for their elders, even th.ough.yolingsters are surprisingly sophisticated

about advertising. hokurn.
By the time our youth graduatefromhighschool they have spent

more time televiewing (16,000 hours) than in the classroom - (12,000

hours). Watching ,,television not only:takes away time from home
study, it ctits down on socializing, exercise, and time for learning ex-

periences that ultimately influence "intelligence." Television was
identified as one of the causes.of. the decline in test scores by former
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtk and a panel established by the Col-

lege Entrance Examination board 2,
A final peir.tTV confuses our reason, our time sense, and our

feeling fOr "real %vorid" geography by jumbling so many impressions
into too Nit minutes. In a half hour viewers can choose between a
World Viar Ilimovie, a show spectaciilar, an interview with a celeb-

ny. 1;r a situation comedy a11 periodically interrupted by commer-
cials. During the same period a tornado watch' warning may glide

silently across the screen, or..a "news break" may".bring. word of a

flare -up in yet another corner of the globe. Small wonder our nervous

system circuits become overloaded!
As a source of malaise, as a reminder of the horrors to which

people in many parts of the world are subjected, and by its subtle per-

vasiveness, television has become recognized by sonie scholars asa
potent threat to rational, studied decisions. As one panelist said, "If

we ever are forced to 'choose up sides for the, apocalypse, you can be

sure that television will be shaping our decisions!"

I

The Speed of Change: The,Crisis of Crisei
The 10 examples of forces, factors, and develoginents contribut-

ing to present-day turbulence also carry. a promiseof progre'is for the

planet as people learn how to deal with them. Although not Alwys
immediately apparent, progress depends on the 'efforts human beings

must make by instituting self-preserving (as distinct from self -serv-

ing) reforms in order to counter or resolve this turmoil,:
What needs to-be accomplished will require patience. Resultq may

25See The Academic Scpre Decline: Are Faits the Enemy of Truth?" Phi Delta
Kappon. October 1977, pp. 85-86. (An interview with W. Willard Wirtz..)
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seem infinitely slow; people everywhere will need to remember that
Whilelhey can see Only the secondhand:Move, the hour hand is also .

The spirit of the era date not become tired of too much
chinge, because so many profound and positive changes are in order.

The 'crisis of crises 2° The Mayor in a large city can usually cope.
with emergenCieS.SuCh as a heavy snowfall, strikes by police or fire=
men, or a derailed train with chemical- filled tank cars. But if the train
derails in a massive snowfall it the sometime that police and firemen
-are on:strike, aitill-blown crisis :is created.

For the past two decades' the world has been building up to Its
present. criSis: of crises stage. To paraphrase Murphy's Law, "What
could -gO4rong did go wrong!" One of our challenges today is to
Make:tomorrow work by repealing Murphy's Law and initiatingthe
changes That are called for n6w and in; the years that lie ahead.

One'insight which rapid change requires is that we recognize
eicistent-interdcpendence of human beings and world resources. The
increasing use of the automobile in an energy-short world provides a
,goodlilustration.of this interdependence.

A utoinobiles as illustrative of technological traps. In the minds of
many pecii;le the automobile has replaced the dog as man's best
friend. Nothing could be further from the truth! Actually, auto-
mobiles hale created microcrises which (as the situation becomes
better Understood) may provide guidelines for dealing with macro-
crises.

Between 1960 and 1978:the world's car fleet more than tripled." In
these 18 years the number of vehicles leaped from 98 to 302 million!
Since the U.S. is so heavily dependent on theautomobile, the auto-
motive crisis in the Eighties and Nineties is a topic close to home.
About $5% of the world's cars are licensed in the U.S., Canada, Britain,
Certhany_and Francckhence these countries are certain to be among
those most prOfoundly affected.

Here are some of the multiple problems surrounding the future of
the ,auto:

The demand for cars is increasing rapidly. In Japan alone since
1960; ownership has increased from one million to over 34 million!
116we'ver, with petroleum in increasingly short supply, with vast
price increases for oil, with growing pollution problems, along with
enormous traffiC problems, it seems impossible to envision 600 mil:
lion cars by 1999. Yet this is where a linear projection leads us.when

21The term "crisis of crises" was used originally by o ne Of our panelists, biophysicist
-1- John Platt.

nTh e data cited are taken from "Worldwatch Paper 32," The Future of the Auto.
middle in an Oft-Short World tVashington. D.C.: Worldwatch Institute. 1979).
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current trends are extrapolated. Where, then, do we turn for a solo-
.

tion?

Because of the way in which housing construction has gone in the

[1,5., with great diffusion of population to suburbsand rural areas,

many persons are too removed from services to get along without
: personal auto transport. Where do we go from here?

On a global basis, 30 million people directly or indirectly depend
on the truck or automobile business. In die U.S.. 2 of the work
force is in-the automotive sector! How shall we avoid or at least

diminish,the economic-consequences which are intimately involved

in a switch to mass transportation?

These (factors: increasing demand for cars and decreasing oil re-
serves; current dependence on auto transportation in many parts of

, the globe; and the economic dependence of tens of millions of people

on auto-related jobs serve to illustrate a technological trap. Perhaps
for the foreseeable Future we could manage to deal effectively with
any one of the factors, but in combination they poe an enormous
puzzle to be solved.

One of our panelists. Geoffrey Vickers, foresaw with estraordin-
.aiy Clarity the dilemmas of cause and effect:

Men may release into the milieu a virus which destroys rabbits.

and may develop a fertilizer industry which displaces sheep. No

longer destroyed by sheep and rabbits, the coarse growth may dis-

place the finer herbage. kl'oods may rise to overshadow their own

seedbed so densely that only fungus will' grow thefe.--"-Phe-srl

destroyed wood ma the destroy the fungus....

[Analogous) is the process whereby men build cities and cities

attract men; cities breed plagues and plagues limit the size of cities:

men curb plagues and cities expand into vast and formless aggre-

gates. from which men try to escape. The automobile brings a

means of escape for a few: the many follow and choke the roads.

The roads multiply and let the traffic through; the roads and traffic

carry with them the megalopolis from which they are flying."

O

Transition or Transformation?
Futurists during the late Seventies engaged in wide speculation as

to whether or mit the industrial era, as it presently is constituted, can
survive. As noted in chapter 1, a growing literature questions whether

.."Geoffrey Vickers, "Ecology. Planning and the American Dream." in The Urban

Condition: People and Policy in the Metropolis, ed Leonard F Dfilil with John Powell

(New York: Basic Books. 1963).
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the industrialized world can go through a transitional period leading
to a viable future, or whether a profound transformation lies ahead.29

A-major question is shall and can we strive for reforms within the
present system, or does the chaos of the present argue for a massive
reassessment and possible realignment of ,our-lifestyles? Will we,
with the help of, microelectronics and robotics, 4usher in a new era
comparable in impact to the Renaissance of the 14th, 15th, and 16th
centuilek during which changes in art and architecture, literature; and
learning, heralded the emergence of modern times-from the chrysalis
of, iedievalism? Will ;his, then, he the new millennium?

The human riddle. Given the necessary insight, will U.S. youth
andadults alike have the courage to come to terms with nature and
with their psychological, physical, and sociological environment as
well as with their world peer groupsFm Or will they elect to retain a
sybaritic culture that will, as long as possible, be nonthreatening and
ampsing to its crea utesa peurile soap opera culture?

Here we 'find o irselves recycled to the educational challenge of
chapter 1 how to c, :)e and impros e our present levels of thinking and
acting:rooted as the: are in a world in which traditional ways of
thinking and acting often are neither adequate. nor relevant.'t

Curriculum Content and the Future
The present turbulence, w Inch seems certain to continue v ell into

the future, has distinct implications for curriculum content. This is
true regardless of the way in which "curriculinti- is defined. The
questions are: flow does one educate for effectix e living in an era of
turmOil? How do we help learners of allages grasp sun h al concepts,
understand how to use them wise') , and work with others in creating
a more humane, less threatening world society?

'Action learnirig and service experiences. Ati least since thb 1930s
educators helve ads mated learning experiences that emend beyond
the schoawalls.'? Today's speed of change and the serious nature. of

z"See 1ppendix I) for studies reported by Lester B. Bross n. 1t, Jackson Davis.
lartl n Ferguson. Willis I human. James Robertson-1k till saki.. and Barbara 11 and

with inforMation on possible societal transitions.
108tuart Chase, over shirt) ears ago. also identified thew ac the to o "Great Ques-

tions" in The froper Study of Mankind (\e York flamer and Brothers. 1948), p. 305
"For a stintulating discussion of this in mit, sex era I panelists mentioned andrecom

mended a Club of Rome report b) J 11 liotkin.Maluli Hui:Indira. and Nfircea Malit/a,
Mt Limits to Learning lirti(ging the Human Gap (Oxford. Pergamon Press. 1979). p.
118 ff.

11For a deta Wed statement of the des elopment of "learning bex ond school. walls-
see Appendix A.
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. global problems, which lead to turbulence and to wide-scale did
order, make such extended learning more important than ever.

Traditional education with its IQ tape and regulations, its passiv-
ity alai "right" answers, is the old way of doing things. The demands
of the.present and of the future clearly all for,new ways of doing
things. Active, dynamic experiences, sponsbred by the school, but

, going beyond its confines, help to satisfy this need. Service learning
involving,socially useful work supplies an added ingredientsignifi-
cant participation. Together they will help students to cope Wisely
and successfully with new developments and to participate willingly

and well in the interminable task of envisionilig and inventing the

future.

I
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Basic ConCepts:

The Natural Sciences

filumans] have perhaps ten years left in which to subordinate
their ancient quarrels and launch a global partnership to curb the
arms race, to improve the human environment, to defuse the popu-
lation explosion and to supply the 'required momentum to develop-
ment of forts.

Thant

?

In the previous chapter, we stitched together a verbal tapestry that
anticipates tomorrow and that also implies the need for an "antici-
patory curriculum" in a new era;We can now attempt to weave to-
gether the concepts suggested by our panel of scholarsin-the natural
and social sciences and endeavor,to-defeimine what they imply for

. curriculum content.
With the decline in natural resources, the problems of a deterior-

ating environment, and increased international tensions, certain con-
ceptS basic to effective living in the years ahead assume added signifi
cance. As we interpreted the testimony from our interviews and from
written response from our panelists, we recognized how complicated
the task of reporting their diverse viewpoints and drawing inferences
would be. .

As chapter 2 indicated, five conflicting views of the futttie were
directly or indirectly expressed by our panelists. These views sug-
gested' the problem of reconciling certain divergent views preserved
in our data. An example of such conflicting opinion in the same field
of inquiry is illustrated by the diametrically opposed views of !Jarrell
R. Rogers and Morton Paglin on the issue of poverty in the U.S. In his
Ponerty Amid Plenty; Rogers contends that the U.S. government

1, underestimates the breadth and depth of poverty.' Paglin, on the
'Harrell R. Rogers, Jr., Poverty Amid Plenty: A Political anal Economic Analysis

(Reading, Maine: Addison-Wesley Press, 1979).

I
I
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othey hand, and with 'access to the same sources, insists that official

surveys actually overestimate the extent of the problem.2 Another'
example is the controversy surrounding interpretations of the 1980

U.S. Census data which can be COCIStrI1(j2ILU'IMSWa'Slar--1-}Pc--

sonal or for political advantage:
Nevertheless, nearly all scholars interviewed were in consensus

regarding such omnipresent problems as the energy deficit and the
pollution pf our environment. Also, they tendedlo agree on the con-

cepts that are important lor youngpeople to learn. But they disagreed

on the ways certain contemporary problems should be resolved. For

example, on the isAle of "limits torowth," the panelists, while recog-

nizing the need to reduce consumption, differed as to how we should

impose limitations to growth.
,Assumptions about a "surprise-free" future. Many of the concepts

inventoried in chapters 3 and 4 are based on the assinnption that a
"surprise-free" future lies ahead of us, not disrupted by nuclear acci-
dents such as occurred in 1945 when a twenty-kiloton nuclear bomb

was dropped on Iiiroshima. For example, it was taken for granted by
most panelists that there was no short:term (5-6 year) solution to the
energy shortage and probably no long-term (20-25 year) prospect of
finding an equally efficient, safe, substitute for petroleum as an
energy source for industrial societies.' However, a breakthrough
could be made-ra surprise breakthrough that would strengthen in-
dustrial societies. For instance, ways might be found to eliminate

some of the dangers inherent ill nuclear plants.
The future, when it becomes the prefient, is full of such surprises.

some ugly, some benign. TWenty years ago, w,Ito would have fore-

cast the dramatic"changes and troubling developments that made
ugly headlines: blocks of Washington. D.C. and Watts district of Los

Angeles afire as a result of rioting; the assassination-of a President, his

brother, and a distinguished black leader; widespi cad unrest, bomb-

ings, and students gunned down on the college campus; a tragic war
and its aftermath in Southeast Asia: or the global impact of an OPEC

oil embargo on world economies? More promising surprises have
been the invention of new life forms. DNA splicing; hybridization in

plants to increase yields; development of the silicon chip and lin-
.proved computer technology, and new means of population control.

While we can accept expert opinion and prognosis, we also must

remain sufficiently fluid in thinking aboutand planning for'the future

in order to accommodate ourselves td the unexpected or the un-

'Morton Pattltn. "Poverty in die United Statec. A Itee%ithiation." Policy Review,

dpriug 1979, pp. 7.24.
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n.ed Fartf or.mmr---:Z7---m.filT------.MIgsshould viewed with some
caution since no amount of opinion, however carefully developed,
can create a fact. Expertise, especially when pooled, merely increases
the likelihood of the opinion being a valid one. -

Transdi.7,-.1plinarri linkagesthe "threads phenomenon." As the
writer has rioted rlse%% here in a report on preliminary findings of this
project:

The increased use of such terms as microbiology or,biophysics,
as well as thAppointment of professors of geography and hist6r or
molecular biolog and zoolog of ps chology and neural science,
suggest the increasing breadth of know ledge which contemporar
scholars are expected to acquire.'

These cross-disciplinary trends seem both necessary and
desirable, but they often make it difficult to sort out or to cluster con-
cepts for purposes of presentation. In the natural and social sciences
thethreads of knowledge" phenomenon has created, for some years
now, a seamless web as a result of scholarly inquir'y. This phenome-
non of "seamlessness" in knowledge suggests that in the realms where
the panelists work, y ou cannot pursue a single 'thing, because every-
thing is influenced by the claire system. Thus, it is necessary to use a
statement of o% erarching concepts in order to present certain ideas
that were obtained from our panelists in the natural sciences and that
in sonic instances were voiced by persons in the social seiences'as
well.

Overarching Concepts
The doctrine of limits, the need to conserve. No single concept

was mentioned so often and elaborated so thoroughly as the idea of
the potentially dangerous overload humans ha% e imposed on the
earth's carrying capacity . Since the publication of The Limits to
Growth in 1972, few topics have generated stronger feelings both
among scientists and among those in the corporate %% orld.' Represen-
tati% e statements on this concept from our panel of scholars follow.

It is important for every body to understand, at as earls an age as
possible. that the earth places limitations on us. There are physical

Iarold Shane. -Probable De) elopments in the Social Sciences and Their CIMCP-
qmes for Educational Content" (Paper prepared for the l'nesco S)mposmin "The
E) Million of Educational Content k ith Particular Emphasis on General Education."
Paris, July, 1980).

'In 1978 in a con% ersation ssnth the writer; David Pockefeller, president of the
Chase Njanhattan Bank, %Hinman/cc! the opinion of man) corporate exec ion es k hen
he said . people kit() k wild limit grim th fail to take into au omit that io diminish
puserts to improve the life of billions of people lk mg at a bare mibustence les el ss e

have to have continued growth.-
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limits to such numbers as the amount of oil that can be obtained
from the earth and the number of people that can be placed on it.
Scientifiq research has given us techniques to live at increasingly
better levels within those limits. A sizable portion of the popula-
tion, however, seems to feel that we can manipulate our way to

earth merely by political or economic tinkering. The sooner We
understand physical realities, the better off,we all will he.

John J. W. Rogers

Students should . .. understand that man has become a powerful
geological agent capable of changing rates: of erosion, affecting
climate, and alteqng the natural fluxes of energy. Sonic of the
changes are occurring as part of what amounts to uncontrolled ex-
periments that will influence all of us.

Brian J. Skinner

The supply-demand relationship falters in the case of nonre-
newable resources, as physical circumstances, rather than economic-
laws govern their availability.

John R. Patton

Students should know than human life Is wholly dependent on
the earth and its resources of %%liter, energy, minerals. soils, land,
plant and animal life, and the natural enyironment.All of these re-
sources are finite. They can be exhausted or despoiled by careless
use. Developed, used, and reused wisely, however, they can be ex-
tended to support human life far into the future. particularly if Ov-
ulation growth can he reduced.

Vincent E. AlcKelver

Students should be.aware that the impermanence of the energy
resource base on Ouch our civilisation is built is our present prob-
lem. Resource production is on a bell-shaped curve which rises to a
peak, and after reaching the peak deancs'in a more or less sym-
metrical way.

W. Jackson Davis

The points made by panelists such as the five cited above varied in
detail, but the central message %% as clear. Unless major steps are taken
to conserve, to recycle, and to reduce 09usumption. the world, par-
ticularly the energy-dependent industrialized nations will he
plagued for years to come by the limits imposed by finite resources,
by enormous popidation increases, and by consequent decline in
global material standards of living.As noted earlier, British physicist
Sir Nevin Mott, a Nobel Prize winner, speculated that by the year 2000
the per capita energy available might be no more than that which was
a% ailable in 1914, unless some breakthrough occurs in the quest for an
alternative to fossil fuels as a source of energy.
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The doctrine of limits also raised the prospect that thet I would be
some contraction. of wealth and; quite possibly, .a return-to simpler
lifestyles. A psychobiologist among our panelists put it this way:

I see a contraction of material wealth which may be the fountain-
head of simplicity. I think we will move forward, not kickward,
into a simpler life. We are piing to face the future without energy,
but with a population that has been generated by energy. If we don't
change our values, then the depletion of energy and resources will
do it for us.

W. Jackson Davis

Interdependence. A second major, overarching concept that
youth and adults need to grasp is the increasing interdependence that
exists among nations and among people everywhere. Several facets
of interdependence appeared ircpur interviews with scientists, par-
ticularly the concePt of ecological holism. As a zoologist saw it:

In ecology, the concept of interdependence of all life and the
mechanisms through which that interdependence is expressed are
central themes. The floss of energy and the cycling of the biologi-
cal!) important forms of matter tie all living things together, and the
Processes of predation and competition determine the routes by
which matter and energy pass through ecosystems.

Nelson George Hairston

Biologist Elizabeth T. Odum expressed the same idea in a some-
what different wa) . She noted that "Everything'belongs in an ON erall
system and can be understood complete)) only in the context of the
whole system."

In addition to the balanced interdependence found in nature,
there were those scholars who felt it was equal!) important for ) oung
learners to understand the links that bind humans es en more closely
together through the interchangCtif their natural resources and
manufactured goods. Panelist Teo Lye I Nay from Singapore put it
most simply: "People cannot survis e without others." A historian on
the opposite side of the planet commented:

Whether we like it or not, we are faced with the coming together
of the world. It has been taking place for some time and will con-
tinue This means that [students) need to understand other cultures.
No society can keep out the influence of other societies. Other A-
ttires need to understand ours also. It also means that each countr)
will and must change.

Robert Burnes

In the same vein, Eleonora B. Masini, a faculty member at the
Pontifical Cregoriana University in Rome, felt that "thinking in isola-
tion is a luxury we can no long4r afford," while a Thai academic,

4-0
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Song-Sak Srikalasin, .remarked on the need for ". . cro-s-cultural
sensitivity and glObal awareness" so _Jat=the young, as they move
toward a new millennium, "can work together in greater harmony
and with a greater appreciation of each other's strengths and limita-
tions."

The threat of ecocide. The idea that irreversible damage may be
done to the planet by spoliation and .failnre to recognize the-inter-
dependence of man and nature frequently surfaced among our panel-

, ists in both the natural and social sciences. "Ecocide is the destruction
of the earth," sociologist Thomas Ford I loult explained, and went on
to say that "Our chance of saving humankind's one home will come
only if we full) understand that we live in a closed ccosphere Which
we cannot continue to exploit unniercifully."

The problems created by environmental alteration %vere elabor-
ated byNan Indiana State geologist:

Production and use of any mineral resource causes environ-
mental alteration in some degree; most methods for Immo% Mg the
em [moment, or et en oiling em tronmentad degradation, require
consumption of mineral resources, especially fuels.

John B. Patton

_Entropy and consert,4tion. Along with a concern for the bio-
sphere. one of the o cradling ideas to come up quite frequently was
the concept of entropy, a measure of "gone-ness." Readers with a
SC lentific background vt ill recognize that w e are dCialing here with the
first and second law s of thermod) mimics. a brwich of physics de-
% eloped in the. last century. While energy can neither be created nor
destro ed, it cal. be changed or degraded. For instance, when an
Automobile or a 'refrigerator is built, the raw materiids used to make
them rake on a nem form. and the original iron. copper, aluminum,
a:al so on. is "gone." Hence our simple description associating
entropy with "izone-ness."'1...

NI% t t Hama I. nn (I'll, Cars Sojka, read our maniN apt and made a
point %%Iiir Ii helped tit tot lards in It concept of entrop I IV muted that a lieu
1.1111. 11%.,11t: 111(.111,4 .111t: ,ut %Hal lay. sof thermod namit entrop mean illustra
tit cE. esamph. in% Ids hmt metal% awl other riw material,. and finished mminfactured
got.. h as automob.les and ref norators. analog is iormall correct ;ind does
.11ustrate the point. I IOU 1. rill afraid the reader 11141) be t thalf111(.(1 b\ the \
,11111/11..1 I Ie 11.t 1111.% 1111 1, um 11)1 of ...ill/11(.11(.1.: bet:1111(Ile Will see that the rams mate

nal, are 11t m m. t ornanoq.d. more ''t alikible- forms. i.e . consumer moods. It ma
he better to rtdae th,- pond by Isolg, a boohmical model For eample.assmtlea person
vacs apolt .11)1)1(` 41 1111;16 01-gala/NI and poteatiall useful rmaterial
entrap} h., el m the is14n% The person (Iiett up the apple. digest, it and !Mi-
litate!) osidi/es the 4. 4.attitlient mole( ides dot% n to the le% el of CO2 Elprop has [loss
been great'. hilt teased 'gammas: has triumphed from th perspectne of the apple
llo e% yr. unlike most manilla, hired goods. much of the apple'sloriner energ is um%
actually a part Of the person who ate it:,

50
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.,

The point made by a number of scholars is that young learners
Ahould unde-fStand that when 10 gallons of gasoline are ukd in an in-
ternal- conibustion engine for all practical purposes tint are trans-

. formed and cannot be restored to their original form.
As a physicist on our panel put it:

Conservation of energy becomes valid under all con( Mons. It is
an underlying thread all Knowing fundamet tal laws of
ph)51es gives std.lents a basis for solving problems rat )hall) and
[the] confidence needed to understand Our world.

-71tidith Rosent)aym Frgsr:

An additional point was made by, physicist Roy Radha when he
stated that "while the conservation of energy has to be understood in
the Context of a valid physical law , it also must be accepted as a valid

\ [prescription J for [the] survival and growth of civilizatnin."
\ The dangers of explosive population growth. A concern shared by
ITuly social and natural scientists was the inexorable increase in
pn mlation grow th, re% iew end at some length in the previous chapter.
Thi, frequency w ith w hich this problem w as mentioned suggests that
it ran -s %t ith global interdependence as a concept that people of all
ages e% rywhere need to understand and to seek to control.

The s entific method. While not of the ;lune magnitude as the
concepts ( limits or of entropy , panelist's in the natural. sciences
commented .(requently on the scientific method. An interesting as-
peCt of their chmments w as that they stressed both the importance of
understanding he scientific method and the need to recognize its
limitations.

The traditional view is that .young learners should understand the
two basic steps of die, scientific method: 1) the initial formulation of
hy po theses, 2) testing the by potheses, In the elegant prose of Sir Peter
Medawar, "All advances of scientific understanding, at every level,
begin v ith a speculati% e ails enture, an imaginati% e preconception of
what might lie truea preconception ... beyond anything which v-e

.has e logical or factual authority to believe in. It is the in% ention ofa
possible' orld, or atiny fraction of that world."6 A somewhat differ-
ent %-iew w as'expressed by one of, our panelists who flatly stated that:

Students should 3indertand that the so-called "laws of physics"
are ont) man-made lass s They are nothing more than collections of
known phenomena that have been classified'aud labeled.

' E. R. Laithwaite

'liter B Med.mar. The Hope of Progress (London. Methuen and Compan. Ltd..
1972), p.

.51 _
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Laithwaite also made the point that "students who seek [absolute
scientific truth] v istetheir time."

Somewhat more temperately, Medawar contends that no begin-
ning student in science should be led to believe thaill given discovery
such -as:the work of James Watson and Francis Crick on DNA de-
pended on.a given "right" method of inquiry', and experimentation.

Panelists George Parks and Richard S. 1Vestfall supported the
"method of science" when they stressed the need for students to know
how to "identify and approach new problems" and to understand
"the scientific procedures by which science itself works." Other view-
points svhich-were expressed by both_ natural and social scientists in-
clude the following:

You can't go from phenomena to underlying lasVs by the scien-
tific method_ . Inspiration and genius are needed to do this.

Donald Lichtenberg

There is a need for students to comprehend , .. that, particularly
ss here humans are ins IA1 ed, much 11 ill be foreve,..incertain and un-

glumable.
Phillip 11. Abelson

Science ... is different from whys,- intellectual pursuits; it is never
static: its theories are never final.

William B. Brownian

Again, most scholars appear to see the method of science as an im-
portant concept for ,nir youth. It ranges from an initial working hy-
pothesis to an es entual s nitric explanation of the unknown. But ulti-

mate 'truth" remains elusive, and some reports of scientific break-
throughs may actually conceal what went into their discovery by
ascribing a "method" to it when in actuality it was a combination of
human reason and luck!

Concepts from the Life Sciences
The life sciences include, for the purposes of our report, biology,

zoology, physiology, anatomy, and botany, as well as such combina-
tion fields as microbiology, biophysics, or biochemistry. From in-
terviews with scholars in these fields three major concepts frequently
emerged: 1) the theory of evolution, 2) the unity of natufe, and 3) the
roles of photosynthesis and oxidation with respect to human exist
ence. Let us:examine these concepts and their implications for the
future.

The cOncept of etiolation. Scholars in the life sciences strongly
urged that young learners grasp the concept of evolution. In the
words of E. 0. Wilson the theory of evolution by natural selection is

.52
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crucial because ". . . it is generally recognized as the single unifying
idea of bi(logy, is profoundly important in Western thought, and, to-

-
gether with Marxism and Freudianism, is one of the several principal
intellectual inventions of our culture made during the past two
centuries."

Jt

Wilson's point was elaborated by Nelsdn C. Hairston in the fol-
lowing quotation:

The premier concept of biology. is evolution through natural
selection'. The full appreciation of this concept requires knowledge
of all subsidiary concepts: heredity. physiology, population dy-
namics. behavior. and ecology . It is only through an understanding
of evolution that biology makes Aense. Yet natural selection is under
anal:, not only through bigotry, but front social scientists who .

might have to revise their cherished theories if the accepted the
implications of evolutionary mechanisms.

Trac) Sonneborn was equally supportive of the theory because it
"paints the grand picture of hoxx matter has organized itself into more
and ,more complex forms, starting ss ith the inorganic and coining up
to human beings."

A statement from microbiologist Cars Sojka carries the concept
further:

Biologiell evolution has not ended: It is a continuing process,
and in fact we may be entering a period of estreme accelerated
evolution. Some changes which, may have taken millions of gear
through natural processes may now only take a Frida) morning in
stnnelme's laboratory. One problem is that we will suddenly have
enormously icuerful techniques and tools that we don't have the
institutions to handle!

Not long after our interview with Sojka, newspaper headlines
carried information about a contrpx ersial Supreme Court decision
that permitted certain newly created, life forms to be patented!

The question of whether humans have the wisdom to live with the
power created by their scientific ingenuity has troubled persons
working in both the physical sciences and in the life sciences. Seim:.
tificbreakthroughs have given humans powers formerly ascribed to
mythical deities. As a result of achievements in physics, of which nu-
clear energy is one practical outcome, many thoughtful people have
expressed gravexoncern as to whether human judgthent is capable of
coping with such awesome powers. This uneasiness has deepened in
the past two decades with the increasing sophistication in molecular

Tor additional information see 'The Miracles of Spliced Genes." NeicAleek.
17 March 1980, pp. 62.71.
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. . ,

biology that is providing insight into the architecture of genetic.
codes. Moral and ethical issues are thus brought into direct confron-.
tation with scientific achievement.

'., Pollution, test-tnbe babies, sperm banks, damaging the ozone
-1 .er with aerosol sprays, risi- Tog our lungs b inhalingasbestok- dust,

and divers scientific and t2chnologibl developmentsleae us bur-
:,

f' liened with anxiet about the future, Our children need to be re-
lieved from these anxieties. More explicitly, they need to see that

, -
developments in science can he a source of confidence and security,
that many of our historic ills and problems such as smallpo are listing
alleviated by scientific developments. ,

A
( \

,
1 The unity of nature. The basic laws of nature have an underlying

unity. This concept was repeatedly mentioned b ( it Panel of
scholars. One of them, a zoologist. suggeshat dung learners
need: . .

. . . to be aware of the identity in all life, of the same genetic
material and the same genetic code, that is. all the waN'fronr the .

-simplest unicellular orglisms up to the highest plants and. animals.

, I Tracy M. Stuitiebor

These concepts ibout div rsit and "areare the essence of
. t

modern biologists' view ofjiature. . ,
.

r.

Panelist William Cond7m, a, pg'ychiatrist at nosim; Ulu rsity,?
MAC the same point. gnu from a somesillat different per pective. '
ss hen he said that students deeto acquire greater itsight into thq or-

. gauization of Owe., Nature is . both discrete-like and continuous
simultane0s1). and idiom contradiction." 1k also added that too
much of modern si.ience is "reductionist and fragmented" whiglife
itself is a unity. A British physicist was even more specific:

The analysis of matter into itt constituent parts.is not enough.
Man important properties of matter. from electricit and s iseait
to memor and intelhgence. are.colisA}pences dale s% a) s in hich
the parb of a piece of matter are arranged in relation to one :mother
The stud) of the emergence Of properties Out of structural arrange-,/
ImInt is Still in its infancy.

- / Sir Alan Cotcrell.

tVhen %e inters iewed Sill Geoffi-ey Vickers, he Altt us a copy of
his paper. "Ediicatiotti in .S stems hinking."" In it he suggests holhe

, . .
,

,slr Ceolfres ickers. -1.:ilticatupi in Sstenis Thinking." I' .per prcsented at the
First International Nleetnig of the Soot tet for General Systems lieseaNi in Faigland,
ninneitgrapbed. Angus! 1979. 19 pp. Headers. ss ho are interested in his,ideas should
read his ".1.'aintation in stems Thading." journal of Cultural and Elba ittional Fa
hues. October 1979. pp. 2.S. . . -

5.e;
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con 'Pt" Might be presented in a form appropriate to even pri-
mary 'school children. Ile points out how theschool itself can he used
as a Model-to help pupils understand that "the school is a [unified]

-physical' syStem and is part of several physical support systems
(water, AeWage, electrical power and so on)." Also, "It is a social sys-
tem, a career structurefOr teachers, as well as a ss a) of life for chil-
dren .:: Vickers concludes:

Froin this complex yet familiar experience [of Schooling] a series. -
of studies epuld be drawn appropriate to all ages bets% een six and
sixteen, interesting in their 'us n right, inviting contributions from all
the familiar 'disciplinesbut focus&I not on these disciplines as such
but on their use in understanding the [unity) of the real world....
Such a grounding .. ss ould help to prepare the next generation to
lice as responsible members of [the] inan systems which make
sonetimes inconsistent demands on them and to discern and accept
the limitations under Which the and others act and need to act if
they are to bresers e the stability of the s) stems ss hich sustain then'.

Vickers is cited at some length because he w as one of the relatis
few scholar's inters iew ed w ho had concerned themselves directb
with the application'of science concepts to elementary and second-
ary curriculum developnient that anticipates the future.

Photosynthesis, oxidation, and cycles in nature. Closely related to
the concepts about the unity of nature sere the repeated references
made by the panel of scientists to the cycles in maitre. Biologist 11.
Jackson Davis expressed it as the need to sense "how our lifest ;es are
imbedded w Rhin c y cies of nature, for example, water, carbon, and
nitrogen cy cles." The orking of photos nthesis and oxidation w ith
'respect to human existence was most often stressed. !fere is a repre-
sentative statement from a plant biochemist on our patil:

The more children and youth km's% about the photos) 'illgic
process and the effect qf ironmental factors such as salinity and
temperature the better position ss e ss ill be in to apply our knoss l-
edge as our 'clomial food resources run out. . . .

Energy svplies in the future depend on solar energy . Photo-
synthesis is thi- s) stem ss hich uses this energy . Photos) nthesis is the
must basic concept. It is the most important biology problem that
student's can look at since it is the basis for es erything else: If there
were not organisms %%Mt mild use solar energy to make a fixed

source (starch) then we. who are not capable of using this
energy source, wouldn't stirs is e. We can use this process to make
not just food but chemicals and fuel sources. Thefuture depends on
good physical systems. The ability to facilitate those physical sys-
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tems may depend on how much we can know about the biological
syitems.

.Anthony C. San Pietro

Davis, cited above, also expressed the opinion that a knowledge
of the interactive.nrocessesof photosynthesis and oxidation is basic to
the understanding of fuel cycles since fuel is obtained from photo-
synthesii.andithen converted to heat by oxidation.

Many of the'scholars in the life sciences on our panel emphasized,
in one way or another, the importance of building into the curriculum

, those cancePts that will help youth to understand the importance of a
balanced, man -to- nature relationship. The concepts of interdepen-
dence., evolution, population pressure, the acceptance of less extrava-
gant lifestyles, and an emphasis on recognizing-the unity of all living
things, all lead to the conclusion that a more benign relationship with
the environment is becoming a higher priority antiong the world
community of scholars.

Concepts from the Physical Sciences
Mani7-of the geologists, chemists, and physicists interveiwed

stressed -that young people need To understand the need to exercise
caution in the uses made of their environment.' As geologist Briao J.
Skinner put it, "Man, in what amounts to uncontrolled experiments,
has become a powerful geological agent capable of changing rates of
erosion, affecting climate, and altering the natural fluxes of energy."
Another geoscientist on our panel stressed the importance of under-
standing our vulnerability when it comes to nonrenewable sources.;

It is essential to the coming generation that children understand
something of the nature. use, distribution and costs of obtaining the
unrenewahle resources. Energy, especially petroleum, is a good ex-
ample of the type of problem arising from the lack of understanding'
of the general nature of oil. Other minerals are essential and are even
less understood than is petroleum.

Charles F. Park, Jr.

Because of the severe harm being done to our planet, many scien-
tists stressed that young people should acquire an understanding of
those basic science concepts that are related to maintaining a reason-
able standard of living throughout the world. Our panelists' recom-
mendations for our young people varied from some knowledge of

general science to quite specific information.
The listing below includes concepts mentioned by some of our

panel of scholars that are important to young people.
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Scholar
Judith H. Franz:
Donald Lichtenberg

CeOrge A. Parks:

Henry R. Mahler:
Richard II Jahns:

lienry R. Nlahler:

Roy Radha:

Coricept
"The particulate nature of matter"
"Resources in general and energy in particu-
lar"
'Probability, as related toearth sciences, in

order to make rational decisions"
"The dynamic state of all cell constituents"
"Plate tectonics which provides explanations
for the origin, evolution, and present distribu-
tion of the earth's continents and ocean
basins"
"Thi. concept that rocks in the earth tell the
story of earth's long and complex history"

conservation of energy"

If youth :try to make wise decisiont in a science dominated, ih.ms-
trialized world, they must he exposed to more than rote learning of
abstruse principles. Concepts such as "probability" or "conservation"
can begin to be taught in a form that is understandable to most chil-
dren at a very early age.

The Overlap'of Natural and Social Science
Before turning to chapter 4 for the basic concept, in the social

sciences, it is interesting to note areas of overlap expressed by the
scholars in the various sciences. Four points were made repeatedly by
our panel-of scholars, points that were as likely to be voiced by an
economist or anthropologist as by a physicist or geologist.

Human vulnerability:Scholars such as Ivo!' Davies and Lynton K.
Caldwell pointed to the extreme vulnerability to which we are air ex-
posed, for example, through an attack or manipulation by terrorists,
by a nuclear holocaust, or by unwarranted aggression, both physical
and psychological. "We need to reduce the vulnerability of the
society we live in," said Caldwell, because, "Our society currently
depends on everything working just right. We need, therefore, to ex-
amine the factors which cause our society to be vulnerable . .

le need for more research. A second point made frequently was
the need for the young to recognize the contributions of research and
the need to support and extend it. Typical comments included:

There is a need for a continuing. and ever greater, investment in
scientific research. We need to study the conditions under which in-
novation is feasible.

1Linton K. Caldwell
It is necessary to support financially .,the pursuit of basic o

fundamental researchthe addition to pure knowledge. Some of

5 ",
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the most practical innovations has e derived from disinterested re-
search, research aimed at increasing human knowledge.

Bernard I.

e must look, upon research as a continuing effort at expanding
the boundaries of know ledge, but not look upon seience as a fixed
hod) of truth to be learned and meniorized. Rather we most see it as
an ongoing e,hiterprise. Richard S. West fall

Mass edtkation; lifelong learning. One professor whom we inter=
viewed had a bumper sticker on his car that read, "If You Think Edu-

cation is Too Expensive. Try Ignorance!" This quip expressed the
feelings of a numbers of participants in our inquiry both in the U.S.

and abroad. In Scotland, L. C. !hunter spoke of the importiince of "re-
current .education7; in Paris, Guy Poqui'li spoke of the need for life-
long education. w hick he referred to as "education permanent." Iq
Rome. Roberto Vacca urged extensh e radio-television programming
"on a massive scale and beamed toward every age level." Whatever
the label, or language used, there ss as little doubt that education for
all, available throughout one's lifetime, was warmly endorsed.,

When asked why lifelong learning was deemed to be so vital,

Philip Abelson's response captured the thinking -of many of our panel-
ists: "Because of information overload, learners need sustained help
in coping with the way in 'seineh knowledge is acumulating."

Information overload. Problems caused by the proliferation of
knowledge was the fourth point made by many persons, It has been
estimated that the' know ledge generated in the 20th century exceeds
that accumulated from all previous centuries! According to a special-
ist in linguistics on our panel, the graduates of our schools should be
armed, insofar as possible, w ith information processing skills. These
skills include language and interpretation skills as well as knowledge
of how to process quickly the enormous eruption of new information

which our-culture proviides.
Biophysicist John Platt made the same point, adding that "As the

information available [to students] grows, they need to devise a
rational and methodical approach to handling the Content of articles.
books, mail, and other media with which the are constantly bom-
barded." Bernard I. Cohen in the !history of Science Department at
!laniard also pointed out that the problem of overload was compli-
cated in the sciences b) the fact that knowledge today is forever in a
state of flux and transition, hence "not final in any subject whatever!"

A French scholar, well known to students of the future, made an-
other point w hich elaborated one way of coping with the challenge of

Overload:
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s

It is necessary to dentstifN science and knowledge, recognizing
that all knowledge is subjeetive and that choices are, therefore, open
to debate More important than the mere transmission of ingratia-
tion and knowledge is the des elopment of [the learner's) capacities
to reflect, comprehend, es altate, and to coordinate. [these capac-
ities).

s Ilughi.v de louvemd

Concluding Comment
Science professor IsaajAsimm. best known for his science fiction

and for his stilking essays, recentl made the comment that scientists
tend to divide knowledge artificially and with l"Creek-inheiited
snobbishness" into:Imre science and applied Science!' lie went on to
say that the ads ance of kilos\ ledge of the physical ss orld resides in the
"coming together. in the interpla, of science and technology. As we
close chapter 3 with its eolphasis on the natural sciences and move to
chapter 1 where the s iews of social scientists are summarized.
\sailor's point about "coming together" is again appropriate to
reiterate Specialists in both realms has e contributions to make to
serve the world's good.

With the rapid changes that science and technolog, have brought
and the resulting information o% erload, a comment made b Bentle
Class in 1968 is most appropriate as ss e look to acceleratingeurricn-
Iim,hange "The educated man of esterda is the maladjusted and
uneducated man of toda and the culturall illiterate misfit of
kunorro."

'In -Pure and huppr 'I he 1111111dd% of St len«. and rechnolug:* Saturday fir-
riett 9 June 1979 pp' 22-28
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Man possesses, for a small moment in his history, the most pow -

erf ul combination of knowledge, tools, and resources the world has

ever known. Ife has all that is physically necessary to create a totally

new form of huinan societyone that would be built to last for
generations.

L Nfeadows, et al.

,
Weaving together the wide-ranging concepts of social scientists
proved to be a formidable task! When categorizing the penetr _ting
ideas from our interviews with social scientists, we found the Rine
sort/ of cross-disciplinary overlap noted in chapter 3. Historians

commented on _economics, while econoinisti referred to the lessons
of history; and sociologists and anthropologists,voiced-their concerns

with respect to economic trends or political problems!
In our interview with Sir Geoffrey Vickers, a notable contributor

to our inquiry, he addressed himself to the reason for overlap. lie
noted, with respect to natural scientists, that their work has become

more and more concerned with the total human enVironThent. Fur-
thermore, social anthropology, sociologyi- psychology, the science of
communication, as well as economics, law, and political science are

inherently Concerned with the human condition)
While the natural and social scientists.differ in subject matterand

their sources of knowledge, the body of tested knowledge which
each gathers is of significance to all other sciences. As a result, infor-
mation interchange inevitably leads to a continuous overlapping of
ideas as well as to their cross-fertilization.

'For an (labor, non of Sir Geoff re) .% thinking. %eoldces%a). -Science i% Human- in
Value Systems and Social Procssec (Ifarnionsu oral. Nfiddlese% England' Penguin

Books. 1970).

48
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While we have explained the task of sorting out concepts in any
given social science, the -difficulty of doing so still ,remains. As in
chapter 3, we will first look. at some of the overlapping or cross-
disciplitlary- concepts gathered from our inters iews with socialspien-
tistsjhen in subsequent sections we shall deal with concepts from
each separate realm of social inquiry:

Cross-Disciplinary. Concepts-in the Social Sciences
The proliferation of knowledge, the speed of change. The need

for youth and 'adults 'to understand the nature and the impact of the
knowledge explosion that has occtirred since 1940, as well as the
prospect for continued rapid change, was repeatedly stressed by
panelists. Usually this need was coupled with the need for learners of
all ages to deV'elop their "access skills;" for example, understanding
information retrteVal procedures, the role of computers, and library
resources.

Panelist John Platt poilited out some years ago that since shortly
-Vta.before World War II global telecommunication had increased by a

factor of ID to become irt-ally instantaneous. Informationprocess-
ing during the same interval jumped by a factor of 10, while the speed
of travel and increases in pow er from energy sources leaped upward
by a factor of 10.2 Some of our panel of social scientists felt that it was
essential for youth to underszanu what exponential leaps in knowl-
edge had wrought.

Learning how to learn. A natural development growing out of the
increase in information is the' need for learning how .to learn. Said
panelist Eugen Baer, "We need to understand that learning isa unique
experience. Participation by individuals in this unique experience
provides Inte-rnal motivation for further learning." Other aspects of
learning frequently mentioned,. b scholars on our panel included
creative thinking, experimental inquiry, anal) tic skills and knowl-
edge-plus-process :kills.

In 1961 the Educational Policies Commission defined the central
purpose of American Education as follows:

The purpose which runs through and strengthens all other edu-
cational purposesthe common thread of educationis the
development of the ability to think. This is the central purpose to
which the school must be oriented if it is to accomplish either its

`See I build Shane. The Educational Sigtof kart( e of the Future (131tioniington. Ind..
Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation. 1973), pp. 39.40.
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traditional task or those ne.w1) accentuated by recent changes in the

world 3.

Some 20 years. after the Commission completed its delibera-

-tionsyears in which there was much dispute over the purposes of
cducationscholarsonce again endors0 the idea that sttidents.must

learn, to think.. lAs mathematician Bruno de -Finetti of Rome saw it,

teachers should concentrate on heuristic or discovery approaches to

. learning rather than what he called "robOthink." lie said, "Young

people should be encouraged to develop independently their unique

or personalized approaches to problem solving [in mathematics]
opposed to adopting mechanistic, prescribed means to the solution of

given problems." A representativ?,comment from a French panelist

was that:.;
Our goak for ethic:Ilion should not be to turn out cogwheels, but

to develop in each child the tidiness of his humanity, potential for
self-realizati, n, and social- skills. Or as I niniannel Kant said. to help

,him. to :whit "all the perfection of which he is capable."Mme

fature us to create an apprenticeship in acquiring an en-

iirely new mode of thinking
--Hughes de Jouvenal

Ivor Davies added, I he basic skills of work require people to be

knowledge workers rather than merely-Ai/led workers. What knowl-

edge workers knots is not job-specific, but instead involves skills in

diagnosing, exploring options, divergent thinking. making decisions,

and evaluating."
Inquiry and analytical skills, not surprisingly. were endorsed by

the social scientists just as understanding the methods of science

was urged by our natural science panelists. British sociologist Earl

Ilopper recommended that students learn to distinguish between

factual analysis and expretsions of value; William II. Breneman urged

that problems be approached analyticylly rather than emotionally.

E pbasizing this point even more strongly, Jacob Fuchs stated, "The

one overriding thing is to teach how to think analytically. Students

must be able to analyze and reason rather han simply to memorize."

Psychiatrist \\ illiam Condon expressedii-siiiiilnr view by noting that

an ability to reason "is basic in gaining an understanding of ourselves,

of society, and of nature in general."
A concluding statement from a historian bluntly presents what it

takes to learn how to learn. After remarking on the importance of ac-

'Educatinal pohoe% (:ointimmon, The Central l'urpose of American Education

(tt aching(on. D C The National Education Association, 1961). p 12.
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quiring a facility with books and learning how to read with under-
standing, he went on to say:

One can understand [what is read) only whet] there is quiet and
no movement. I think that today's youth are so accustomed to the
frenetic pace of our automobilexivilintion, that they think every-
thing can be done on the run. And I am especially distressed by their
belief that it is possible to study with the accompanying nap of
stereo's and general ruckus: .

This is so damned evident in university dorms. Our major limb-
lem with today's high school graduates, when they conic to the uni-
versityt is their inability to anchor the seat of their pants to a chair
and study quietly, for turce or four hours at a time. If this idea could
be put across in high school, it would he vastly helpful! The students
have no idea of how they can,waste time, they don't know how to

-org,.vire their time.
Robert II. Ferrell

Understanding Systems
Sy stems anal sis is a term used to describe the interrelationships

of the functional components of anything (e.g., a school plant, a
Neptune class nuclear submarine, or ,a rim automobile model). A
number of scholars recommended that students acquire a grasp of the
*, sterns approach, N% hich is also knm% n as "systems design," "systems
engineering," or simply as "systems." As one panelist put it, "A

stems approach does not inherently provide anstt ers, but such an
approach serves to insure that the necessary questions are asked."

According to a Canadian panelist:
The systems approach enables 'he student to bring together

ideas in different fields w hich, at first sight, might appear to be dis-
similar btit'which, on examination. are found to suggest antics en to
the same kind of question. For example, in looking at economic
growth we must ask. why grow? What kind of growth? These in-
quiries are at a different system lex el. These kinds of questions force
us to loi ok at different branches of know ledge since there is no ac-
cepted !theory of economics w Nell can deal with such questions.

Walter II. C. Sinunonds

John Platt expressed the view that cybernetics, the science of ef-
fective organization, "can help us achieve our social, scientific, and
educational goals. The [s stems approach] allots s us to follow a goal
and, while looking for it, to correct errors, to anticipate future de-
% elopments, and to continually readapt our plans." Platt also pointed
out the importance of helping students become "a' are of the various
letiels of systems: the individual, family, community, country, a-,d
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world. If w e are ha% ing trouble e should know how to apfirTaCh this
hierarchy to help solve our problems. Some decisions need to be
made at higher levels of the hierarchy, others should be approached
at lower levels."

When anthropologist Paul Bohantran was asked about basic con-
cepts he said, "I believe that almost any concepts will do; it is the way
they are put together that of ultimate importance." Since The-sys-
tems approach is designed to enable one to grasp dynamic, crmple);
problems, its "ultimate importance" and value for learners resides in
the way it helps them put things together.

The Need for Examined Values ,

Among the concepts that cut across all disciplines, the one most
often mentioned or implied by social scientists (and by a number of
natural sLientists) w as the need for students to develop a set of care-
fully e%amined % especially. as Philip II. Abelson noted, the
old-fashioned %irtues of self-discipline and an understanding of the
Colden Rule." This concern w ith moral development appeared to be

orldw ide as the flavor of the following quotations from our
panelists attests:

Richard() Diez-I lochleitner (Madrid): "Values are a necessary
point of reference or basis for goals for students. The primary value is
honesty, authenticity:"

Kay Carmichael (Glasgow): "Many values . . . need to be reex-
amined. Nes% % with regard to the changing statics of families
should be broached."

George Vaideanu (Pare: "Students shou!si be aware of values .
)acid) understand the relation bow een national and universal. values

Rabbi Robert S. flirt (New York Gity): "Man should strive to be
moral, not merely rational. Man's own life and the world is entrusted

to him, rather than be/migo: to him."
J. E. gall-Williams (London): "Values need to be understood, and

first among them is that of human life."
The Re% erend Martin E. Marty (Chicago): "Students should be

taught responsi% mess and responsibility . .. for the development of
[their) values. morals, and information."

Suthichar Wienway eti ( Bangkok). "Rights and freedom should be
accomp:inicd by a sense of duty as a good citizen, toward each per-
on's own country and to and society as a whole. W need to see in-

creased emphasis upon spiritual and other nonmaterialistic consid-
erations."

An intriguing question can.be inferred from this concern about
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values among scholars on our panel. This is the question of whether or
not we have a ground swell of learned opinion that holds that the in-
dustrial world's high priority goal of accumulating more and more
material goods must be rejected or at least tempered in the years
ahead. po many scholars now conclude that less as well as small is
beautiful? Quite possibly, especially in the opinion of Dean Norman
He-whey of McGill L'Aiversity who said, "Children and youth must be
helped to avoid the 'neutron boinb' type of thinking which respects
material things more,than it respects people."4

Further evidence of the need to introduce new spiritual and moral
values was seen in opinions of many of our panelists regarding the
need for, learners to see the relationships among such things as free-
dom and responsibility, equality, and-respect for legal process.

Freedom, Responsibility, fEquality, and Law
The issues surrounding freedom, responsibility, equality, and re-,

sl ct for the law were raised frequently in our interviews with such
comments at "Students should understand equality and freedom and
keep both in mind" (Luis Davila). "One should he aware of the
sources of and kinds of ethi'cal obligation and their relation to cultural
history** (Sir Ceoffre Vickers). "The principle of responsibility, that
one is accountable for his behavior, must be understood" (J. E. Hall-
Willia ms).

A economist at Princeton made a rather detailed statement that
bears on freedom, responsibility, equality, and law.

A society cannot be free and stay free if it tries to enforce equal -
its of ealth (Students must understand that] people titm use the
word "equality" in terms of income or wealth. Historically this is
%%Tong, equalit means that you are not .discriminated against or
favored before the law.

Young people should' evaluate the concept that each person
should get the same amountipf everything,. If wealth ere equal-
ized. it would ha% e to he thine again in ten years unless incomes
were regulated also. If incomes were equalized, our economy
would break down completely.

Most of the world's problems are created b everyone wanting
to get more. This creates animosi4. People should work to and

equality under la instead of for equality of income find ealth as a
more desirable and feasible goal for the world's societies.

Fritz Alachlt

'The «intros erstal neutom bomb, ties eloped in the 1970Z mines es most of Its lethal .
quahts hs its high mihation les el ss huh kills people. ss Ink doing relates els It damagt
to buildings and other structures.

6-
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Social commentator Vance Packard pointed Out that responsible
freedom can be achieved by our youth "only by considerable in-
geront = resourcefulness, and willingness to sacrifice in order to main-
tain a healthy lable societ 2' The same gene0 sentiment marked
tht?. view s of an educational columnist and sociopolitical writer of The

\London Times.
Stu( cots should he aware of how our society is run and of the

respons 'lines and rights of the individual citizen. The internal
politics o 'es erythingfrom the local community to those of other
countries and their Wei-actionsshould be understood so that fu-
ture citizens sill low bios to take part in political decisions and
how to change the sys n when change is desirable.

Peter Wilby

Concerts from History and Political Science
ii fi0 fk. Cicero wrote that "not to know what happened before

one as horn is all ays to be a child." Not surprisingly, a 'mintier of
histcniians made s irtnall) the >atne point with respect to their field of
specialization. But there sere impoitant, specific addenda for the
Eighties. William II. McNeill represented the views of a number of
respondents w hen he said. "Students should be aware of the history of
all the world, not just the European-U.S. portion of the globe."

-Geoffre 13arraclough., former president of the British Historical
Societ . added that the also ''should be aware of the relativity of
their own (Attire in the whole span of world history.",

Both Lawrence A. Cremin and Geoffre Vickers cominented on
role of time in our li es. Cremin's statement was as follow s:

With respect to the field of history I would judge that it is im-
'portant for children and youth to grasp an understanding of time in
human affairs. of the fact that different sorts of inch% Owl and social
change proceed at different rates, of change at different plaves and
times. and of the %ttililiorn oersistence of certain human problems
and concerns over the span of 'human history.

Lawrence Crentin

1st addition to the time factor, Vickers emphasized the need for
(ming people to become familiars ith cultural history a point which

is elaborated later Shen the s iews of anthropologists are examined.
The panelists' concerns tended to cluster around se oral major

concepts. $'
A sense of history. As historian Robert Byrnes points out, everyone

mast question, in historical perspective, their present personal values
in order to sort out which of our established values should he and

C
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need to be preserved. Furthermore, each society must understand its ---
past in order to evaluate its present as well as its futur

The degrees of en ocracy. That students should bi aware tl
democracy is a matter if dilgree was suggested.by Marien,
who went on to point out we have a democratic form of govern-
ment in the' U.S. but far too little informed iiiIrticipation. The actual
extent of popular rule varies from one colly to anuther. In some
places, for example, only males:are enfranchised. Soin democracies
are socialist while others are capitalist. Human rights and economic
opportunities also %ary among democracies such as South Africa,
Sweden, Britain, the U.S., and Mexico. Government by the people re-
mains the exception rather than the rule.

Government- and-the-governed relationships. t specialist in
urban development, Gordon Cameron, contended:that the young
people %) ho are inheriting a responsibilit) for protecting and preset-% -

ing democracy in Such countries as Great Britain and the U.S.,,will
'nue tv, rethink the nature of the relationship het pen government
and the go% erned. In the recent past the go% eminent has,been the
major agent of change. In the future we can expect a fascinating
battle beta yen the go% eminent and at least some of the go% i!rned in a
struggle to determine who will control the increasing') scarce puttlic
resources. Reflecting on his ov. n country , Cameron noted that as the
British people find that the go% eminent can do less and less for them,
the) will ha% e to do mhore and more for thelilseh es. The role of edu-
cation, as he sees it, is one of helping citizens make enlightened
choices and to understand the. interrelatedness of decision making.

Centralized policy control and Acentralized decisions. During
the. past 50 or 60 years in the U.S., power has tended to become
mike and more centered in the federal go% enunent. Students need to
become familiar v ith the concept of centralized policl control and
the strategies needed to preset-% e control b) decentralized decision
making.

Group efficacy in decision making. According to testimony from
many of our inter lbws, young people need to learn the skills in-
% olved in achie% ing group efficacy. This is considered essential since
man) of our contemporary problems require group solutions. With
the rapid growth of transnational interdependency there is a feeling
that we have little or no power to control or to direct things that are
happening. We have to overcome the growing sense of helplessness
and restoie the confidence that is a prerequisite for solving many na-
tional and international problems today. Arizona State University
political scientist Henry Hinkesturks up the situation. "Any viable con-
stitutional governmeht can continue to function only if there is ade-

V.

r 6"
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quate citizen involvement. Today there is too much apathy. We also
need to,restore.a heightened sense of pride in our country:::

Understanding the nature of power and national interests.
Political scientists I). Latouche (Canada) and Alexander C6orge
(U.S..) both urged that the curricula of the 1980s and 1990s communi-
cate to students the idea that "power" consists basically of human
capabilities plus resources, rather than manpower. and sophisticated
weaponry. Therefore, there is a need, said Marvin Aliske, to convey
through all levels of education that it is in the national interests to
careful!) husband all our resources (grain, technology. products, etc)
in order to maintain American ideals.

Probable so(iopolitieal developments likely to shape the world
of tomorrou. Speculations regarding the future were made by a
number of persons interviewed for this study. The following is a list
of likely de% elopments and trends provided early in"Pur study by

nton K. Calder ell. an Indiana University scholar, vho summariz( s
ith remarkable fulelit) the: icms expressed b) a majorit) of special-

:
ists in history andpolitical science.

The use of essential commodities as economic and political
%% capons to the disad% antage of the industrialized Western world and
Japap has increased.

Domestic problems as aspiration levels in Western democracies
are mcreashigl) threatened because their go: emu en'ts have notbeen
able to deal effecti% el) a ith shortages. inflation, recession, and un-
employment.

It is likely that transnational antagonism and terrorism will not'
diminish, and could increase.

As the prospect of global crises increases, limited cooperation
v. ill occur among pre: iousl) hostile nations with incompatible social,
pOlitieal. and economic goals.

During the 25-year interval with which this study is concerned,
no form of global government seems likely to emerge. although re-
gional coalitions, by necessity, may increase.

For the Western world theve is the possibility that both personal
freedom and social welfare policies may have reached a peak, Or at
least a plateau, after more than 200 years of progress.

Western middle-class resentment and frustration stemming
from loss of up%% arc! mobility may eventuate in radical self-protective
political movements designed to replace democracy with a police
state.

The system of specialized agencies and cooperative regional
programs de: eloped by the United Nations offers the best approach

6 Cs
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to attacking nonideological, worldwide problems that are responsive
to apylied.sdience and technology.

We have as yet found no way to accommodate the "revolution
of rising-human aspirations." The earth's limited carrying capacity
and sociopolitical tensions will intensify; as an anticipated population

51bi;tween two and three billion occurs in the next two
decades.

The most successful governors of our interconnected planet in
the period 1950-2000 will he those whose images of the future most
nearly appT:oximate reality and those who are least restrained in the
vigorous exercise of carefully weighed survival tactics.

In view of the troublekl future implicit in the 10 points above, it be-
comes olconsti "mate importance for our schools, combined vith all
othei educational resources, to help youngsters achieve a sense of
"community," which is aptly defined by Robert Nesbit as:

... relationships among individuals that are characterised by a high*
degree of personal intimacy, of social cohesion or moral commit-
Ment, and of continuity of time. All that is essential is that the basis
be of sufficient appeal and of sufficient durability to enlist numbers
of huinan beings, to arouse loyalties, and to stimulate an overriding
sense of identity.

Economics: "flow Nice It Was
Before Anyone Knew Anything About It!"

At a 1979 Indiana University conference, economist Kenneth
Boulding commented, "Ilow nice it was before anyone knew
anything about economics," and then added that it was all right Ito
hake projeftions in the realm of economics "as long as you don't
believe in them too much." Walter Heller, in his 1974 presidential
address to the American Economics Association, also hinted at the
fallibility of prediotions when he told his fellow economists, "we have
beep, caught with our parameters down."

While these comments from Boulding and Heller were obviously
intended to be facetious, they do point up the rather confused state of
current economic theory. Of all the natural and social science realms
included in our inquiry, economics mirrored the widest differences
of opinion among the scholars interviewed.6 For this reason, fewer

'Robert Nesbit. The Social Philosoplur Col;;;;;; mita and Conflict in Western
Thought (New -York: Crowell & Company\ 1973), p. '1.

'To savor the disagreement among the experts see "Prosperity%%idiom inflation"
based onAntervieus %%ith four Nobel Prize economists t'S Neu s and World Report,
15 DectImber,1980. pp: 50.54.
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concepts are included ih this section. Some that are presented also
tend to be opposing philosophical viewpoints; fin instance, the
growth doctrine ' ersus the stable-state economy , or enlightened self-
interest versus methodical redistribution of the world's material
go9ds. i .

;
Free enterprise and enlightened self-interest. Panelists John:Mee,

Fritz Machin!), and J. Richard Aronson wanted to be sure that U.S.
youth clearly understood the virtues of the free enterprise system.

A better understanding of the free epterprise system should belp
the next generation a% Dill false expectations and disappointment.
They should perceive it as an economic institution based of volun-
tary exchange among indi% iduals. one that is often, although not al-
way s. capable of generating economic results that are both efficient

itand fair. For allocating resources and making decision. about a
w hole set of goods and services, free enterprise is the be way yet

. that w e ha% e thought of to match people's wants with the system's
capability to satisfy them.

i I. Richard Aronson

Nice added that )oung-Americansshould he aware of "intelligent
selfishness" or the "enlightened self-interest" concept, namely, that to
get %%hat ou want from someone, you have to give in return some-
thing %%hich that person %%ants. At the same time, asptanley M. Elam
noted whilp reading a first draft of this manuscript', the rubric "free
enterpriselslitmld not he used to defend such kna% erg as s%% eatshops
in the garment industry or in migrant farming ar as where owners
,profit from the "s inpath of go% ernment inspect rs who won't en-
force minimum wage laws designed to protect tly worker."

Trade-offs, One of the two most frequently mentioned basic
concepts in the field of economics (the other 'as .cononic equity)
was the trade-off. As one of our economist panelists put it:

This concept goes way beyond economics. It is if vital impor,
tance to so many public policy issues and private hoices that it
should be learned at an early age! Some cases in point are the trade-
offs. a) bet een reduction of inequality of income an 1 w ealth and
incenth es to w ork, say e. and in% est, b) between lower .% els of em-
ployment and higher rates of inflation; and c) betwe qi pressing
energy needsespecially from coal and uraniumand pressing en-
vironmental needs such as protecting air and water.

\
Walter Heller

Sliligiar comments were made by scholars from wide4; separated-
loc tions such as Thailand (Suthichai Wiengjayete). Sort Carolina
(I) mean Nlacrea, Jr.), Indiana (GeorgeW. Wilson), and ArOona (John
Cochran). For example, after reiterating the familiar phras , "There
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is no such thing as l free lunch," Aronson commented: "Students
should know there must he trade-offs. They should not.fall victim to
the 'wishing syndrome,' the romantic notion that one simple solution
to a problem will solve everything without ... repercussions in other
areas."

Econodnic equity. Although many of the panelists discussed the
need for youth to grasp the principles of economic equity, opinions
varied widely as to suitable cures for contemporary inequities. On the
one hand we find University of London sociologist Tessa Blackstone
advocating that students understand the notion of and the need forre-
distribution of the world's goods because of "the large inequalities
which exist within industrial societies, and the even greater differ-
ences between industrial and underdeveloped societies," a liberal
view with which another London scholar. Yogini Janki agreed
strongly.

A Swedish scholar at the University/of Stockholm was more
explicit.

The ke concei.: in the controversies permeating the highly in-
dustrial and post-industrial societies is eqnalit) both as it is inter-
preted philosophicall) and the ss a) in which it is translated into
social action But does it mean equalit ofopportunity or equalit) of
results? Does it imp uniformity or diversity of treatment and of
living conditions?

Torsten
Boris Kluelmikov , professor of economics at the University of

Moscow , currentiv on leave at Unesco as director, Division of Edu-
cational Policv, and Planning, responded to I lusen's second question
by urging that diversity rather than standardization he emphasized
in instructional practice Uniformit , he felt, should not besought and
could not be attained because of individual differences.

Fritz Machlup tended to be more. cautious, and Henri Janne,
sociologist at the Unit ersity Of Brussels, emphasized understqnding
others rather than arguing for an egalitarian redistribution of wealth.
"Students should be prepared to have a dialogue with other people
without discrimination or limits. This implies being able to put them-
selves intellectually and morally in the situation of others. That is the
basis of good social systems and peace."

Several economists in addition to Machlup questioned whether
young learners should be taught that a significant redistribution of the
world's goods, as Blackstone urged, was desirable. As one European
panelist noted off the record, "People in the 'have-less' group, as I've
come to know them (in Europe and Asia), will never he satisfied with
equality. They seek the preferential status of the 'have-im;res'. Rulers

7.r
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=in the oil-rich Middle East are already learning' that the appetite [of
their people) for consumer gOods increases geometrically when their
lifestyles are doubled arithmetically. Redistribution is a dream, too,
because there will never be enough Euro-American style affluence to

g6 around."
Understanding diverse economic goals. In a discussion of alterna-

tive economic futures a pertinent point was,le kiy the Soviet econ-
omist Kluchniko% . What young learners are exmeid to with respect
to economics obviously depends on whether fine tqhinkjatin terms
of communist or capitalist ideology. One. decides what concepts
should be taught on the basis of national economic goals, which ap-

pear at present to he difficult to reconcile insofar as the Soviet Union

and the U.S. are concerned.
From growth to dynamic equilibrium. In a preliminary rei)ort of

this study presented at a Unesco symposium in Paris in July 1980, the

writer used the model in figure 3 to summarize basic developments in
industrialized world economics during the next several decades that

seem important for all learners to grasp.
From the beginning of the industrial age, as suggested by the

cone-shaped portion on the left side of the model, the growth doc-
trine was %%idely accepted, and probably reached its greatest degree
of acceptance in the period between 1946 and 1970. Since publica-
tion of the pioneering Club .of Rome report. The Limits to Growth in
1973,.there ha% e been numerous publications and pronouncements
telling us that %% c must adjust our lifestyles to meet planetary prob-
lems of pollution, resource depletion, and the likeproblems so
familiar to readers as to require no additional comment here.

As we begin to come to grips with the constraints imposed by
limited resources. presumably a more stable state will begin to take
form during the 1980s, one in which conservation, recycling, and
frugality become far more widely practiced than they are at present.

Section 1i1 of the model, labeled "stable state," suggests an emergent
trend toward ecologically sound economic and social policies. Be-
tween 2000 and 2006, the U.S. and world economy might well en-
counter an interval of "dynamic contraction" (Section IV) when hu-

mans cut hack on material consumption. "Dynamic contraction" is

not a euphemism for indicating sharp cutbacks or retrenchment in
planetary life-styles. Rather, as Noble Prize winner Dennis Gabor
phrased it, "We nmst work toward a mature society, stable in num-

bers and in material production, in ecological equilibrium with the re-

sources of the earth."7 In such a time when, humans seek to do more

Denrm Gabor, Tit Ahaure Society ( Ce York Praeger and Company, 1972)
p. 170

4,
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with less: 1) excellence would replace quantitative gl'owth, and 2)
possession ss mild tend to supersede conspicuous consumption The
first is ads ice to the industrial elite, the second to everybody, accord-
ing to Gabor.

One hopes that the elimination of waste in the period labeled "dy-
namic contraction".in the model will be followed by an era of what
Gabor calls "dynamic equilibrium." Section V of the model repre-
sents a period that, perhaps 50 'Tars hence, will eventuate in im-

pros ing standards of living. but without today's conspicuous waste
and sss ank) garbage, ss ith increased supply and production instead
of escalating demand and consumption.

Sociology: Toward a Global Community
Global community. Kay Carmichael, a senior lecturer in social ad-

ministration and social ss ork atihe University of Glasgow, contended
that "students need to be informed about where our society is mov-
ing, Currently schools emphasize the bast. A good place to start
w mild be to inforin them about the present situation From our inter-
views, most sociologists and such social commentators as Vance
Packard and Aurelio Peccei would agree with her. Peccei, for in-
stance, stated that young learners ". . . should know that human
society is now a global society which needs new forms of mutual
comprehension and rlidarity on a global scale." Similar comments
regarding the des elopment of a sense of membership in a "commu-
nity of humankind" ss ere also expressed by the political scientists and

historians in oul. survey.
Other concepts mentioned frequently included: the importance

of local solutions as prerequisites to solving global problems; mobility
and urban sprass I, the trend toward an "information economy"; the
dangers of social fragmentation; and the need for viduntary simplic-

ity and frugality. Each of the concepts will be considered briefly. ,

Local sobitimts as prerequisites to global problem solving. Ri-
cardo Diez-1 lochleitner, Director of the Fundacion General Medi-
terr5nea in Madrid, made a comment that expressed the sentiments
of a number of participants in our interviews. "Global problems v.

be solved only by starting at the local level. Well-being is not simply

the result of progress but rather it is related to a feeling of dignity of

life, of rewarding human relationships." Diez-llochleitner's con-
cluding statement seemed especially relevant to the present inquiry'
"The educational system which the future demands must be based on
the knowledge that what y ming people are looking for is not merely a

job or money but rather the criteria for successfully facing life."
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Such widespread interest in "thinking globally but acting locally"
led the World Future Society to chose this theme for its 1980 confer-
ence in Toronto.s

Mobility and urban sprawl. Three of our panel of international
scholars eloquently presented the case for informing students of the
social consequences lof mobility and sprawl. Gordon Cameron, an
urban planner at the rnix ersity of Glasgow, felt that the current prac-
tice of allow ing cities to spread will soon come in for critical reexami-
nation. Laurence L Vaters pointed out that "Students should be
ass are of the increased mobility of populations all over the world,

ith a resulting impact on social structures, particularly on family
life. This has led to many special problems and challenges for people
of all ages as they strive to adapt to the ,:ollision of cultures and
various environmental probleMs."

Sir Geoffrey Vickers, who has spent considerable lime on urban
problems, directed our attention to a British report on the topic w hich
said in part:

. . . urban traffic consists of journeys which begin or end at urban
buildings and ss Inch are generated h) activities in those buildings.
Thus the traffic is a function of the buildings. Buildings in towns
need Bib accessibility which is required by the actin ities which the
generate. If these actin ities clog the roads ss ith traffic, the resultant
mess is a mptom of a deeper problem. the problem of providing
urban buildings with accessibility.9

'ith this statement. Vickers illustrated now the "seamlessness."
the interrelatedness of ex er) thing, needs to be made clear to the
learners if they are to function successfully in society.

The information economy. Canadian panelist Kimon Valaskakis
of the Unix ersit) of Montreal discussed at considerable length xx hat
students should understand about the sociological iMplicat:ons of the
emerging "information econotn) ." An information ecommy L. one in

hich w'orkers (often replaced b) electronic devices; are involx ed in
the encoding and decoding of data and information t ?trieval. It is an
econom) that uses telex ision, computers, and home-linked satellites
to create w hat one scholar called a "wired planet." It is an economy
for a xx tiurld w here electronic banking, electronic office and school
ss ork, electronic noting, and ex en electronic house calls (ming tele-

*
'See Feather. ed . Through the litrs. Thinking Global! j, Acting Locally,

iS% ashen tun. DA: odd Future Soc let) In particular ser paper, prepare(' Willis
)% I farina'', Roy Amara, and other authors of Part IL "A Global Perspectis e

4C Buchanan, Traila in Tou nS. Report of the Steering Group and Working Group
appointed by the N Mister of Transport (London; HMSO. 196:3)
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vision and special monitoring devices to check vital signs such as
blood pressure) become a reality.

A key factor in the next 20 years will be the evolution of the eco-
nomic system toward an information economy and away from an
industrial economy. An information economy is one where the prin-
cipal source of value is the transformation of information rather
than the transformation of goods. Some effects of an information
economy will be noticeable in labor, in the location of economic
activity, energy trade-offs, and in politics.

Kimon Valaskakis

There are a number of implications for education in the develop-
ing information economy that now employs over 40% of the U.S. work
force. These implications include widespread instruction in compu-
ter science, greater rise of self-instructional materials, and new ap-
proaches to meeting nem vocational needs through education.w

Social fragmentation. Both sociologists and specialists in other
fields expressed concern about the increasing Balkanization of
Americathe problem of proliferating subgroups promoting special
interests to the detriment of the general welfare. A representative ex-
pression of this concern follows:

The major ailment of our scciety today is s; cial fragmentation
arising from high mobilit and family disruption. It is important for
our outh to recognize and to strive to overcome this fragmentation.
Among other things, we must work in our neighborhoods to de-,
velop not onl a greater sense of community but a feeling of con-,
tinnily.

Vance Packard

Voluntary frugality versus enforced austerity. One last point
made in various ways by panelists was that Western industrialized
society etas facing a choice betw een voluntary frugality and enforced
austerity in the next several decades. As Canadian panelist Dean
Norman Flanshey phrased it, :'Students must understand now the im-
portance of voluntary simplicityof 'decluttering' future life-
sty leslest government-directed austerity be the alternative 20 years
hence."

One is reminded of a statement made in the 1920s by Calvin Cool-
idge when he said that people should "wear things out, patch things
up, make things do." If the industrial age is waning, if it is entering a
state of transformation rather than one of ecologically prudent re-

"For further insight into 0 .nformation economy and electronic break-throughs
see "The Robot Resolution.- ne, 8 December 1980, pp. 72-83 and "What the Nest
20 Years Hold for You: ('.S acs and World Report. 1 December 1980. pp 51-55.

7C
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industrialization as Alvin Toffler, Jackson W. Davis, and otherscon-
tend, Coolidge's maxim may once again find acceptance. Conceiv-
ably, prudence and thrift will supersede the extravagance and waste
of what Toffler has characterized as a "throw-away society" in his
book Future Shock.

Anthropology: The Human Riddle.
An important contribution of 20th century anthropologists is the

concept that the culture in which individuals live has a profound in-
fluence on their overall behavior." As an anthropologist panelist put
it:

The concept that ties anthropology to education and vice versa is
that people learn differentls in different culturescoupled with the
concept that their reinforcement schedules are different. Few edu-
cators seem to operate according to these precepts even though they
ma) know him intellectually The notion that people tire more con-
cerned w ith controlling their inputs than with anything else is also
crucial to the understanding of intercultural communication in any
setting.

Edward T. Flail

Paul Cebhard in his interview elaborated on-the point. "Students
need to adopt an attitude of toleration based on an understanding that
there is a great variation in human needs and feelings. The notion of
great variation among humans also can be applied to cultural dif-
ferences, Furthermore, tolerance, situational ethics, and an under-
standing of cultural relativism help us to cope with change. This does
not mean, of course, that people should accept everything [in other
cultures]."

_James V. McConnell and Reynold Ruppe made the same point,
namely, that culture permeates human behavior. While thoughts,
feelings, and actions have biological correlates that cannot he ig-
nored, McConnell points out that people also must recognize how
strongly we are influenced b. sociocultural inputs. "Unless we realize
the power of these inputs on our behaviors and emotions," he con-
cluded, "we will never acquire enough knowledge about ourselves to
maximize our potential."

Lynton K. Caldwell spoke of the importance of cross-cultural and
transdisciplinary insights He argued that if students were to under-
stand the wellsprings of human behavior, then the gap between the
biological and social sciences needed to be closed "Practical experi-

"This thesis was ads anced cons incusgl h% Etkard T. Hall in The Ilhhkn
Dimension (Crcenwtch. Cum) Fawcett Publications. 1959). pp 9.11

'I
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ences [also] are needed to verify some of the assumptions we hold.

. . If we are to avoi, I serious political and social conflicts in the future,

we have to1ake psychological, sociological, anthropological, and

biological insights into account:"
Understanding caltural pluralism: culture and compromise. Ac-

qording to Robert St. Clair we need to develop in our students an un-

derstanding of and appreciation for cultural pluralism; but "We also

should help them become aware of the role of compromise," a point
also made by George Bozzini. As Bozzini sees it: "Students should un-

derstand the nature of cultural compromise, and they should expect
others to learn to compromise. also. If we are going to make progress

in solving world problems, everybody has got to give in some of the

time."
Attitudes and modes of thought as learned behaviors. Johri Did -

son, Thomas F. Iloult, and Albert Bandura were among the scholars

who felt that beha% for and attitudes are acquired through the process

of experionee.

Behavior is learned. It is neither inheri:ed nor is it unchangeable.
The implications of this concept are profound. When we meet
people witoare different, we must reali7e that they' have learned
behaviors different from ours. Attitudes also are taught. The way

ss:.e are. taught to think about the world we live in and about the
people with whom we interact is the critical factor in our behavior.

John Mahon

Jhe case for foreitm language. Both anthropologists and scholars

in other disciplines repeatedly affirmed the crucial importance of a
commarid of at least one second language. As L. L. Waters saw it, the

neglect and decline in second language instruction will "leave the

U.S. with more cross-cultural problems than ever." Luis Davila
stressed an additional language as an important factor in identifying

with those in other cultures and understanding other counqies. Eugen

Baer envisioned "communicative competence" as essential for trans -

dsciplinary transcultural, or transethnic understanding Such skills,

he felt, %s ere especiaI4 crucial for bringingabout "a faster adaptation

to rapidly changing situations in all spheres of life."
Linguistics scholar Robert St. Clair advocated that a cultural ap-

proach be taken in teaching a second language: "Nonverbal com-
municationsemiotics should also be stressed. We use language as a

probe to test peopleto ascertain whether they can communicate
with us We create assumptions and expectations and make errors

due to language misconceptions."
St. Clair's reference to semiotics needs elaboration. Semiotics is.a

7r
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tech deal term that refers to the stud of patterned human beim% for
ss ith respect to ommunication in all its moods and modes. Thomas
Sebcok also ssa, a proponent of unpviving-sittdents. emicepts.aild
skills in the field of semiotics. Since the need for hoprosed communi-
cation w as a theme that was des eloped b one panel member after
another, there can be little doubt as to the importpue of semiotics in
lie curriculum.

'Et POsitit . . .

In this chapter we have attempted to categorize the basic
concepts that social scientists feel are essential for surs is al in the f if-
cure There w ere other concerns expressed that do not lend them-
seises to neat categorization. Ses eral persons spoke of the need for
students to appreciate the s alue of periods of reflec tion and tranquil-
it of solitude and silence, and perserverance in the absence of
instant gratification. Another cluster of respondents spoke out on the
importance of "some notion of mellence.% of content-master and
self -master as James Ross MacDonald put it, for those "working
out to the edge of know ledge and then expanding the know

Sally S. Shelle and Robert duller. both at the UN. c.spressed the
hope that students learn about concepts pertaining to the importance
of peace in an era in ss hich sophistic aced ss eapons made war 110
longer a ss a of soh ing *human differences. Said Shells . "Imalt to
ountr does not and should not preclude lo alb to the human race as

a sl hole." As tss o panelists from the United Kingdom put it, "We must
get oung peciple to accept an apprenticeship in the affairs of societ.
so that they get inside 's hat's going on and become ins oh ed in the
straggles to reform societ and inculcate humanistic skills. nontech-
nological skillsthose skills exclusis e to humans ss Inch cannot be
performed by machines. .

Conclusion: The Restoration of Values
In rereading chapters 3 and 4 it began to (lawn on the mid et staff

that man% of the concepts, principles, and sahtes repeatedl inen
cloned had a flits or that seemed %yr) familiar. a tantalizing aja
qualit> ! For .,es eral hours one of the ss riters sifted through brittle old
pamphlets and dusts books seeking the points that had long ago ap-
peared in print. Final yes eral remarkabl prescient s image essays
by educational writers were found.

Prescience from the past. Before identifying the authors of these
essa, s and res ealing their publication dates, let us present a s),nthesis
of the points which were made in their yellowing pages.

O
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I. Man, under the guidance of his intellect, can create better
tomorrows.

2. Science has freed humans from subordination to supernmn-
b i an "o )en inns erse . .

3. Biologicalls humans are mnItipotentia ney may iweimir
one of many things, or nothing at all.

4. The dignits worth, and independence of humans is threat-
ened_bs the masse mess of a technoscientific cis ilizationthreat-
ened socially. economically, and politically.

5. (Scientific) laws are human constructions, not pictures of
r balits The universe is in, a state of "becoming." not in a state of
b .ing. All "laws" are approximate. -

6. Change in the learner is wrought through changing the en-
s ir mment. not by mere indoctrination, command, or direction.

7 Education does not merely permit intelligence to express
itsel . it creates intelligence as a dam creates water power.

$. Learners are dynamic) organisms, not atomistic responding
meth unsms. 'They are integrated organisms, not bundles of condi-
tionec reflexes. fluman beings are more than a sounation of their
extant parts. and the whole determines the activity of the parts.

9. \The nulls ideal is an energy system in unstable equilibrium.
Disturbcbd equilibrium .tension .motivation---.action.greater
stability T- disturbed equilibrium and so On ad infinitum.

10. The essence of the learning process is discovery. a continu-
ous doing-of-something-new . Learning stems from creatis e think-
ing, each task, ss hen mastered, is a creative adventure in discovery.

11 The meanings of ideas or conceptions are to be found in the
behaviors and practices to which they lead.

12. ChiMges ss rought in individuals as a result of their experi-
ences denote education.

1:3. Exptkrimental inquiry is the supreme criterion for decision
making.

1-I. "fAlindC is a quality of behavior, a fpnction. The learner is
part and parcel of the course of events. Mind manifests itself in the

conduct of the mdis ;dual. The learner acquires "mind." a rational
nature. as the meaning of environment is mastered.

13. Thinking. the reflectis e act. a} begins with a situation of (W-

in:lilts b) devcilops through obsers :dim data gathering. and tlre
tracing of implications. until c.,) a problem is defined. d) a plan of
action has Veen projected. and e) it et entuatesin.action that tests the

plan.
16. An eff col e education replaces passive. rote learningwith a

form of acts (' ( m wn unit) life within the school and involves vital
interaction with the surrounding natpral and social environment.

47. It is by participating in the activities of a society that the

learner acquires the behaviors characteristic of selfhood.
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15. Each society insures its own continuance Ind wen-being
through the education of learners of all ages.

19 Democracy el-,odies the principle that each individual
possesses intrinsic ss'oi di and dignity hulk 'duals enjoy the status of

.ends and institutions the status of means.
20 A sound education supports, the concept of a pht:dug (not a

planned) society in w, hich resources and production are governed
democratically for the good of all. It is a supreme task of education
to bring about this social transfornrition.

A careful examination of the views of man) partinipants in our in-
ten iess s reVeiils that they bear a remarkable similarity to the 20 points
made Om e! Equally interesting is the fact that the first.10 area sum-
mary, Of certain ss ritings from L. Thomas Hopkins or from On ilk 6.
Brim's 17-page essay, The Foundations of Progressive Education.
published in 1935 at Ohio State Unix ersity. Points 11 through 20 are
s) nthesized from a Progressive Education Association pamphlet pre-
pared in the 1930s by John L Childs for purposes of presenting some
of the educational implications of John Dewey's writings.

Since these 20 points ate.so similar to the opinions of the scholars
whom ss,e sun eyed, we might ask if ss e are on the thresholdcof a res-
toration of neglected educational principles and salves needed for
sun ival Probably so. Furthermore, if this conclusion is correct those
proponents of an open but suhstantis e, liberating, humanistic curric-
ulum have found powerful intellectual allies among the ranks of
today's widely respected natural amid social scientists.

Education for a new millennium, in an era of tension and tupnoil,
seems to be emerging as a lifelong process designed to make humans
of all ages more receptis e to those values that have guided cis di/a-
tion since long' before the time histon remembers. Such human
values include appreciating, understandh.g, and creating beauty and
personifying truth and integrity in thougt and action. As Alfred
North Whitehead said in the 1920s, "What wt. at is pro-
ducing (humans] ss ho posseks Nth culture and expert know ledge in
some special direction."'2

kssuming that the ox erarching goal of education is to preserve.ex-
tend, and impros e human s alues, one might ask, ss hat is an educated
person° Both the prescience of the past and present testimony from
scholars, suggest that an educated person is one in whom the latent
pow ers of the human mind hin e been set free. Such.a person knows
how to apply knov. ledge wisely, in the context of sound values.

t'Alfred North Whitehead. The Alois of Eilittatton (Ness York Ness American
Libr-v. Mentor Education. 1949). p. 13.
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No:tonger a member of a small elite, the eduettiell person in a new
millennium ss ill aloe human achievement, whether it emanates from
the mind or the hands. The educated person will have learned the

\ meanings of social responsibility in the protection of hanan rights
1 and will understand that possessions bring social duties, and oppor-

tunities create obligations. One can hope that the educated peri:on
will understand and use the techniques that make democracy work.
Further, educated perAms will use the skills and knowledge that can
make them productis e people who :ire useful to themselves and to
the larger world community Finally, educated persons will need to
comprehend the meaning of ethival%interpersonal relations; to have
faith in and rehpect for others, irrespectis e of their ethnic and cultural
antecedenG; and to have faith in themselves and in their destiny.

Since this seems tube the'inessage in our project interviews, it now
becomes important to ask what kind of schooling. what kind of

e

life-

long education, ss hat sort of learning experiences are to be sought as
c begin to make ss hat Guy Poqu6t termed the lonk:range social

and educational keisiotis is WA will shape tomorrow S world It is
with these clttestions that Part II of our reportis concerned.
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5
Creating a Curriculum

That Anticipates Tomorrow;

So ieties, like landscapes, are remodeled by two types of pro-
cess(' One of them is cataclysmic: the repolutionary upheaval
whi h like an earthquake or volcanic eruption, rearranges the whole
see le with spectacular suddenness. ;Such apocalyptic events don't
occur of ten, though, so waiting f or'the revolution can get to be as
tedious as waiting for the next ice age: and when it conies, the re-
sults are likely to be unpredictable.

The other process is one of slow accretionthe way coral builds
an island or algae transf Min a tidal estuary, over centuries. into dry
land. In like fashion the social landscape changes constantlyif al-
imfst imperceptiblyas the consequence of innumerable small acts
and innovations . . .

John Fisher, "The Easy Chair,"
Harper's Magazine, October 1971

The views expressed by a number of scientists in our earlier chapters
suggest that %%e may be on the threshold of major changes in industrial
societies that, as John Fisher tells us above, can rearrange the world
we have known with spectacular suddenness. However, neither his,
descriptions of revolutionary upheavals nor of very gradual change
seems to fit the conditions for curriculum development that antici,
pateS the future. Revolutionary approaches to changes in educational
praptices could easily result in chaos. Conversely, glacial changes are
likely to increase even further the lag in meeting social needs for
which the traditional curriculum has sometimes been blamed. Where,
then, can we turn to find guidelines for developing a curriculum that
anticipates the demands likely to be placed on all learners in the years
ahead?

In order to speculate about this question, and because of its
relevance for curriculum change, let us turn to Thomas E. Kuhn's in-
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fluential paradigm pertaining to the structure of scientific revolu-
tions.'

Scientific Revolutions and Curriculum Changes
Kuhns paradigm. Using illustrations such as the replacement of

Nolem.%'s geocentric solar s% stein ith a Copernican heliocentric
iew of the unto erse (made possible b% the in ention of, the telescope),

Kuhn pointed out that %%hen anomalies are noted in an old paradigm,
a crisis ensues.' As a result. neu paradigms are proposed, conflicting
iduas battle fur ascendancy, and e%entuall.% an ideafor concept wins
out and replaces the liscredited one. I lou this works is explained in
more detail in figure 4.1

Curriculum decelopnnt and societal change. 11 usin4 Kuhn's
model of changes in the field of science, we can construct an analo-
gous paradigm to illustrate the nature of e% olutionar.% curriculum
changes derived from our emerging images of the future.

Let ns begin bx recognizing the obvious: Curriculum develop-
ment is dim ectl.% influenced b% changes in U.S. society and the societal
transitions that accompam them. As we contemplate educating for a
new millennium, it is ital that all professionals concerned %% ith cur-
riculum ha% e an understanding of e% olutionar.% changes in the con-
tent and practice of instruction Inch can be deri% ed from our images
of the future.

From yesterday to tonlorrom. As we explore the interaction be-
t een curriculum de% elopment and societal change, it is helpful to
recall certain instructional and curricular practices of 20 to 40 ears
ago, a hich de analogous to the' old paradigms" used in our visualiza-
tion of Kuhn's structure of scientific re% olutions. These practices were
often associated uith one-teacher, self-contained 'classrooms in the
six-.% ear elemental-) school. A two- or three-year junior high program
stias folio.% ecl b a three- or four-year high school. In the last six years
instruction %%as large!) subject-centered with a departmental organi-

.Zation in the basic field, of mathematics, science, foreign language,

}see Thomas S Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Re«dutions. 2nd ed (Chicago
Cniersity of Chicago Press, 1970).

'Kuhn defines paradigms as "uni%ersal4 recognized scientific achies ments
for a tune pro% ale model problems to a cominuniq of practitioners Ile also notes (p
10) that paradigms share ty.o characteristic s 1) they are sufficientl,. unprecedented to
attract an enduring group of adherents and 2) are also SlIfficientb open -ended to create
all sorts of v-oblems for practitioners to resolve.

'Kuhn, to the best of my kno%% ledge. described his paradigms verbally and m% er
attempted a graphic representation such as appears in figure 1 Jack Wilson, %% hile one
of my students. suggested the original sketch, sshich has been modified and repro-
duced here. !ICS
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i

I

Old Paradigm
Normal Science (Ptolemaic

geocentric astronomy.)

Anomalies
(Galileo's telescope

provides new information
and anomalies are noted

. in the old paradigm.)

1.

Crisis
(Old concepts,

beliefs and values
are threatened.) N

Battle
(Conflicting Ideas struggle

for ascendendy; the
concept of a heliocentric
solar system wins out.)

VI

I

IVz
New Paradigm Proposed
(A new concept, one in
which the earth circles
the sun, is advanced.)

New Paradigm Accepted and
Becomes Identified with Normal Science
(The Copernican concept of a heliocentric

solar system is accepted.)

Fig. :1, The structure of scientific revolutions

,
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English, and history . Often. in grade eight. it was common practice to
have boys assigned to %% ood ofi metal shop and girls to home eco-

nomics.
I Iigh school programs usually streamed Dung !callers into college

preparatory. business/secretarial, or general vocational courses.
Dramatics, sports, hobby clubs, and other, extracurricular activities

were usually available at both the junior and senior high levels.
Quite often the secondary school facility was new.. while 'junior

high youth inherited an aging hand-me-down high school building
because of the enrollment increases during the yearsfollowing World

II. Elementary school children fared better with respect to
school housing. Because there were so many of these youngsters,
much new construction had to be undertaken to house them.

The curricular and organizational practices briefly described
abo% e reflected a few aspects of the changing social order. In addi-

tion to such social indicators as demographic trends showing shifts in

U.S. age distribution. there were other indications of future develop-

ments in taxation, productivity. family size, the drug culture, youth
crime rate, social v. Ware programs. balance or trade, gross national
product. and others.

Social ' ndicators presage major transitions in a given way of life.

They have proved to be fairly reliable means, when interpreted with

care, of forecasting future developments in our society. Nevertheless,

in the past, most of us have had considerable difficilty envisioning
future developments. For instance. many Americans. if asked to
speculate about the aerospace program in 1960, would have failed to

foresee Its long-range influence on U.S. life. Few would have antici-
pated the way in which highly sophisticated computers would affect

our lives in such ways as monitoring income taxes, supporting credit

card empires, reserving a specific seat fora Chicago-Los Angeles
flight, or checking the blom chemistry of a patient in 'the hospital.

The point of this discussion of societal transitions` and the cur-
riculum is that educators need to study contemporary social indi-

cators that anticipate the future and begin to design learning experi-
ences that will enable young peoj)te to live effectively in the tech-
nological, economic, and social futures that are pressing upon us.

The Interaction of Social Indicators and the Curriculum
Curriculum planning, while respectint the contributions of our

broad cultural heritage, also needs to be 'guided by indicators of
probable futures. An example helps to rnak,-f the point clear. One of

the significant social indicators of the past two decades has been the
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succ 'f_ul-entps,:-into the U.S. labor market of millions of women. a
large number of whom still- have children of school age. This
phenomenon has had a w ide-ranging effect. changing the nature of
home life, increasing competition among teenagers and males for
jobs, and permitting greater personal freedom and mobility among
female wage earners.

As Ralph W. Tyler pointed out in a conversation with one of the
writers, in 1960, 26% of mothers of school age children were in the
labor force: in 1974 this figure had climbed to 51% Many children
now return to homes in which they have %et.) little guidance, and this
creates new responsibilities for other education-al-a-gentles." Six years
later, in 1980, the number of %vdtnen in the world of work had reached,
621 and one-third of this large group had children who were five
. ears of age or younger! Clearly, such a development is a social indi-
cator that suggests the need for the curriculum to reflect a greater
awareness of and provisions for early childhood education.

An el olutionary curriculum change paradigm. Our adaptation of
Kuhn.5 paradigm in figure 5 is designed to illugtrate the structure of
evolutionary cha. ges in education, changes that 'ire neither cataclys-
mic upheavals nor glacially :Clow. It should help educators to phase
into the curriculum the survival concepts which our study sought to
identify The paradigm illustrates how cons entional curriculum and
instructional practices (I) are dabilized or made obsolete by trends
and forces that are first reflected in social indicators (11), and then, as
major social changes (III) emerge, it becomes necessary to reform
our instructional content and methods.

The split bete een the defenders of the status quo curriculum and
the proponents of innovations that social transitions require es en-
wally leads to crises (IV) in education. Such crises occurred when
writers such as Rudolph Flesch and Arthur Bestor in the 1950s or John
Holt and Jonathan Kozol in the 1960s launched their attacks on the
schools. Bestor, for instance, was voicing his concern over the loss of
academic skills that create what he called the "educational waste-
lands" or a retreat from the essentials or basic lcarning.4 Holt and
Kozol, described by William Van Til as the "compassionate critics,"
began in the late 1960s to express concerrf,about the lack cif humane
concern for young learners.

Continuing with the paradigm, it beArnes the role of curriculum
theorists and practitioners to propose alternative practices (V), which

'The trends toss ard "permissi eness" in child rearing at home and school and which
alarmed Bestor were discussed some 15 years later by John W. Aldridge, "In the Conn-tatr of the Young." t 0-part essay in Harper's Magazine October/November 1969.

,;
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II

I

o
Conventional,

accepted curricular
and instructional

practices

Social indicators
presaging changes

in the future

IV

Criticisms and/or
crises in education

created by
societal change

VI

6.-

Dispute and
conflict

(Antitheses)

Continuous
interaction

\___ ----"'

/
Continuous

--...,'
.<nteraction

VIII

III

Social changes,
in the

emerging future

V

Alternative practices
proposed (Theses)
derived from the
methodical study

of the future

1
VII

Experimentation
and innovation

, ..

Modified or
new practices

(Syntheses)

0
Fig. 5. A paradigm illustrating the structure of el, olutionary educational
change derived from emerging images of the future

8n,,
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must be defended in subsequent conflict (VI) with the; opponents.
Eventually, data stemming from c Aperimentation and new ideas
(VII) lead to the modification and refinement of new practices
(VIII) 1s consensus is reached as to ss hat societal changes require of
education, the new proposals and practices that survive become ac-
cented Then, as these practices become institutionalized, the cycle
begins anew.in a manner analogous to Kuhn's scientific revolutions.

Curriculmii change: a. response to the future. The discarding of
outmoded ideas and the introduction of new, promising, instruc-
tional practices will incs itabl occur if the views expressed by many
of the scholars interviewed provt valid. For example, if, as a conse-
quence of diminishing resources, industrial, energy -intensive nations
must adapt to using energy to recycling resources, and to other
forms of conservation, theme educational challenge of the future
becomes enormous. In particular, there will bea great need for life-
long learning in order to help persons adapt to a more modest life-
style.

Planning, for Evolutionary Curriculum Change
Curriculum planning to meet the educational needs of the 1990s

and beyond seems likely to take tw o approaches to reform. Advaat-
ing the first approach are those teachers and parents who .3elieve that
learning experiences should focus on subject !natter, on substantive
content The second approach includes those ss ho are proponents of
the total development of the learner, those who view the curriculum
as the sum of those skills and understandings that the individual, as L.
Thomas Hopkins once phrased it, "selects, and incorporates into him-
self to act with, on, and upon, in subsequent experiences''5; namely, a
learner-centered approach to education.

The arguments advanced in support of each approach extend
back at least to the 19th century. Some of .he major arguments for
each approach are summarized in the columns below:

Subject-Centered Learner-Centered
Curriculum Curriculum

I Introduces learners to
the cultural heritage.

I. Releases the teacher
AlltkOil the pressure to fol-

. a prescribed scope
and sequence that does
not invariably meet all
learners' needs.

1. Thomas fiopkins. Interaction The Democratic Process (Boston D. C. Heath.
19-M, p 39

S

sit
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ubject-Centered
Curriculum (continued)

Gives the teachers a

sense of security by
specifying what their re-
sponsibilities are for de-
veloping given skills and
knowledge.

3. Reduces repetition or
overlap between grade
level's or different sec-
tions of the same class.

4. Increases the likelihood
that learners will be es-
posed to knowledge and
develop skills in an

orderly manner.
5 Permits methodical as-

sessment of pund pro-
gress, assumes that
knowledge is the only
measurable outcome of
learning experiences.

6 Facilitates cooperative
group planning by edu-
cators in allocating the
scope and sequence of
'canting ewenences.

Lcurnei-Centered
Curriculum (continued)

hasHasa positive influence
on learners as they find
that instruction is %,ariqd
to meet individual needs
and purposes.

3. Encourages teacher judg-
ment in selecting the
content deemed most
suitable for a group of
learners.

4. Increases the likelihood
that content has rele-
vance to learners.

5. Modifies instruction to
accommodate levelop-
mental changes and be-
havioral tasks as indivi-
ual differences are iden-
tified and monitored.

6 Allows much more lati-
tude for creative plan-
ning by the individual
teacher.

Additional points of disagreement between advocates of the

learner- centered and the subject-centered curriculum could be

made, but the items abo e probably suffice to characterize the split in

both theory and practice between a traditional or planned curriculum

and a more open or planning approach to curriculum.

An appraisal of alternative curriculum choices. Using our
paradigm (fig 5), how might the practitioner assess the alternative

between Pi emphasis on subject matter er an emphasis on the

learner?
Obviously humans need certain survival skill!, to cope wall the

coming decades. Also learners need tohave an understanding of con-

tent in the natural and social sciences and communication skills :n-

chiding a command of foreign languages. Without such skills and un-

derstandings we cannot continue to move toward the humane social

consensus to which we are committed in the 20th century:

1

(1
tit,

1
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1...To manage the economy so as to minimize inflation and un-
employment.

2. To provide by local, state, or federal government action such
services as healtli care, modest-cost housing, and urban transporta-
tion, which are not at .tilable to many through the private sector of the
economy.

3 To protect the individual from adverse circumstances through
such measures as social security, welfare provisions, job safety mea-
sures, and control of the disposal of toxic chemical waste.6

The need to acquire both substantive skills and humane commit-
ments seems beyond dispute. No reputable educator has ever ad-
vocated that the basics he neglected. Nor have educators minimized
the importance of developing mature societal insights and social re-
sponsibility- 1The question facing educators is how the curriculum can
he structured so as to preserve the merits of a planned, learner-
centered approach that encourages 'social development.

Figure 6, in the form of a cone, depicts the conventional pre-;
planned, subject-centered curriculum. Note that with each passing
year the fields of knowledge become increasingly discrete until a
distinct compartmentalization becomes visible. Measurable skills
and knowledge are emphasized; and the is ay s in which children learn
to something are git en careful consideration. By the middle school
years subject matter departmentalization begins to appear, and in
high school specific periods exist for the study of mathematics,
science, English. and other specialized subjects commonly pros ided.

Figure 7 represew, a curriculum based on a learner-centered ap-
proach Subject matter, a resource stored for use tt hen needed, is rep-
resented in the boxes at the right side of the cone. Subject matter feeds
into the learning experiences at Ur heart of the cone. The develop-
mental levels. home backgrounds. and the interests and purposes of
young learners, are factors that able teachers take into consideration
as they deal with individual differences in students.

In our appraisal of the two models built around pre-selected sub-
ject matter and the learners' needs, it seems that both 11,kt e important
virtues vt hen properly unplemmted by competent, concerned teach-
ers, supervisors, and administrators. We also are convinced that the
two models are separated by achasm. hich if it cannot be closed
car, at very least, be bridged!

Bridging the gap betueen the learner-centered and the subject-

'For a detailed statement on the "social consensus.- see Jan Kenneth Galbraith.
"The Coiner% ative Onslaught." The Nett York Rector of Hooky. January 1981, pp.
30,16.
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Toward socially desirable adult maturity

Nr

Lifelong
Learning

Secondary
School

Middle School

9.10 Year -olds

8.9 Year -olds

7,8_Year-olds

6.7 Year-olds

5 Year-olds

Year-olds

Fig. 6. The pre - planned subject curriculum toward socially desirable adult
maturity through mastery of subject content

. centered curriculum. To reconcile these two models, we wouldlike

to begin with a discussion of the importance of a sense of security.
thortans face an insecure future on a troubled globe. A- human-

istic ps, chologists long have said, a sense of inner security is necessary .

if persons are to deal constructively and creatively with their environ-

ment. Following this lin of thought, it seems prudent to stress
learner-centered experienc s for the child in the home and in early

years of school. A f 'Rue- cused curriculum presented in figure 7 is

one that-is free of pre, ire pressure for unreasonable academic per-

- -u r-1-t./
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9
Year-olds

Yearolds

Thearolds

6 Yearolds
beginning their

Ff.,E n0100114r,Cs`:;.. ungraded primary
17', iolvtIRStitt 'Kitt] years

Early childhood experiences:
Pre-primary level

4 and 5 Year-Olds
in an ungraded

pre.primaty
sequence

Fig 7 t learner-centered curriculum based on emergent planning timard
socially desirable adult itlitturit. through de% elopmental experiences nnok -
ing subject matter

fQrmance during the elementflo school ) ears and extending into the
middle school.

Secure children are those who have grown at their own rate and
whose teachers has e encouraged them to take as long as they need to
develop necessary skills without the stigma of fait ire. SuCh children
should then be more read) to move «ith confidence into their.ad-
vanced years of schooling. In short, w e propose a seamless continuum
of learning tailored to inch% idual differences, which we shall discuss
in greater detail in chapter 8..

'sot
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Increasing
emphasis on
a 'command .
of basic skills
in the arts,
sciences, and
humanities as
indiVidual human
potential develops

Infinite

Primary stress
placed upon
development of
human potential:
security, a suitable
self image, etc.

gradations
in

' post-
secondary
education

1'

Secondary,
School

Middle School

Primary School

Rrep imary
School

experiences"

Fig. S. A composite of the learner-centered and subject Centered curriculum

Figure 8, a simplified coniiosite of figures 6 and 7. suggests hors a
learner-centered curriculum Might be phased into one that gradu-
ally emphasizes greater eoncentration on content.

Proposed Guidelines for Curriculum Planning
in the Next T wo Decadei

Oa thf assi,ruption that su rival kills and a foundation for good
interpersonal relationships ca be blended into a future - focused cur-
reulmn, !et us turd no to th :Second phase of curriculum develop-
ment and suggest appropriat guidelintIN for curricuhim change.

..=iimir-aMitomria.cumreAiW
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Our man) hotn-7-sTh [isms's-ion-Ns ith nib panel of scholars have re-/suited
in fise broad generalizations for an educational!) sound, fu-

s

/Lure- oriented curriculum,design Shat involves: .

1. ptroducing learners of alloges to the realities of the world
that surrounds them;

2. making clear to learnefs that to get sometning of smith, one
most give something of value; \

3. understanding that people4fas e %am-ions options or alternatives
open to them and that each oution or dlternatit e has tonsequences,

4 learning that one 'tnus' cialuate_alternative-courses Or-aetiop.
Ancillophoose wisely among them; and

5. 'exposing leamets to the prosysses of group action and to co-
operatit e participation in gfoup decision making so tlit thc) know
how to tollow through.

These guidelines are Mamined in more detail in the next par cgrapi-,s.
World realities, In the lifetimes Of tod;c)'s senior citizens much of

the tt orld has. emerged from an era of economic and often political
domination (luring w hich global resonmes tt ere exploited he a few
highly industrialized ,cations A future-oriented curriculum miclud-
ing the media w Bich, as Neil Postman ;mints ont,. has e their ow n
curriculum)" needs to make (lea -, in a manner appropriate to stu-
dents' ages, the nature of today s' global disruption.). This includes the
.2o4fusion. tic; uncertainties espresse(1 b) the world leaders at the
apex. -of power, the economic transformations, in short. the sarious
einergii,g concepts st hitch our panel of scholars mphasi i.

Citing something of t Wm. to obtain sonwthit.g of it orth in rt turn.
iVhethsi inyco «log) or onumics, political.scienct sociolog, , the'
comet pi of tIte trade-off of g.% tug somethings allied in returo for
something one tt ants- come throi.gh l(,nd and Ct.:sr. Ito) Amara
contends that the -entral is sue to be faced b) the U.S. is svbether mit
political demosJac) I. an cope cf fedi% el) vs thc OeVi. set of prob-
lem dem Anding long-term perspectit es,and so'sations .:14t \.11. II; help
insure that "out strength of di% ersit) does not become our Achilles'
heel of dis , . '''` The good curriculum tt ill lived to introilm. e
honorable minpromist atil respect for others!

(Awning !0 t t aluat. ma to IS( It t tdsrly anun,g options. Here ss e
come to grips w ith alltle-baVA/ i (110i1.< s doti-Nina-Awns ers to SOUlt
basic (11,1eStiOnS. t is our sision of the good life. snit' st hat choices

'NA! Pi ctutaL Ewa, atom as a (ortt, ft mg .1, fig Ne" York Dela, rre pre",
1979, c)ipters 2.6

'Ho% Amara Look..it the S(\ Vr a Ab its r Park. The Itt.titute b r the Fu-
ture. Shototer IN)), P 3 4i)r %Mara NKr...06a of the imtlItite

,

Ot)
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Will help to bring it into being? What is the relationship of alternative

-choices to the general welfare and to individual welfare? What is the

nature of enlightened self-interest?
Exposure to follow-through experiences. Dealing with world

realities, trade-Off, and value judgments is meaningless iflearners-

are not:introduced to the ways in which group consensus and'group

action can be implemented: This follow-through, tin's_ cooperative

social action, is the distinctive characteristic of democracy. But it is

net-easy to attain!
Learners need to discover how interaction can he made to even-

,,,ttiate in action; how to use time so that making decisions does not
-degenerate into endless debate; how to avoid the intransigence and
-divisive tactics of special-interest-minoritie,s or Single,interest groups;

and -how to delegate jobs, once a decision is made,-so that to many
pilots aren't trying to steer the followrthrough experiences. Alse, it is--

important to emphasize the point that while the group action super-
sedes authoritarian dictates, there is nonetheless a need for gifted
leaders who provide direction by the merit of their ideas and the
authoritativeness of their, data.

Theory -Practice,
Theory and practice are intimately related, as the double arrows

in the heading above suggest. It is a moot question whether theory
precedes practice or whether the experience:of practitioners leads to

theory. For our purposes we have begun with theories as to how the

future, as envisioned by scholars, anticipates a curriculum that offers

concepts f or 'successful living for the present and in times to come.
In the next chapter we examine how one can move effectively

from concept to curriculum content; namely, the important task of
transposing theory into practice!

4'1
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Froni Concept to Content

in the Curriculuin

Towards- tchat-ultinzate point is society tendingby.its.industrial_
progress? When progress ceases, in tchat condition are we to expect

that.it-tvillleave-mankind
John Stuart Mill

The most interesting and profound concepts are of little practical
valu'e to educators unless they can lie incorporated into'the curricu-

lum. For this reason, we now examine briefly some of the elements
jnvolvedlieurriculum changes that appear to..be needed as we move
-toward the year 2600:

Elements Involved in Ciirriculuin Development
Teachers, curriculum specialists, and administrators draw on a

variety of personal and professional experiences as they design the
scope and sequence of learning experiences. Some of the elements
involved in curriculum development are:

an,educational philosophy that includes an image of the good
life,_the good society of the future, and a viewpoint toward knowl-
edge and learning that determines which of the two approaches to
curriculum - theory subject- centered or learner-centeredwill be
followedvin a given situation;

certain general goals or objectives that the curriculum is de-
signed,to teach;

assumptions from the fields-of-human development and learn-
ing theory thatlVill guide the instructional practices in the curriculum
guide.

These elements provide the "connective tissue" that holds to-
gether-the educator's conceptions of-such things as the relationships.
between subject matter fields and the structure eknowledge in a

87
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-substantive-field such as geogcaphy or physics. they also determine
the,viewS that an jeducator.hogis with regard to what constitutes the
"best'..tyPe-of school,-how learning occurs, ho' it should be paced,.
Sand what policies ought to govern provisions for individual differ-

..ences, ands Soon.

Content-for -a-Lifelong--F;ducutional Continuum. _

fige-9 shows how, philosophy, objectives, and ideas regarding
human development can be used in planning curriculum content And
the scope and sequence of learning experiences.' While education
and learning are lifelong, for the sake of simplicity this scheme ex-
tends only, from the early childhood years through the early adoles-
cent-period,

At the right side of the cube are developmental levelsIfY ranging
/-from nursery school thrinigh the tipper middle school. At the top of

,the...cube.(1Rare some of the various social functions and basic activi-
ties in which humans engage: recreation, educatioñ . aesthetic activiL
ties, Understanding moral and spiritual-values-and the like.

On the front of the cube (III) are various area:yrotInd which the
school might seek to-qevelop substantive knowledge, in this instance
with emphasis on the social studies. We have chosen the social studies
for our illustration, because both the natural and social scientists par-
ticipating in our inquiry reiterated the importance of learners devel-
oping historical, anthropological, political, and geograPhic-demo-

.giaphic understanding of all the world.2
At the base of-the cube and radiating upward are the broad ob-

jectives of education represented by the durable seven Caidinal
Principles _of Education, probably the most widely quoted statement
of objectives in U.S. education:

,'
1. Health

*2: 'Command of-fundamental processes
1,3 Worthy home membership
4. Vocation

L 5. Civic education
6. Worthy use of leisuri
7. Ethical character

Published by the National Education Association in 1918, the
Cardinal Principles were the work of a national commission on sec-

I-Content" as used here and elsewhere has the broadest of connotations. It refers'to
a yelong series of !earnings, including many that ma) occur be} ond the school walls
and a: any age.

25Recific concepts that might be de. eloped in the social studies, mathematics, and
the sciences are elaboidted,iii chapter 8.

;
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Sequence of
Learning Exper-
iencesSuggeited
*Levels of
Human Develop-

:merit (Illustration
__from..hoinefo:World_

based onihe
social studies-',
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ondary, education that included such distinguished .persons as
Thomas -H. Briggs, William H. Kilpatrick, and Ames, Hosic. 'The
seven-principles have repeatedly been reviewed and their interpreta-
lioris uPdated; most recently in 1976.3

On the pages that follow, for purposes of comparison, we present
excerpts.from a statement of goals prepared in 1980 by the Corn mit-
tee on Research and Theory of the_ Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Deyelopmen (ASCD).4 The similarity of these 10 objec-
tives to the Cardinal Principles reflect both the prescience of the NEA
committee reporting over 6() years ago and the Point that mOdifica-,
tions in these goals are required by rapid changes in the present era.
For instance, "interpreting the world" and "coping with change" are
important additions.

Goals of Education
1. ',Basic Skills
° Acquires information and meaning through observing, listening,
andre--Aing t.

Shares-information and ,expresses meaning through speaking,
writing, and nonverbal means

Manipulates symbols and uses niathematical.reasoning
-1-

- Recognizes that self-concept is acquired in interaction with other
people

Distinguishes among- many concepts of self in various roles or
social situations

3. Understanding Others
Bases actions and decisions on the knowledge that individuals

differ yet are similar in many ways
Bases actions and decisions on the understanding Of lifestyles or

behaviors within the context of the value system of the societies in
which they were learned

Seeks interactions and feels comfortable with others who are dif-
ferent.in religion, social level, or personal-attributes as well as
those-who-are Similar_in these characteristics

,

4. UsingAccumulated Knowledge to Interpret the World
Applies basic principles and Concepts of 'the sciences, arts, and

humanities to interpret personal experiences
3See "The Seven Cardinal Principles of Education Revisited.- Today's Education,

September/October 1976, pp. 57.72.

. 4Wilbur R. Brookover et al., Measuring and Attaining the Coals of Education (Alex-
andria, \'a.. ASCD, 19803. (The goals listed here are excerpts from a longer, more et. m-
prehensive-statement.)
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A iplies basic Principles and*conceptiRittlie sciences, arts, and hu-
manities to analyze and'aci upon public issues

Applies basic principleS and concepts of the sciences, arts, and hu-
thanitieS to evaluate technological progress

Continuous Learning
BaSes actions and decisions on the knowledge that it is necessary

to continue to,learn throughout life because of the inevitability of
change

6. 'Mental and Physical *ell-Being;
AVoids, to the extent possible, consuming materials harnifui to

health, particularly addictive ones
Adapts to environmental constraints while seeking to change de-

structive elements in the environment
'Participates in satisfying leisure-time activities

7. Participation, in the Economic World of Production
and 'Consumption

-.Rases decisions on an awareness and knowledge of career options
Makes_ infOrined consul-tier decisions based on appropriate

-knowledge of products, needs, and _resources

6,-ReSponsible-Societal-Membership
Acts consonant with an understanding of the basic interdepen-

dence of the biological and physical resources of the environment
1- Acts in accordance with a basic ethical framework incorporating
those values.contributing to group living, -such as honesty, fairness,
compassion, and integrity
9. Creativity

Entertains and values the imaginative alternatives of others
10. COping with Change

hiltertains new perceptions of the world
:Tolerates ambiguity

Acts with an appreciation that, in a changing world, flexibility and
adaptability are strengths rather than weaknesses

Selects Viable alternatives for actions in changing circumstances

Content Selection, Educational Goals,
and Human Development

Everything we teach and everything we hope children will learn is
mediated by the developmental levels through which learners pass.
This section summarizes some of the work of human developmental
specialists whose views have influenced etwriculum planning. They
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__include Olson. Erik H. Erikson, Abraham II. Maslow, and
'Robert J. IlaiiglinrSt,--all of whom -have helped teachers during the

past :30 years to underStarid.how human development determineS the

stope and sequence of'What is learned..
One of Olson's-major contributions is the concept of organismic

,age, the idea that varying rates of individual-growth, both mental and_

physical, should Mediate the curriculum and determine the app6-
priate instructional method to match individual needs.5

Erikson, a_psychoanalyst identified eight stages6 through.which

humans pass between birth andmaturliy. At each stage, as he saw it,
there were certain problems, to be solved. His views on how huinalis
sticcessfu!ly solve These problems have a bearing on the pursuit of

learning thrbughout life and hence are of value to curriculum plan-

Maslow, a .psychologist and' well=knownpsychophilosophidal
writer, proposed the provocative idea of self-actualization, which he
describes as "an episode, or a sMirt in which the powers of the person
come together in a- particularly -efficient_ansl_intensely enjoyable
-way-.7A-number of writers in education in the 1960s and 1970s began

to see the relevance of his ideas, including his inventory of factors re-
-lated-to-psycIoPhysical: healit_ to a good classrooni environment.

Of the human development specialists mentiOneillieFe,--11-61Tert

Havighurst is probably the most well-known to U.S. teachers. A
sociologist as well as educator, Havighurst proposed the idea of de-
velopmental tasks that describe the hiosocial and psychological tasks
that confront us from birth to old age. Educatt rs need to understand-

the total conte:it of Havightirst's lifelong developmental tasks as they

undertake curriculum development work. These tasks appear below.

Havighuest's Developmental Tasks8

Developmental Tasks of Infancy and Early 'Childhood
LeaMing to Walk
Learning to take solid foods
Learnirig,to talk
Learning to control the elimination of lOdy wastes
Learning sex difference's and sexual.ritdesty
Achieving physiological stabilit

5Willard Olson, Child Develop:lei-it (Boston: 1). C. Beath, 19-19).

°Erik IL Erikson, Chil7hOoiranpFerWif,2mted. (New York. W. W. Norton 1963),

:Abraham II. Maslow. ToicardVi Psychology of Being,(New York. Litton Educa-

tional Publishing. Inc.. 1962). p. 23.
'Robert J. Ilavightirst, Developmental Ta4cs and Education (New-Yorke Long-

mans, Green. and Company, 1950).
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Forming simple concepts of social and physical reality
Learning to relate emotionally to parents, siblings, and other

people__
Learning to distinguish right and wrong and developing a con-.

Developmenta! Tasks of 11iddle Childhood
Learning-physical skills necessary for ordinary games
Building wholesome attitudes toward oneself as a growing

oitanism .

tLeaniiiig.to get along with age-mates
Learning an appropriate sex role
beveloping fundanfental skills in reading, writing, and calculating
Developing concepts necessary for everyday living
Developing conscience, inorality,-and a scale of values
Developiniattitudes toward: social groups and institutions

Developmenianasks of Adolescence .1
Accepting one's physique and accepting a masculine or feminine

role
',E4liblisliing new relationships with age-Mates of both, sexes
Achieving ernotioTlia independence of parents and other adults
Achieving_assurance_of_economic_independence__ _

Selecting and preparing for an occupation
DeVe loping intellectual skills and concepts necessary for civic

competence
Dail** dirdTfiehieVing socially respiiiiSible. behavior
Preparing for marriage and family life
Building conscious values in harmony with a scientific world-

picture

Developmental Tasks of Early Adulthood
Selecting a mate

. Learning to live with a marriage partner
Starting a family' ..
Rearing children
Managing a home
Getting started in an occupation
Taking on civic responsibility

Developmental Tasks ofiNliddle Age
Achieving adult civic and social responsibility
Establishing and maintaining an acceptable standard of living
Assisting teenage children to become responsible and happy

adults
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,
Developmental Tasks of Middle Age (cdntinued) .

De'yelopiiigadnIt leisure-time activities
Relating to one's spouse asel person
Accepting And adjusting tdirhe physiological changes in middle

age
AdjuIting to aging 'parents

Developmental Tasks of1.4ter-Maturity'
t

Adjusting to decreasing physical strength And health
-Adjusting-to retirement-and reduced-income-

:, Adjusting- to death of spouse
Establishing an explicit affiliation with one's age group

-.Meeting-social and civic obligations
Establishing satisfactory physical living arrangements

Using bisic human activities for content selectidn.. A second im-
.portant consideration in curriculum development revolves around
basic human activities, some of which are suggested on the top sur-
face of the cube in figure 9.

Using basic human activities as a source Of content can be traced
back. to the 1937 Virginia curriculum study initiated by the Virginia
State:Superintendent of Public Instruction Sidney B. Hall. Under the
direction of -Hollis k Caswell, and with such distinguished-consult=
ants asjilliam A. Brownell and Paul.R. Hanna, a dedicated staff de-

. veloped a curriculum guide for grades 1 through 8 tharran lo 510
pages! It Was built around an extensive list of aims of education and
included stich items as an "understantding of the interdependence of
all forms of life." One of the enduring contributions of the Virginia
curriculum study was the idea of building the curriculum around
"major functions of social living."9 These social functions are corn-,
parable to the list at the top of the cube Nvhich is an abridgement orthe
more extensive list in the Virginia guide.

The basic human activities shown on the cube are similar to many
of the-concepts recommended by our panel of scholars; hence, they
can be used as guidelines for curriculum change.

Curriculum content and "the coming together of the .world." In
one context or another, many Of our panelists mentioned the concept
that Robert F. Byrnes called "the coming together of the,world.".
They also saw this growing interdependence as inevitable. In terms of
Communication, travel, international relationships, and,the use of the

9Stillielevantafternearly 50-years; the major functiont of social livingidentjfied by
Caswell et al. were: protection and conseniation, production and distribution, con-
sumption, communication and transportation, recreation, expression ofaesthetic
pillses, . expression of religious tendencies, education, extension of freedom, integrat
Lion of the individual, and exploration and invention,

---
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eoth's raw materials, the world is becomingever more interdeiien-
dent.As a igsult the world' needs, no'w more than ever, people who
can make intellectual and moral sense of thesontlibutionsnrscience
and-technology. '

The third face on oui cube presents another aspect of the task7bf
turning concepts into content. This involves Imoving from under-
standings of the near-at-hand in the home and school to the "survival._
and hiiriane living knowledge" that changing times willrequire. This
face of the cube dePicts the need for an emerging emphasis on the,
world with respect, to history, geograliby, and -other related disci-
plines that lend themselves to the fusion of content in the social

' studies. .

Another consideration in presenting subject matter about the
world to children are the implications of American-styledenibcracy
for the future of a, kvorld where justice is denied large ,groups,
ignorance is widespread, and self-interest is more often the rule than
the.exception.l.et us. then, examine the challenging questidn of how
we can help children and youth Jearn to lice with others whose cul-
tures and perspectives on life differ from ours.

. Transferring Conceptio_Content
in a Multicultural World

With the increasing interdependence of the world's peoples, it is
essentiaLthat-children alid--Outh learn to understand tthers and use
their accumulates knowledge to interpret the world. One of the

_first ways in which we can help learners interpret the world is by
biiikling cross-cultural insights within our own multi-ethnic nation.
With this beginning, our young people can then move out to a world
in which there are literally thousands of cultures and subcultures.
Some indications of the enormous array of culfint9n. the world are.
reflected in the Soviet Union's need to publish textbooks in 53 lang-
uages and the fact that more than 200 languages or dialects are spoken
in just one African stateNigeria!

"Culture and curriculum content. Understanding other cultural
groupsoverseas and in our own countryis one of the most im-
portant lessons to be extracted from the interviews we conducted
with our panel of seholars.Since we are here concerned with making

.theconcept-to-content transition,-let us look at what might be done to
help our youth avoid the attitude that my culttuZ is better than your
culture. As Leonard S. Kenworthy recognized years ago:

It is no simple task to introduce boI's and girls to this vast,com-
plicated, changing, world community. It cannot be done bradding

1 0,6:
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e.

lagothevettbject to the alreadx overburdened eurricuhumIt must be
done by having the world climension1tddi'd to all phases of existing,
subjects.lt cannot' e done by the social studies field :Done: it mpg.
be done by the work in all fields. It cannot be done by the incluOii

f ration of isolated facts about the world; it must be done by emphasis

upon the information and change of attitudes. fhe acquisition of
skills. and the development of sonic big concept;."

As one approach.to these difficult tasks we propose a, culture-
centeaml componerit that permeates the total life in thz.. school. This
suggestion is adapted from the work of one of the panel of scholars,
ai:thropologisrEdward T. Iiafl. In his:influential book, The Sik41(

Languagejlall describes a "map of cultpre" developed in mow_
Hon with a-colleague, linguist George L. Trager. Notnig that Arne

-cans are guilty of great ethnocentrism, Hall points out that "we
ittanage to convey the impression that we simply regard [other) na-
tionals as underdeveloped Aniericans."11To remedy ourbeing "in the

2.; stone age of human relations in the,a-erseas field," I hall urgesThat we

make an effort to understand 10 basic human activities thaexist in a
given culture. These he calls Primary Message Systems-(PMS). Hall
believes that it is necessary for learners of every age to begin tounder-
stand that humans see, think, feel, and act the way they do because of

the particular subculture in which they have membership.
The-ten conwonents of the_Primary :lessa,ge System are:

r-

_...; -

- 1. Interpction_hicluding speech and body language,
Is. 2. Asso4ciation. including "pecking order-

SubsiZtence_food habits. ecptaniic activity
4. gisexuality; or.sex.roles
5. Territtriality or statuvoncepts
6. Temporality, i.e., interpretations of time
7. LearnInCiTiVluding.variatioris in how we lean., to learn

8. Play, including places and times and various ideas of competition

.9. Defense. subsuming psychological and religious mechanisms

10. Exploitation. i.e.. use of materials."

A culture-centric curriculum. In figure 10, an application of PMS

- to education, we suggest how understandings of the PMS might be

phased into the (curriculum. The first culture to which they learners

4 k.

'°I.eonard S. Kenworth, Introducing Children to the World (New York- Harper

19.V) .
p. p 101. %,

"Edward T. Ilan. The Silent Language. 7th ed. (So% York: Doubleday-Fawcett

Premier Books. 1966), p. 9. -

'=Detailed eNplanations of each of the ten cultural components in Ilairs !mai- are
found on ppr-1662. Also see the Trager./ fall model. pp. 171171 TheSilent Language

. x s
i

1%;
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10. Exploitation ,

(i.e., use of materials)

-9:-Defense
(subsurning
psychological
and religious
.mechanisms)

8: Play,
(including places
and time and
various ideas
of competition)

7. Learning
(including C

-variations in
how we .

"learn to learn")

1. Interaction 2. AssOciation
(including speech ,(including
and body language) "pecking order")

Ages 4- 8: The fearner's'own subculture; leading into some study of
exotic cultures about which one can begin to generalize:

Ages 8-12: Adjacent or relevant U subculture(s); more advanced
study of exotic, cultur s.

Ages 9-13: Other selected U.S..s -culture(s).

Ages 10-18: Subculture in geograp al-hIslolint`contexts.
Ages 12 and thereafter: Overseas subcilltuies in historicalsocial con-

texts, including antecedents of contemporary U.S. sub-
cultures. Direct study of culture Und its implications;
greater need for content in its anthropological bearings;
study of contemporary indigenous and foreign cultures
with PMS as a referent.

6. Temporality
. (i.e.,Iterpretations

pf time)

3. Subsistence
(food habits,
economic
activity)

4. Bisexuality
or sex roles)

5. Territoriality
(or status concepts)

\
erintary message systelysapplied to education
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would-be-exposed is the_male/fernale culture and sex roles in their
oimhome and neighborhood during the four-to-eight-year age
-range.-in the eight-to-twelve-year age span relevant U.S. subcultures
would be intruduced, with the,emphasis gradually shifting to study of
.advanced exotic culttires.'We do not, however, mean that a curricu-

.for a new-millennium should revert to yesterday's frequently
misleading or stereotyped units about rain forest children ow the

7-equatorror-Navajos, vor-nomadic 'Arabs.
Based on Hall's PMS,It presumably would be suitable for four-to-

Right-year-olds tOlearn about sex roles and occupational roles-in their
immediate culture and about sources of goods and of food produc-
tion in_ their local economy. A year or two later, subcultures such as
native- Americans and Hispanic Ameridans might be studied and
conipnrisons_made -betweeir the subculture and one's own-

Some values of cross-cultural studySince a culture-centric-
dimension has rarely been systematically used in curriculum con-

.struetion,-a few concluding comments about such an approach are in

-- order: -First-,,the_PMS cultural -map developed by Halt and Trager is
based on research, hence it provides a source foidentifying those
basic human activities -or social functions that can serve as a basis for
curriculum deNelopment. Second, it seems logical to approach a

-study of world cultures afteriirst having introduced young people,to
their own local and national cultures and subcultures. Third, it seems
Consistent with the advice of anuniber of-our panel of scholars to
begin early to- help children understand that human behavior is
derived, from or influenced by"bulture. Understanding this concept
should .help reduce interpersonal fricti n amongaleyoung, and en-

hance mutual trust, good will, and c ration. Fourth, in a time of

, tapid-change and transformato :g1613at
s

iifestyles, cross-
_ .

.,cultural and multi:ethnic ins' itSA t he strengthenedby seizing
opportunities in all areas as wetits1 n .gcademic experiences pro--r

vided-by- athletic events, social occasions, and work situations out-

side the clasSroom.

Summary
.

.-. _

. ___In_this.chapter we have dealt withthe task of turning concepts into
;.

curriculum content. We have attempted-to Sh-owliownur image ola
good society, educational goals, and factors in individual human de-
velopment-determine-the curricithim cont nt. We concluded-with

some suggestions as to how a multicultura tone might be incorpor-
ated into_ the curriculum by using an adaptation of Hall's Primary

10 9-
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Message Systpins s. Four guidelines in-teaching cross cultural under-
itanding_brOught the chapter to a closes

In the net chapter-we shall emphasize how to educate for a new
millethlium and deal with ways of deriming curciculmn designs for
the futui-e. Special attention will he given to communication skills,
mathematics, science, and-the-s'ocial.studies.
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_A futures oriented- curriculummust give young people general
skills for coping with interdisciplinary problems -and for handling

the integrcition orknowledge, airtl-expeiience77--
--Draper L. Kauffman, Jr.

Humanity's greatest problem has never been the absence of
solutions to complex problems. Its greatest problem has been the
absence of belief in answers.

Norman Cousins

As educators turn to the task of modifying curricular and instruc-
tional practices for the future, they will have to adapt concepts'from
the- scholarly. disciplines for use as curriculum content. They Must
also,, as Kauffman suggests, provide students with opportunities that
expose them to, the interface between learning and living. The task
confronting educators, then, is to modify the curriculum and foster a
classroom climate that will project learning into an emergingworld of

continual change with perplexing new problems, but also with many

neW opportunities.
In chapter 6 we suggested' some ways in which the concepts of the

scholars might be woven into the curricular and instructional prac
tices for the school of the future. We begin this chapter with a deScrip-

tion of the "derived curriculum" that includes real world experiences.

The Derived Curriculum
Our panel of scholars provided some of the raw material needed

for curriculum- planning. ._Curriculum worker's can use a number of
Their suggestions to derive programs basedno--piobable-ftitures:---
However, as Tennyson and Park point out in their study of the teach-

100
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ingof cbncepts"... the pedagogical structure ofiknowledge and the
'optimarstructure for learning may be quite different from the forms
%VC findraniongsubjeet,matter experts."' Bence our concepts from
the scholarly disciplines need to be tfanslatedwith care to insure their

;.teadhability.
Viewpoititi on curriculum planning fdr theyear 2000 are found in

'several, sources. Botkin, Eimandira,.and Malitza discussed theidea of
"anticipatory" learninglearning which anticipates tornorrow.2 The
idea is also mentioned by panelist Eleanora Masini who made the
point. that: .

Students can no longer afford the luxil y of . . . "disconnected
thinking." They should acquie knoWledge of the past and present if
they are to be a part of "anticipatory education." There is a need for
vision which leads to anticipatory thinking and the consideration of
alternative solutions. Youngsters mnst Jearn that each act must be
evaluated-in termsof-its future impact.

A Eleanore Masini

err Levant ulluments-titilfc by-King and-P-eccei-were
, concepts which I think are important for our youth to acquire in-

clude thC cultivation ef a long-term perspective, adaptability to
rapid change `and the ability to integrate the many trends in our
society and economy; in short, to develop a dynamic and holistic at-
titude.

- Alexander King

The future is not going just tohappen, but is going to be the u esult
of what more thanfour:billion.people do daily. Students must team
to act responsibly and purposefully so as to build a better future

-for-them and-thdir children.
Aurelio Peccei

Some of the merits of an anticipatory approach to 'earning are:
1) it gives students the skills to deal with the future; 2) it helps students
to forest the influence of probable future events; 3) it suggests alter-
native paths to follow; and 4) it requires that people evaluate thecon-
sequences of the alternatives and of the likely trade-offs needed as a
result of future decisions. a.,

As we use the termAntieipatory learning is the basis fora curricu-
lum derived from the OnNing review of scholars' eoncepti of tomor -.
row. Such approach to the curriculum, we contend, will help educa-
tors plan specific goals and classroom practices. In the second part of

'Roheit 1) Tennyson and Ok-Choon Park."11TTeathiliSt of Concepts: A Review
of Instructional Design Research Literature,"Review of Educational Research, Spring
1980, p. 55.

=James_ Botkin, Nfandi Elinandjra. and Mircea Malitza. No Limits to Learning.
Bridging the Human G tNew 1 ork: Pergatnon-Press;-1979);
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this chapter, "Curriculum Content land Classroom Climate," we shall
suggest certain goals of the mathematics, science, and social studies
curriculm.that could be derived from scholars' concepts.

Incorpciraiing-Real-Woild-Experiencps.
In, addition to deriving; a curriculum' that incorporates scholars'

concepts of the future, we suggest that educators should improve the
quality of .teaching by extending learning into the real world With its
present and future problems. A future-oriented curriculum cannot be
implemented effectively if teachers continue to use teaching prac-
tices that do_not involve genuine student particiption in society's
problems and processes.

The idea of incorporating real world experiences into the
curricullumis hardly a new one to educators. It has been treated in
various publications ranging from Pc!,1 Hanna's Youth Serves the
Community (1936) to the "WalkabRut" concept s3 both of which are
described in some detail in Appendix A. The notion of participating
in action and service learning involving real world experiences must

ettome an inwgral-part-of--sehooling-in_theintnr.
Many of our panelists repeatedly voiced support for the idea o

real world Experiences. George A. Parks of Stanford University, for
instance, said that direct experience was the only thing that really
helps one learn how t6 solve_probleins. On a difkrent continent, a
panelist at the University of Glasgow stated emphatically:

We need to stop thinking of schooling as a preparation for life. It
is necessary for students to get out and participate in society and

then come back to the school to evaluate. We must get young people
to accept an apprenticeship in the affairs of society so that they can

get inside %% hat's going on and be involved in the perpetual struggle

to improve society.
Erie Wilkerson

In the remainder of this chapter we will present an educatiolialmoclel
that combines the idea of a derived curriculum and real world 'experi-

ences.
Since it is impossible to anticipate the future precisely, the best we

can hope to do is to provide youth with certain general skills that
should be useful for dealing with change. Carefully selected beyond-
the-classroom experiences can help to provide the motivation to

-

"Maurice Gibbons. "11 alkaboin. Searching for the Bight Passage from Childhood--
and Schools.- Phi Delta Kalman, May 1974, pi). 5964102.
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'master these skills. In the past, some school systems, particularly at
the secondary school level, have incorporated off-campus, firsthand
learning- in -their, programs. The writers believe that comparable,
direct experiences can be more widely incorporated into the ele-
mentary and middle school curriculum as-well.

Figure 11 suggests how the components of a derived curriculum
world experiences can be interlaced to prepare students for

lifelong Iearning.-Both the cognitive and affective modes of learning
are considered in this model; The cognitive concepts are associated
.vithprecepts=that teachers can use in selecting-suitable learning ex-
periences. The precepts function as guidelines to help teachers build
'socially 'desirable skills and insights. The model also suggests howcer-
tain practices endow the curriculum with meaning, w ich, in turn,
strengthen the precepts.

Another significant aspect of firsthand, real world experiences is
the-potential, it-has for instilling the habit of continuous or lifelong
learning'by putting students in situations in which they must work out
solutions-lb real life problems. Such experiences remove the barriers
between -school and life.

Figure 11 also illustrates how input from scholars concerning their
ideas of-the-future can be compiled into an inventory_These_c_oneei
can then he 'restructured by curriculum specialists using sound
pedagogical practices to develop the scope and sequence of basic
skills that students need to master.

While we are dealing with cognitive content here, it is also im-
portant that the learner not be neglected. The personality and inter-
ests of students sholikl be assessed, along with coinmunit) and school
resources, to-determine the type of real world experiences that can be
pLnned to fit the precepts suggested for the cognitive domain.

The synergistic, and often serendipitous, input from real world
learning experiences contributelo personal develoimient both in the
school and in the broader environment of the community. Once this
habit' of learning how to learn is established, it should permeate all
phases of students' lives and continue when formal schooling ends.
Most futinelotiented individuals probably would agree with the fol-
lowing overall goals for education suggested in No Limits to Learning

_ cited earlier: 1) identifying future problems, 2) recognizing alterna-
tive solutions, 3) analyzing the merits of various alternatives, and 4)
making decisions. But these goals cannot be accomplished withoutn
reasonable command of basic tools of communication and mathe-
matics. Unfortunately, the focus in many schools too often has
stopped with the basics. The master y of concepts frpm our. inventory
cannot be achieved merely by developing proficiency in speaking,

lit
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%Vriting, and computing. Life in the future will be far too complex, as
ourpanel of scholars suggest, to consider the presr.:it generation edu-
cated when they have achieved only these minimal:skills.

As our goals for the derived curriculum illustrate, the concept of
basic skills isdynamic and emergent, not static. The basic compe-
tencieS necessary for today are not the same as they were a mere 10 ort.
20 years ago, nor will today's competencies be exactly the same 10 or
20 years hence. However; they will, at any given time, continue to be
rooted in the needs of society; both present and future. For example,
the skills involved in basic computation, while still important, are
being augmented now by the need for skills in using calculators and
computers, skills that will be dealt with more fully .later in this
chapter.

Throughout our interviews the project staff was impressed by the
way many scholars in the natural and social sciences mentioned the
importance of verbal communication skills in conjunction with the
significant, future survival concepts from within their respective dis-
ciplines. Lawrence Wylie of Harvard, for example, suggested that
teachers help students understand that social communication de-
pends, to a larger degree than many persons realize, on nonverbal

"communication. Nonverbal comrpunictition will differ from culture
to culture, says',Vylie; but as more and more cross-cultural contacts
occur, effective Communication will require a broadened, trans-

ii--11".7ianguage.-Transetlinic communication was a concept
considered crucial tO tomouc)?s world by our panel of scholars,
especially the anthropologists cifid in chapter 4,-who fell that Ameri-
can students needed to broaden their fluency in second lanpage.s in
order to develop a greater empathy with people of other cult-if-res.

To conclude this section, we reiterate that skills in the three Rs
remain basic; but it is imperative that those whoare responsible for
skills development keep in mind that if learners are to cope with the
future, our sights for education must be sethigher than competency in
the three Rs. As Longfellow wrote mare than a century-ago, "If you
would hit the mark, you must aim above it. Every arrow thatflies-
fbels the attraction of earth."

Values and Human Relations
As cultures collide, two areas thit curriclum workers should not

ignore are ethical values and go'.d interpersonal and intergroup rela-
tions. Both of these elements were alluded to in alarge number of our
interviews. They arose in various contexts such as: 1) the differences
between facts and values; 2) values as a necessary reference point for
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decision making; 3) an ability to understand the forces that bind one's
own values and those of another culture or subculture, 4) teacher
awareness of the values of the hidden curriculum reflected in their in-
structional' practices; -5). frequent .reexamination of values that are
changing; and 6) recognition of the need for a transition from material
valves to a.greater respect for human values. \

'Through experiences beyond the campus, st nts, with appro-
priate-guidance from their, teachers and will have oppor-

_.,____tnnities on many occasions to examine their own values and become
more aware-of the values of others. Also, directs'̀ontacts with the
spectrum of humanity found -in -most communities should provide
students with broadening experiences in appreciating and getting
along with elements of society that are different frIr their own.

Curriculum Content and Classroom Practice
--This part of chapter 7 endeavors to show how a future-focused

,curriculum and real world experiences can improve elementary and
middle schoOl mathematics, science, and social studies programs. We
have ,selected. these areas of the curriculum b6c.auscythey coincide
with the content areas of the scholars from .tlienatural and social
sciences on our panel. k

Using the concepts gleaned from Tv interviews and concepts re-.

lated to the nature of learning, we first propose a list of general goals
for mathematics, science, and social studies curriculum. Then we
shall select one or tv oof.the.goals of a f uture- derived curriculum and
describe some easily implemented, real woildeifc6s That are
appropriate for young learners.

The Mathematics Curriculum in a Microtechnological Age
Mathematics concepts from the scholars. Several concepts

germane to the mathematics curriculum of the future can be found in
our inventory. They are summarized in the following statements:

With the extraordinary strides made in the area of microtech-
nology in the 1970s and the promise of more advances in the 1980s, we
in the industrialized nations are living in a technocentric age.

The citizens of tomorrow must learn to cope with the growing
influence of computerization of the "Robot Revolution"' and be able
to use it appropriately in the information economy that is already
well-established. . _

Cybernetics has the potential for becoming an invaluable aid in
,achieving many social, scientific, and industrial goals.

'See ::rhtt bot Revolution.- Tune, 8 December 1980, pp. 72-81
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The study of artificial intelligence via computers promisesto jn-
. crease human reasoning powers and our understanding of the ability

to reason. - .

The heuristics'of problem solving rooted in a command of basic
skills shouldbecome the main focus of mathematical education in the
future.

Original ideas, explorations, and divergent thinking should be
encouraged in matbematical-contexts.

Coals of a future- focused mathematics curriculum. Using these
concepts, it becomes, possible to derive three goals which might ap-
-pear in the-mathematics curriculums of the future.

1 All students should be conversant with the role and the impact
of computers in society and become aware of both their limitations

and Potential.
2. Each student should understand what computers are and know

when and how to use them.
3. Problem solving and other nontechnological (humanistic,

intuitive, creative) skills also should be emphasized in mathematics.
These goals require a bit of explanation. In the 1970s and early

1980s -many mathematics edticators began to urge greater use of
calculators, beginning at the elementary level. They -also urged modi-
fications-in evaluation instruments to make them relevant with
respect to calculator programs. Rapid advances in microtechnology
make the need for a "coriaputer-conscious curricula" even more
urgent. As computers invade many more aspects of everyday life,stu-
dents cannot he sheltered from them because of occasional proiests
Mrthey-threaten-to-dilute-the-mastery f basic skills.

Failure to introduce and to use calculators and computers in -4
school creates a needless barrier between what is happening 'in stu-
dents' everyday lives and what they are being taught in school.
Furthermore, now that the computer is so ubiquitous outside of
school, computer literacy will become a basic skill for the new millen-
nium. We must not be argued into conceiving basic mathematics
skills to he the same as they were in the dawning age of the computer
back in the 1950s and 1960s. For mathematics education to remain
viable in the future, it must include a major role for,the corm puter
now.

The first two goals of our future-derived mathematics curriculum
are related to computer'literacy; the third goal for mathematics class-
rooms should he the creation, of envimonments for problem solving
that can be directly 'tied into.the first tWo goals.

While several scholars mentioned that computers would reduce
much of the mechanical work n^eessary in our society, they pointed

116
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out that we need also to stress uniquely human skills in our schools.
Problem solving with its funqamental components of active
exploration, crqativity , heuristics, and ntelligent guessing cannot be
delegated to computer.$ Problem solving,should be the focus of in-
struction in mathematics, and the computer can facilitate the prob-
lem

To sum up,-there are two ingredients that should influence-the
tone of teaching mathematics in the future. The first is a climate
where gepuine problem solving flourishes; the second is an emphasis
on the heuristics of problem solving. This will require a substatial
departure from traditional routines, recipes, and formulas, and their
replacement with unique, individual approaches that are the creation
of each student.

Real world mathematics in a computeiized society. Many of the
real world experiences related to computers can take place within the
school system. A number of school districts now have computer
facilities for secondary students, and more elementary schools are
acquiring them each year. Where 6omputer facilities are available,
plans should be made to v. ire schools into the main computer. In the
interim, the elementary and middle school can invest in the present
-generation of inexpensive microcomputers.

Instruction in the use of computers should begin at the awareness
level for elementary school children and continue through the rest of
their schooling in mathematics. While students will acquire these
skills at a different pace and at varying levels of sophistication, here
are a few general suggestions for intelligent use of computer tech-
nology with elementary and middle school students. Bear in mind
that the precepts and practices listed are merely a few examples of
what might be done. They are not intended to be viewed as a course
)f-sttidy ---

Elementary School Level

Precept
Computers serve us in many ways.

Practice
Investigate and record all the ways computers Are used in your

'community. Examine home uses. Bring in examples of computer
bills. Visit a computer center, a bank, a hospital, or a library to see
how computers are used.

Precept
Computers are machines; there are many kinds of computers.

/
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Practice
Examine computer hardware: microprocessors, tapes, punch

cards, -CRT- and printing machines, terminal keyboar4

Precept
. Computers get their information from humans.
Practice

Examine the wars computers are given information. Make punch
cards that describe the characteristics of yourfamily, class, school,
and.community.

Precept-
.Computers can be used to play games.

Practice
Introduce the computer and develop logic and strategic thinking.

skills by Playing games on a preprogramed computer.

Precept
There are many computer occupations.

--Pratti Ce"--

Visit a computing center. Describe the jobs that different em-
ployees perform.

Precept
Computers can help you learn in reading, math, social studies, and

other subjects.
Practice

Complete an appropriate computer-assisted instruction CAI)
skill program in the various subject areas. 111:

Middle School Level
Precept
r A flow chart is a map to the precise, logical ordering of what-smu

want the computer to do.
Practice_,

Write a flow chart for:_wiking up and going to school in the morn-.
ing; doing a multiplication prolikm:---

Precept
Computers use different languages.

Practice
Introduce BASIC or another simple computer language.

120
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Precept
A program translates a flow chart into cornPiter language.

Practice
Use your multiplication flow chart to writb d.program and run it

through a computer. '*/

Precept'
Coinputers can help solve problems.

-Practice-
Write a computer program to solve problems from your

mathematics text: .
I

.,

Precept
. Computers can simulate situations that allow you to see the out-
comes of different decisions.

Practice
Present situations with different possible outcomes (desirable and

undesirable) by manipulating variables.

he-Science-bdrriculum in a Refource-Depled Environment
.Science concepts from the scholars. A 1980 report commissioned

by the White House concluded that many Americans could become
scientific illiterates if the quality of science programs in our schools

,contirtues its current decline .% The scientists whom we interviewed
listed several concepts that will contribute to students' and adults'
scientific literacy. They can be snminari-ied as follows:

The-citizens of tomorrow.must understand the basic principles
of science and laws of nature in order to dealwith the science they en-

counter in their everyday lives.
Students must learn to znalce science-related choices and deci-

sions on'a rational basis.
The interdependence of the elements in our environment

should lead to an appreciation of ecologicarholistn.
Students must understand the generation, depletion, and Mita-

tions of world energy iesources.
-. Science and all that it encompasses, including life itself, is in a

constant state of flux and creation.
These concepts, presented at greater length in chapters 4 and 4, need'

to be incorporated in science curricula for tlie future. The fact That

our panel of scholars from different fields of expertise mentioned

51.Y.S. Report Fears Most Americans %%111 Become Scientific Illiterates." The New

York Times. 23 Ocjober 1980, p. A22.

1 21
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science-related concepts is convincing evidence that science and.
techtiology are influencing almost every aspect of our lives..11ow,
then, might-we,begin to improve the science experiences of children
and youth ?' \

Goals for .a future:oriented seielee curriculum:, The writers offer
the following geheral goals as a partial answer for a ffiture-oriented

-t science' curriculum:
1. Students should understand. the omniOsent role. of science

and technology in their everyday lives and mike ecologically gppro-
.priate iisic of the marvels at their command.

2. Students should, at a suitable time in their development, dem-
onstrate the ability to apply the scientific method of rational thinking
to practical;eyerrdary problems.

3. Students hould understand the limits of our resources, the con-
sequences of -their unrestrained use, and the complicating and poten-
tially dangerbus increase ib the world population.

4. Students ,should have experiences using the processes etn-
ployod by scientists.

_Ina derived Science curriculum, dike issues oeed to be consid-
ered: content vs. process approaches to instruction,expository vs. in-
quiry filetliciaeifiiistilletiow and the-social context of scientific deci-
sion:making. Eich of these issues has a direct bearing on the develop
mew Of the future science curriculum.

Content vs. process. The question of whether educators had over-..
emphasized process at the expense of content in teaching caine up re-
peatedly after the Soiet Union surprisechthe world by lofting Sput-
nik. At the time, widespread dissatisfaction was voiced about the
science program in American schools. The rationale for emphasizing
factual knowledge and =stork of content .is clear; namely, in the
future young and old alike wilj need,to acquire,as much factual in-
formation as possible abot environnN`before they can pre-
serge life and attain c ent standards of livint.?"on our small planet.

The. process approach to learning stresses the teaching of the '
methods employed by scientists to gain more kruptledge. Those vt,luf
support this point of view argue that facts change as scientists inVesti-
gate the phenomena of the universe. Studenjs, therefore, should learn
how to question dubious facts rather than siinply to memorize them.
As a case in point, process-learning advocates point out that the flight
of Voyager I proved many assumptions and much previous knowl-
edge about the planet Saturn to be incorrect. Many "facts,"previously
believed to be accurate, have been replaced by new concepts. As
futurC exploration provides even better data, we should be prepared
to modify what we earlier considered to be "facts." The basic proces.;

t. .

122.
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_

aPproach includes techniques of:1) observation, 2) infeTeice,-3)--pie-
. fiction, anc1.41 cominiiniatiCii2More comple-X processes inv,,lve the
' coordination or integration -of these four techniques. Smile of the

higher level-processes-are: I) controlling variables, 2) hypothesizing,
and 3Yexperiihenting. ,

.V.iicf--.?
-..s.,

Froth, the remarks of_ the-ekperts;involved in otir.Study, it seems" ',--
... reasonable to. infer that the most effective approach to teaching

-science-combines_ both -types of learning experiences, but with a
so inewhat greater emphaSis on the,process approach. KnowAedge of
content is iniPortant because pre-dieting, Iiypothesiking, and inferrilig

:certaincannot be done Without knoWledge of iaets.----...

. Expository and, inquiry teaching. Expository teaching is essen-
. -tiallyprovidingthe sttidenr% t nformation, Inquiry teaching is set=

---ting,uP.:situations in which studs is c xpl e and discover in-
formation independently. Inquiry ing/.ng is thought to give students

.1.

.

a more vi id lasting impression of what thy' learn. Rather than being
'

. told what the facts afir'or how something is done, students should be
allowed, to. the extent that school resourcerand time constraints
Perpit, to expejiment and_"discoVer" science for themselves. Akey )

.. point to remember here is that direct, real world experiences often
can..prOvide firsthand scientific information and, in the process,
establiSh habits of inquiry into everyday living and decision making
that can last a lifetime; Especially in a world of increasingly-rapid

,, scientific discarefies and changes, such inquiry skills are likely to take
o greater importance. , N

_

"rhe social context. The third issue to consider about the derived\.
s ,nqe eurrictiltim is that science cannot be taught in isolatiOn from
other disciplines. Ilumans,must realize that many of the problems, that'cfiallenge.the sciences cut across a wide variety of subject matter,
areas. A multi-disciplinary apOroach is, therefore, highly desirable in
solving the complex problems of our planet. The worldoday is beset
with problems .that cannot be resolved entirely in the scientific do-

O main. Such problems as resource 'depletion or pollution require not

I only scientific' solutions; they .frequently require knowledge in the
sociological, psychological, economic, ethical, and political arenas of
contemporary society. .

. , .. Several of the panelists referred to the troubling circumstances
i associated with some seientifiC achievements. for instance, micro-

.% ' biOlogist "Cary Sojka pointed out that ,luch developments as a tech-
nology. 6)r-creating new life-forms, in vitro pregnancies, and cloning
present-legal, moral, an ethical issues with which we are not pre-
_

ared
,
to

_cope.cope. . . 7

;''By designing small-scale experiments or by simulations our
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schooR can begiri-fdvaliiate the future impatt of"tahrrology on
society and assess the economic, political, ethical, and legal ramifica-
dons involved. The ultimate -goal for learners, old and young, is 0

:prepare theth to ask the qiiestion: What. scientific advances can help
improve everyone's qualify, of life now or in the future? hi answering

'this question, decisions can be made, for example, to invest in some
ventures such as the space shuttle of to abort others such as the super-
sonic passenger planes of the ALS. Concorde type,.

Science experiences related-to energy and ,the ecosystem. As il-
luitrative ofafuture-oriented science curriculum, we have chosen the
goal of Understanding the limitations of our natural resources and the
probable consequenceslif their unrestrained exploitation is condi),
ued,;a concern voiced by many of our panelists. Sinceour daily news
is dOminated,by this complex issue and since it directly affects our
personal lives, it offers rich Opportunities for involving students in

-real world expeKiences.

Elementary Levels
-Precept

There are many sources of energy around us and some of them are
used_ in virtually every aspect. of our daily lives.
Practice

Find ouwhat our main sources of energy are by taking an energy
tour of YOurhome, school, and community. Note who uses various

'forms of energy and what dry use it for.

Precept
-Many community workers depend on a continuous supply of

energy, or they make decisions about energy that. affect all of us.
-Praetice

Examine firsthand, with _due regard for the appropriate de-
velq.pmental leVel of your students, the relationship each of the fol-
lowing has to the uses made of energy: farmer, grocer, barber, oil
man, electrician, telephone man, truck driver, meter reader, gas

- station attendant, mayor, and the city council. -

Precept tr%.

There are many ways to save or to conserve energy.
Practice

Decide what can be clone to conserve energy at school hnd in the

N

6A number of the practices listed here %% ere suggested irr publications from the U.S.
Pepirtrpent of Energy.

V 1° 41A..
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--Cctrnmunini. Nlake-a list of what you, can do at home to conserve_
energy./ceep a-dailychecklist -ofal7Cru-deT0-11y-did-to conserve-it.-

-Preeept
Transportation requires energy.and affects our environment.

Prietiee
.Investigate the amount of energy used and the t} pes of pollution

caused by 'transportation vehicles. Project what the future of trans-
portation -might be:

Middle School Level

'Precept
Conservation is necessary since resources are dwindling and fi-

nancial and environmental costs of developing new resources are
enormous.

- Practice
Check your home, school, other buildings for energy wastage.

Test and compar0 insulation materials by building a small icebox.
flow can ,we encourage people to conserve energy?(

Precept
Our most highly used form of energy, electricity, comes' from

many sources.

Practice
List the problems and benefits of each source of electrical power.

Which source(s) can and should we use to produce electriCity?

Precept
Coal and oil are not only used`to produce energy, they are used to

manufacture m.any products from fertilizers to plastics.

Practice w.

List and discuss the many petroleum and coal products we use.
What are some of the most important uses of petroleum? What ro-,
ducts in home or school are made from fossil fuels?

Precept
The sun is the most inexhaustible and cleanest source ofknown,

energy, but there are many problems associated with solar energy.

Practice
Experiment with different materials to cone% solar energy.

\ Should we spend more money for solar energy research?

125
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L.

TriCelit : .

:Society depends on energy in link; people goods, and services.
Practice

Niaprthe pattern oflinkageqn your community-from_ the_power
:plant:PlatO you. W ihat might:happen if this energy network'broke down.
,for hour? A-day? week?

1

Teaching the Social Studies in a-Global- Perspective

eiaL-Soieriee_ eoricefitilrom the scholars., The interdependence'
'of-all perSons on the'planet led many of the natural and social scien-
tists.on our Panerto suggest the following Concepts as necessary for

'tomorrow's citizens:
in. our shrinking world all people reed to be conversant with:

world history and its lessons and learn to cope with cultural diversity
"by communicating with many different cultures.

The notions of human dignity and equality of opportunity must
herecognized as an erititlerrientior all world citizens.

I Global issues, imbalances, and inequities need to be resolved
througfr cesSary trade -offs and enlightened, honorable com
promise.,

To understand human behavior we all must keel) in mind
.people's-cultural,backgro" rinds and their local problems.

Both interdisciplinary, and planetary perspectives are needed to
'overcome ethno-centrism arid_cultural snobbery. .

OM' derived curriclum for the social studies seeks to tie together
political, social,and economic issues in order to understand conflict-
ing national and international interests. This complex entanglement
of problems was introduced in chapter 1.

Concefits for a future-derived social studies curriculum.
L justice is the cornerstone of any viable society.
2. Learning about the people_of another country can help us un-

derstand and appreciate different cultures.
3: The social and economic choices we make always involve

trade-offs, i.e., giVing something of value in return for something one
'prizes and seeks.

4. Sot,ial institutions and programs designed to_improve human
Welfare-have both great potential and certain limitations.

5: Students-need to understand the relationship of the governed
to the government and of the government to the governed, including
.fiscal responsibility.

The' social studies have the overall goarof teaching the rights and
the responsibilities of world citizenry. This came through clearly in

126
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our intervieWs with scientists. Through participation in home, neigh-
borhood, school, community, national, and international activities,
on a sequential -basis, children-and youth-gradually can be made
aware of the operationvissues, and some' f the internal politics of the
.hierarchical system in which they have membership. As they see how
society is run and how changes occiiri'theY also can learn some of the
Ways in which to modify and to improve the system in a fair, orderly
way: One of the problems in many current social studies curricula is
that they do not reflect the growing importance of the so-called Third
World, or developing countries. So dal' studies in the U.S., as
'Nlehlinger points out, continues to be dominated by American his-
tory, with vooarni§toty and issues treated in a far, too cursory-a
faShionY

Another necessity in a shrinking world of global interdependence
will be skill in the art of group decision making. The same skills and
insights required for global decisions can also be practiced at the ele-
mentary and secondary school levels. Such elements of decision
making as mutual support and awareness of long-range consequences
are concepts that the schools can foster .8

Developing a sense of community on a global scale also seems a
highly desirable goal; especially in view of changing family struc-
tures in the U.S. In 1980 one out of every three marriages failed; and
in one=third of our honies with children of five or younger, a working
mother left'thein to the care and giiiiFince of others. Prbjections sug-
gest that -by" the'end of-this -century the number Of single and IWO-
person families will increase dramatically. The trend toward disinte--
gra tion of the traditional nuclear family, coupled with the increasing
family mobility reflected in the 1980 census, are two compelling rea-
sons for increasing our efforts to stitch together. a greater sense of
community, of belonging, for young and old alike.

Real world social studies experiences. This last section presents
some examples or experiences that cut across-various disciplines of
the social sciences: anthropology, sociology, political his-

tory, pd' economics. Firsthand, beyond-school-walls leainings
continue tb receive emphasis.

1 Inward Niehlinger, "Social Studies. Some Culls and Priorities" in !Inward Meh-
linger and 0. L. Davis. eds. 1981 Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1981).

"As widely reported in April of 1981, today's college students appear to be bad ly in-

formed ahout the world heyond C.S. shoresa situation which challenges many of our
educational policies. In a nationwide survey_ conducted by the Educational Testing
Service, scores ranged from 41.9 as an average score for freshman to 50.5 for seniors on
a 101-item quiz on world affairs. Education majors did least well; history or Math
majors farebest. Sec "Collegians Get 'Fon World Affairs," U.S. Newland World Re-

. port, 27 Apiil 1981, p. 11.
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Elementary Level
Precept.

-Every choice involves-some cost.
Practice,

:ReView,some of-the Chokes that the children-and their parentS
haVe maderecently. HoW,anciWhy were they made? 'What Were the

'adyantageS and disadvantages of their choices?

Pre_ e*Pt: -

Resources, are limited while our wants are unlimited, hence
choices must -be made.
Practice

Role play, Using teacher-made description cards or newspaper
ClippingS, that describe individuals with equal and unequal oppor-
tunitieS and results. After the simulation is carried out, describe and
discuss some of the feelings each person-had. 'What are some of the
advantages and disadvantages of equal opportunities?

V.
9

Precept
Coveniment in a democracy is influenced by the views and values

of a Spectrum of diverse people. The government must Make deci-
/ions that Will enhance the well-being-of the less fortunate as well as
the more fortunate of its citizens.
Practice.

Where does the government get its power and-money? How does
it help you? How does it help some of the people you know? List
some of the government services or facilities that yott or others use
from the-federal, state, and local .governmental agencies. Do you
think cuts should be-made in any of these serviCes,in order to reduce
taxes? Should some services_be expanded? Which ones and why?

Middle. School Level
, Precept

T1NST4AFL (There is no such thing as a free lunch.)
- Practice

Make a list of some of the thing. provided by governmental
agenbies that appear to be free. Are any really free? In view of your
Conclusions, what is the true cost of each service, and who pays for it?

-Precept
"Free enterprise" is the term generally used to describe our eco-

nomic 'system;
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PraetiCe
Interview people who have different jobs. Find out they feel

about their-work:How do they feel bout theIree enterprise system?
11'hatcountries do not have a free enterprise system? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of different economic systems?

Precept
People_ in many countries suffer _extreme economic hardship.

People in industrialized countries use much _more of the world's re-
sources: .

Practice
Find out which countries are industriali`ecl and which are less

developed. What are some of the Problems ()Leach? Some people--
__suggest-that world should be redistributed so that

everyone has equal access to the world's wealth. What are the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of such a plan? If there are children in
your school who have.arrived recently from another country, spend'
some time with teem so that you can find out what they say life is like
in.another part of the world.

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed how we believe curriculum

content for the fumre should be influenced by the concepts that
natural and sociescientist5 believe people of every age must under-
stand. We also have presented a, sampling of these concepts to
develop the idea,oF a "derived curriculum," one based on projected
images of the future and the skills needed to cope with that future. We
have also stressed that firsthand or real world experiences are
necessary if the curriculum is to provide a basis for developing the
habit of lifelong learning.

In the next chapter we shall consider how educational resources
might be enhanced in the,U.S. and specifibally how lifelong learning
can be encouraged through a curriculum continuum extending from
early childhood through the senior citizen years.

1-2D



An Ability-Age
_Curriadunreantinuum
(In) o lir generation man has begun to lose his f Oh that he can im-

prove his lit. through technical advance alone . . :The discrepancy
between the developMent of natural science and that of . the
social sciences is largely responsible for the disasters we are wit-
nessing_atzpresent-

Alen who are ignorant of the dynamic principles of sociallifecan
do less harm without chemistry which produces poison gas . . . and
without the technology which enables them to destroy others from
the air and allows them to replace bow and arrow with machine
guns. Men who are incapable of construct ivesocial lif e and use flier
scientific knowledge primarily to subjugate and exploit their fellow
men do not deirve this knowledge.

Alexander Franz.

Since the end of the last century the basic organization of educational :-
institutions in the LT.S.'has not changed appreciably, although there
have been' various modifications such as the development of the .

middle school. If we accept what scholars say lies ahead in the next
century% then significant modifications will be needed in the .U.S.
educational,system. In this chapter let us examine the changes in the
organizational structure of the schools that probable future develop-
ments support. Changes should reflect the f011owing:

-I. The goals of instruction, insofar as possible, should_ be
modified to reflect the images of the probable future and the knowl-
edge deemed significant content fields by scholars. .

2. The school curriculum should provide opportunities for
greater learner involvement in community, national; and interna-
tional affairs.

3. The ischool structure should be more flexibly designed to ac-
commodate the findings of psychologists, neurobiologists, and others
whose research has a bearing on learning, theory.

119.
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4.41ore_considerationshouldhegivent
lions, Cross-disciplinary studies.

5. Development of curricula sheuld take into account the broad
range of human growth from birth to Old age.

We now consider how these five changes miglif be phased into our
edUcational resources by 1) a coordinated educational network, and
2) a seamless ability-age continuum of lifelong learning.

The Coordinated Educational Network
The coordinated educational network is an approach that should

be carried Out under the leadership of state departmentsof education
or the U.S. Department of Education for developing cooperation
amongeducational institutions and in sharing the funding. Such a net-
work could be compared to a very large teachers' center of the sort
that-aroused considerable interest-both in the U S. and abroadduring
the late-1960s and 1970s.

Initially this network could be used to serve three different types
of communities, (for example, a rural, urban, and suburban combi-
nation) with a resource center that would benefit all. Such a resource
would provide for an interchange of ideas, personnel, and materials
among the three communities. As suggestedby the model in figUre 12
the center -would have resource persons (A) who coordinate the
districts' _curricula resources. Resource, personnel (Al through A6)
would be scheduled to, assist, a specific community fOr a part of the
school year and then shift to another community that requests them.
The permanent director of the resource center would coordinate the
allocation of personnel and resources to the school districts in the net-
work. The model also illustrates how a resource center director can
link facilities with adjacent resource centers in a given demographic
area. This could be as large as a county, or evenlarger Where the
population is spaise.

The sharing of ideas, personnel, and materials among schools
within a community, and between communities, states, and countries
has a great deal to recommend it. Let us look at these potential ad-
vantages first at the local level, then at a broader viewof the resource

center .concept.
Both research and observation indicate that much of the behavior

of childreniS determined by their family relationships and home en-
vironments. As Wang' reports, several researchers also have found

... .,

'Margaret 1Vang,-"Adaptive Instruction: Building on Diversity,"Theory into Prac-

tice. Spring 1980, pp. 122-128. . m
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that family involvement in the school pro. grain is a key factor affect-
ing- the social development and acadeniic success of the individual
child: The-_better informed and the more involved the families are
with -respect4to curriculum content and their children's individual
progress, the greater the likelihood is that their children will begin to

-achieve the.goals set, for them.
P,4rent-teacher involvement in resource center activities -would

neea to be coordinated with respect to communication between
schools of the same level (e.g., all the middle schools within the com-
munity or area) -and between schools that_enroll students At different
agelevels. Their cooperatively developed goals would determine the
educational tone of the curriculum and instructional practices both in
the individual school system and in the demographic area served by a
given-resource center.

To obtain access to an .even greater number of ideas, personnel,
and-materials, as well as to increase the likelihood of exposure to vary-
ing subcultural groups, the resource center might ('within reasonable
limits) .gra.dually be expanded as it became well established.

At the state or interstate level, large units representing, for ex-
ample, agricultural states and industrial states could be organizeo
encourage interaction in a large region. Finally, at the international
level three or more countries could establish a system of inunial sup-
port in improving education. Representation by industrialized and
non-industrialized cultures might be a sensible combination at this
level.

Let us also suggest that for some of the more mature secondary
and postsecondary students there ought to be opportunities ftif in-
volvement in cross-cultural exchanges. Such exchanges are not an
entirely new idea at these levels. What is novel is expansion of this
idea to younger students. Inter-school contacts at all levels have been
widely supported in the area of sports for more than a century. There
is no reason why such contacts could not be expanded beyond com-
petitive sports activity to include cognitive and affectiVe activities,
such as short-term employment, work- and - study, travel, living for a
semester with a family overseas, and so on.

The resource center. Because of costs, it is impractical for each
school unit to set up its own resource center staffed by highly special-
ized personnel. With twcr or three districts sharing in the fUnding, the
center concept begins to become viable. The director of the center
makes the necessary contacts and coordinates the various human and
material reso4ces of the center and of the participating, districts.

Each community should have:its own local resource supervisor.
Such a person would be familiar with the district's resources, arrange
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for parent input, be well acquainted with teachers, and know the
characteristics of the study body and its educational needs. The local
resource-supervisor is the conduit for the input-output-between the
individual schools and-the resource center personnel. These local
community_ resource supervisors would form a consortium with the
director of the area resource center. The director wouldbe both the
link between -all the local conununity schools and -the directors, of
other,resource centers at the state and national levels.,

The' esource center-is the hub from which educational specialists
go to work with school personnel. In effect, the center wouldbe a
source Of professional support for the improvement of virtually the
entire educational environment of the community, froth prenatal
advice_to parents to learning experiences for senior citizens. At each

- resource center, khri51 personnel and community representatives,
could convene periodically to plan curricular and instructional
acitivities and to evaluate work in progress. The planning and sharing
of ideas at all of these levels should help the participating school to
create a first-rate educational program.

The educational support systeM. The specialized resource per-
sonnel at the center could be rotated within the local area schools and°
sometimes assigned to other centers within a national and, perhaps
eventually, an international network. Some of these persons might be
recruited from university staff on sabbatical or from the supervisory
staff of other communities. Others of eine importance might include
qualified personnel from local business and industry or from profes-
sions such as .nursing or law.

To illustrate how the educational support system might function,
let us examine how resource specialists in human growth and develop-
ment might operate. These persons provide such variedservices as: 1)
holding classes for parents on their roles and responsibilities during
the prenatal and early childhood years; 2) working with teachers to
develop the curriculum and instructional strategies for younger
children; 3) training adolescents to serve as junior paraprocaSionals
at the nursery school level; 4) planning with community agencies such
as day 7care- centers to improve their programs; 5) coordinating
research within the schools in the area; 6) designing and staffing in-
service work requested by teachers involved in early childhood
education; 7) providing individual counsel for recently employed
teachers; 8) pieparing parents to supervise- their children's home-
work, play periods, exposure to TV and stereo, and planning family
experiences on holidays to make them more educational; and 9) de-
veloping ways in which school buildings and personnel can begin to
serve the needs and interests of mature and senior learners. -
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After working over'a.given period of time,in one community, the

human development specialists would take on newresponsibilities in

a different community, and another specialist from a different field

would become available for assignments dictated by local needs.

The use of itinerant specialists has several advantages. The par-
ticipating school systems acquire the help of experts from different
fields at an appreciably lower cost than if each maintained its own
staff of specialists. Organizations such as parent groups or socia:
agencies in the community also could receive the benefit of resource
persons' wertise. Finally, the individual teacher warld be provided
with 2 continuing flow of professional advice from the resource per-

sonnel.
Certain advantages also exist for the personnel at a resource

center: 1) career enrichment through exposure to practical situations;

2) contact with differing communities; 3) on-the-job training for ad-
vanced students in graduate school; 4) opportunities for conducting
research; 5) increased flexibility in obtaining new educational input

on a short -teem basis at little or no cost; and 6) the opportunity to
work %,ith community agencies.

Another way in which a coordinated educational network could

Whelp to improve the efficiency of the cooperating educational insti-

tutions is through the sharing or exchangr of physical resources. In
this category are such things as sharing computer time andlending or
exchanging the use of media equipment. Increasing physical re-

p sources should help to stretch the available funds at a time when econ-
omies are necessary. With an inventory of rpedia and other equip
ment in the various schools served by a center, resource personnel'
could channel such resources to other schools on a rental or loan basis

from the center.
Still another service of the resource center is organizing and co-

.ordinating student exchange programs. Such piograms are complex
to organize and can be costly. Through a network of schools coordi- or
nated through a resource center student exclla=programs-eou
arranged more-effieientlyonomically. Eventually, on an inter-
national basis, students could visit or work in cooperating schools in
other countries with the coordination of the visits or short-term work
experiences handled by' the resource center personnel.

The Ability-Age Continuum
6 We now turn to the second aspect of a future-focused organiza-
tional structure for our schools, a structure that accommodates a
seamless lifelong ability-age curriculum that is based on the abilitieS

1 `4:"."ti
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and'needs of indi ;dual learners rather than a lockstep graded school
based on chronological age. We began by making the point that if
' schools arego deal with the concepts presented in chapters 3 and 4:
some fundamental changes in the traditional oi,ganizaqon of our
schNqLs will be necessary. To begin with, greater flexibility is needed
if we are to encourage-lifelong learning. Reasons for abandoning the
traditional lockstep graded schts.51 structUre include the following:

Each person is unique with respect to physical, emotional, and
cognitive development. In most graded, schools, present practice is
based on the assurrytion,that children o a given age are more or less
uniforth in terms of intellectual and social performance. Actually,
learners who are the same age vary enormously in performance; we

. should recognize this diversity.
Learning is continuous; therefore educational faci lities should

be'operated on a year-round basis. As it is, our school year sclmiuie is
based on the pretechnslogical needs .9f an agrarian society when stu-
dents often worked ,in field and, barn during the growing scason.
These conditions no longerprevail in most areas of tb..1 U.S. Furthet-
'rime, school facilities and personnel can be used more efficiently on
a year-round basis. Learning does not.need to take a summer 4a-

--tionv nor Ooes it stop after formal,schooling terminates: Hence the
arguments fqr a year-round school have become persuasive ones.

Learning is inherently a lifelong experience and should, there-
. fore, be facilitated by the use of educational resources on a lifelong
. basis.

The ability-age continuum for lifelong learn g n idea whose
time has com"ot only is it supported by resea h finding, it is con-
iistent with the need for persons of all ages to de elop a knowledge of .4"
survival concepts for the future. Finally, it dovetails nicely with the
idea of a coordinated, integrated, edacationaletivork. --

Figure -13 Viso:ilk& the concept of an ability-age continuum that
provides for lifelong learning. The horizontal line of small cubes rep-
resents the increasing age of the learner from the prenatal stage to age
70 and beyond. The two large cubes at the left represent a ctiril.ctiliiin
derived from images of the future and from real world learning re-
sources, which, when properly utilized, can add a great deal of mean:-
ing to-the future-oriented curriculum.

The figure sugglits how the g..ouping and progress of learners is
governed by indivitfal maturity and readiness, by development and
ability, not by chronological age. In such an organizational structure,
thine-within any one learning group might span an age range otas
many as five years. Let us examine this-model in some detail to see
how die curriculum can be designed in terms of what has been
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learned about human development, beginning with the prenatal

The,prenatal period. _During the past several deCades evidence
has,ficcurmilated that development during the yearkof infancy and
early childhood has a substantial influence on subsequent intellectual,
emolionai, Midsocial growth later in life. This insight with respect to
the early years of life Was 104 to increased efforts toextend education-
downward,to include the early, childhood years.,Lately, that bound-
ary has been pushed even farther to include the effects of the pre-
natal environment on human development. Research in this realm is
still sOmewhat equiVocal. However, certain physical end psycho-
logical aspects of pregnancy and of the fetal envirorent appear to
affect subsequent mental and physical development throughout life.
Information is beeoming available on various fetal influences such as:
the mother's health and dietlereditary diseases; tobacco, alcohol,
and drug consumption; physical exercise, travel, and work; contra-
ceptive devices; 'medical care; type of labosr and delivery; and intra-
uterine surgery performed before birth.

Prenatal and neonatal malnutrition also have been the object ofa
number of animal studies and some research with humans. Evidence
is mounting that supports the thesis that malnutrition early in life can.
result both in physical harm and in brain 'damage that can affect in-
dividuals threughout life. Thus, educating expectant parents about
the effects of variables in certain critical periods of gestation be-
comes an important goal in the lifelong education continuum in order-
to insure that learners get off to a good start. The prenatal and
neonatal periods of life have too often been ignored in thepast. More
recently, a small but growing number of future parents have sought to
inform themselves by reading booksor by turning to health agencies
or physicians for advice.' ,

A learning continuum that begins in the early years of life has ob-
vious advantages for the schools. If children areborn with prevent-
able handicaps, develop poorly, or are retarded in intellectual func-
tioning, the remedial and compensatory programs they may require
subsequently become an expensive undertaking for the schools. The
need to reduce the number of children with preventable learningdif-
ficulties, coupled with the need to provide better protection for mil-
lions of young children and for the unborn, are compelling reasons for
including prenatal education for parents as a part of the learning
continuum.

The early ,childhood years. In general, the period from birth
through the first years of formal schooling is referred to as early child-
hood. During this period several types of contact with the educational
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coMmunity occur in a lifelong - learning continuum. Parents would ob-
viously receive neonatal education; but there is also a place for such
education for youth,,particularly because of the substantial increase
in teenage maternity. -Also,at-this time, data about the physical and
mental growth of the individikalChild"eiqd be compiled and-putinto
computerized, cumulative, educational records that would accom-
pany each child through adulthood. When ethically and profession-
ally used, such data could be useful to teachers, counselors, and
school physicians.

As our model shows, lifelong learning opportunities that begin
-during he neonatal stage would continue through the preschool
stage. FOr the most part, this would be primarily in the home through
contact with the infant's parents. Depending on the maturity of the
child, enrollment in a nursery school or day-care center might begin
somewhere around age thiee; under -the auspices of the school
system with teachers who are specialists in early childhood ,educa-

- tion.
When the child's social, 'physical,. and intellectual development

suggest that he or she is ready, there should be a transition to the pre-
primary component. The learning climate at this pre-primary level
would become more educational and less custodial than at previous'
levels, but readiness experiences rather than formal number or lang-

-uage skill learning would predominate.
As the model is intended to imply, for this and enusing transitions

to higher stages of the continuum, the emphasis should be on helping
ihdividuals develop to an optimum point before proceeding onward
to the next stage of their edAational experiences. A few children will
move at a very fast pace through these stages and can be placed in
more academically demanding environments. Others will need to in-
vest more time at a given level. These levels for learning, we repeat,
would not be based on chronological age per se but on such
individual factors as interest, developmental level, social maturity,
and learning stylefa-ctors that research indicates are more impor-
tant indices of potential for cognitive growth than is a child's age.The
groups emerging from such a placement process would span several
age levels, but their level of performance would be more homogen-
eous than in the graded school. Also, with suitable guidance from the
teacher, ability-age grouping should facilitate the earlier acceptance'
of younger learners' participation in school activities such as athletic
*events, dramatics, or presentations for_parents when a unit of study
\lraws to a close,

The last of the transitions during the early childhood years is tothe
primary, level. At this point the students begin to be exposed to the
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-systematic study of basic skills such as reading, mathematics, and
which will provide the foundation for most of their subse-

Anent formal, and nformal education. -

The middle' school period. hi the middle school, once again, the
students,would follow a personalized path thrbugh the continuum\
and move at their own rate of social and,academic ,progresS, thus
eliminating the need for retention of slower learning children M. of
"skipping"' more rapid learners a grade. The personaliied path for
each student obviotisly would increase the age range beyond that
now found in the middle school;_arelative decrease in ability ya,,ge
also would occur. These practices also shotad help to reduce the
frust,-,tion of trying to cope with children of the same chronological
age, who may vary as much as five or six years in their standardized
test scores, yet are expected to meet the same requirements in an
identiCal curriculum.'

Middle school learning experiences in the continuum will focus on
. the wider application of skills and processes introduced irt primary

school. Specific subject matter areas, such as science and the social
studies, become more distinct. Community involvement and action
or.service learning should also increase sharply at this level. Experi-
ences in the real world would provide motivation for educational
.activities that, hopefully, would counteract the endemic 'student
malaise that often begins at this age and conthlues throughout the rest
of their schooling .3 '

The secondary school level. As students become ready for the
more highly structured content in.the secondary school, they will con-
tinue their, uninterrupted progress on the ability-age continuum.
Several modifications in traditional organization are needed at this
level to accommodate the concepts of a seamless curriculum con-
tinuu m and the changing psychological climate of secondary schools;

One needed change is the elimination of rigid demarcations
between subject matter areas and a movement toward interdisci-
plinary approaches. This becomes possible through teaching partner-

.

ships 'where two or more teachers work together to insure that the
academic quality of instruction remains high, Recall that an inter-

'Readers who arc familiar with the work of Benjamin S. Bloom will recognize that
the personalized ability age concept developed here is based on,his mastery learning
thesis that a large majority of children, perhaps 90%, can reach acceptable levels of per-
foitnance if they are given sufficient time in which to do so.

'For detailed models of a school's organizational structure in an ability-age con-
tinuum see Ifarold.C. Shane, The Educational 4ignificance of the Future, pp. 68-76.
For models of school organization for itnplemetiting action and service learning, see
Shane. Curriculum Change Toward the 21st Century, pp. 111-127. (Full references
appear in the bibliography.)

a
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disciplinary approach in secondary schools clearly was implied or
explicitely recommended by many participants in our study. A
second desirable change would be discarding; the semester structure
91 the school; at least in part, so that learning is continuous. This is
possible by making,hetter use of .program med materials and com-
puterized instruction. A -third point emphasized in previous chapters
is that of instilling desirable ecological attitudes, a betterunderstand-
ing of human interdependence, and an enhanced appieciation for the
values associated with elnp.athic interpersonal relationships. A fourth
change is one that has been a major theme of this monograph; namely,
the infusion of real world experiences into the secondary curriculmn.
The notion of the\ paracurriculum, which involves out-of-school
work experience, has been discussed in The Educational Signif icance
of the Future' and deserves reexamination here as an approach M in-
fusing greater social and economic meaning into.the, secondary
school setting. These contacts can supplant some in-school experi-
ences and supplement vocational education activities. This type of .
program, for which the school serves as a broker, would both modify
the climate of learning and provide a sensible transition to post-
secondary education or the worldiof work.

Recurrent education. An ability-age continuum augments most
present day schooling not only by extending downward to the pre-
natal period but also b. providing learning experiences for people
throughout their life cycle. Firsthand work experiences, which have
long been a part of some collegiate academic programs, probably
could be extended further to include student exchanges, internships,
and apprenticeships at the international level. The flexibility of
scheduling entry and reentry has been worked out successfully in
some institutions of higher learning but needs to be more widely im-
plemented.'

Alternatives to augment, not to replace, the conv,entional.univer-
sity are being explored, and the trend should be encouraged. One in-
novative example of the late 1960s and earls 1970s is Great Britain's
highly successful Open University, a creative approach to kbac-
calaureate degree or other forms of self improvement through tele-
v ision, periodic regional seminars, and materials especially prepared
by experts. Anotherillustration is the educational programs for men
and women overseas in the armed services. More than 20 of these
educational centers were open during the 1976s in Europe alone.

As Roberto Vacca and others on our panel noted, we need to de-
vise more ways of informing and teaching adults by television. Tele-

.ilarolil C. Shane, The Educational Significance of the Future (Bloomington, Ind..
Phi Delta Kappa. 1973), pp: 7I -7g.
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visieb-has potential for providing mass higher education without the
financial expense Of physical attendance at an institution. Televised
or radio Courses, either for credit or for informative purposes, need
not begin:only at the postsecondary level; they also could 1-Ie_Atsed___
with:learners of any backgroruidoneffehe world's millions who
neither can,read nor write.

In addition to increasing the scope ano Quality of opportunities for
_posfsecOndarY education, more programs are needed in all type of
-institutions that recognize the needs of mature adults. Recurrent-edu-
Catlin should include the phase-in of offerings that are pertinent to
the interests-Of the mature and senior learner and which vary in length
from brief seminars. to 'conventional courses.

Summary
Even though the object ofour study was to inventory the concepts

thdt young learners need to grasp if they are to survive successfully in
the future, our interviews clearly indicated that all people
everywhere must be involved in acquiring survival skills for a period
that seems certain to be one of prolonged turmoil.

Many scholars in the sciences emphasized the significance of a
lifelong plan for educating the world's peoples. Some of the more
pertinent comments on this subject during our many dialogues were
made by Harold Dent, professor emeritus at the University of
London, and are presented here as an appropriate ending for chap-
ter 8:

Students should realize that education is a lifelong process, con-
tinuous from- birth to death; that it begins in the home, whose
primary function is to initiate the yhild into the attitudes, Mode of
living, and morals of the society, and to inculcate a due respect for
other cultures . . . .

As for schooling, it is an essential supplement, but only a sup-
-*mein, to the education given by home and society. Its function is

to assist in laying the foundations of some of the basic skills re-
quired for successful living, and to create a Mind that is active,
purposeful, and flexible. Bur we must remember that the schooling
we receive in childhood and adolescence is but the begipning ofthe
continued learning experiences that people everywhere need as we
strive to cope with the many better tomorrows that I hope the
human race may experience:
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Epilogue:

The Importance ofEducation
in Coming Decades

lf-Yvti do not think about the future, you cannot have one.
-John Calsworthy

a From the concepts gleaned frOm scholars involved in our study, we
know that the learning process, broadly conceived to include both
schooling and. lifelong education, will. play a significant role in the
years ahead. What both the natural and social sciences have to sug-
gest as new directions for U.S. education is a blend of inquiry, art, and
philosophy. The sciences are, first of all, methods of inquiry. They
also bring order out of enormous quantities of data, a process that
transmutes them to arts. Finally, the sciences are philosophies in the

sense that they bring us doctrines of enlightenment and vision.'
What summarizing stateinents can be made then, on the basis of

our interviewdata, about the nature of education for survival and hu-
mane living and about the prospects for worldwide changes in
teaching and learning? For one thing, ag humans move toward a new
millennium they could, like dinosaurs or mammoths, become
transient guests on this globe unle'ss their social wisdom can match
and overcome their ingenuity in creating technologically ingenious
but dangerous weapons, toxic chemicals, and nuclear waste. The role

of education in modifying this situation needs no elaboration! Sur-
vival skills-must be in the curriculum.

Second, for the foreseeable future what is taught in schools or

through any educatiodal media must-help-us-cope with the fact that in
all nations there are many persons who continue to disregard the
French "Declaration of the Rights of Man." Thus, billions have been

For a nicely etched.elaboration of this point. see Will and Ariel Durant, The
Lesson's of flistory (Ne York: Simon and Schuster; 1988), p. 12.
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born to an estate that is neither free, nor equal, nor characterized by
fruiernith, tr

Third, we can,infer from the scholars who probe our environment
and study. nur world cultures that one Of the challenges to learning in
our era is to remove, or at least begin to diminish, the present deep un-
certainty as WI the most viable directions in which to move if we are to
achieve a decent, humane way of living. Heretofore, in Teilhard, de ,

thardin's 'words, ". . . the workers and the disinherited accepted
Without reflection the lot which kept them in servitude .. ."2 Now we
must begin to understand' that civilization is:

... a cooperative product, that nearly all people have contributed
to it; it is our common heritage and debt; and that the civilized soul
will reveal itself in treating every man and woman, however lowly,
as a member-of-these creative-and contributory-groups :3"

Life has always beenand still iscompetitive and selective. A
strong case probably can be made for leaving it that way! As Garrett,
Hardin argues, "What would the [U.S.] educational system produce
if we saw to it that competitive excellence was not rewarded?"' I low-
ever,,social inequalities in the past 30 to 40 years have become even
greater. Therefore, social justice must be improved so that a given in-
dividual can compete on a somewhat even basis through equitable
access to educatiOn.

This leads to a fourth generalization; namely, that education
should be directed at the establishment of new moral bases. Whether
such moral bases be metaphysical or a secular "religion of humanity"
is irrelevant, as long as they help us to differentiate between good and
evil and help us to meet the cruel and harsh tests which almost cer-
tainly lie ahead.

Finally, our natural and social scientists spoke, with occasional
eloquence due to their deep concern, of the need for understanding
that any quest for economic advantage that does harm to the general
welfare will serve to heighten the worldwide turbulence that already
exists in the early 1980s.

Now let us move on to review and synthesize some of thaspecific
educational directions, policies, and practices that the thinking ofour
132 scholars afpears to support.

2Teilhard de Ghardin. The Phenomenon of Man (London and Glasgow. 11 ilhnm
Collins and Sons. Ltd.. 1952). p. S30.

The Durants. ibid.. p. 31.
'Garrett Hardin. Promethean Ethics (Seattle. Univcrsity of 11 ashington Press.

1980). p. 38.
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Educational Directions fOr the 1980s:
Some Recommendations

General suggestions. Since the need for lifelong learning was re-.
peatedly mentioned in earlier chapters, most of the Points that follow
peilain to both formal and informal education which extend from the
child's early yearsto the mastery of developmental tasks of advanced
maturity.

1. 1n:a highly L -unplex world, the curriculum for living in a new
millennium should be derived from carefully developed images of
the future, which learners young and old are inheriting from the past
and the present.

2. The idea that equal opportunity in education means the same
-for- everyone ought to be reexamined. Because of the differences
that exist among learners of every age, the content, methods, and or-
gallimtion of the curriculum should be adapted to the gradations in
the levels of human development. Phrased in another way, good
learning is persmialized learning. Furthermore, because of rapid
technological, social, and cultural change and the opportunities they
often create, "personalization" should not be interpreted to mean
that learners are groomed for and locked into predetermined life
roles selected by teachers. Such lock-ins may not be in their best in-
terests and also might lead to careers for which some students have
no talent.

3. Education, including schooling, should serve to increase
rather than to decrease human differences in one's ability to con-
tribute to soviet} . Unique minds and rare talents must be cultivated
and encouraged so that they can help to build better tomorrows. An
exception to this generalization is the need for learning experiences
to decrease human differences with respect to the ability to commu-
nicate more clearly.

4. Learners frequently need to be protected from the effects of
"junk information" ti,at the media, especially television, sometimes
pro% ide. The scope of the problem is reflected in data cited by Neil
Postman in 1981 sugge sting thdt well over a half-million children in
the U.S. are Lvatching late TV shows between midnight and 2:00
A.M. on a given nightP

5. Industrially developed nations now strive to provide basic
security through free or inexpensive health and welfare services. As
a result, many U.S. youth no longer have the motivation to work
created by an empty stomach. At the same time, some astute young
people sense that there is no longer enough affluence to go around as
we approach the limits of the earth's carrying capacity. One result is
that because many people, young and yid, fear neither hunger nor

"'Neil Postman. "The Dal Our Children Disappear. Predictions of a Media Ecolo-
gist.- Phi Della Kappan. January 1981, pp. 382-386.
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4.

anticipate great material improvement in their lives, education must
seek nelV and worthy means of motivating them. In serving this end,
curriculum planning should consider 'jobs for tomorrow and what -
the changing workplaCe will demnd.

6 In many sections of the globe, carefully planned changes in
general-education are to improve the status of women. As

SipilU put it, ". unless we takesetiously the fate of,1?,
Women, I don't think we can solve mans other problems: popula-
tion, food shortage, illiteracy, abandoned children, unemployment,
and mass poverty. "8

7. As a corollary of the point above; the need to improve the
status of women suggests that Provisions for prenatal care need to
be Improved and that universal, childhood education, as early as
age two or three, should become an integral component of the life-
long educational continuum in order to reduce qr to prevent learn-
ing problems later_ in children's lives.

8.,,Anthropologists point out that in a hunting culture the hunt
itself is the teacher. By the same token, in a highly organized society.
the society itself should he the teacher. This concept is one that
James Coleman and Alvin Taller have labeled "action- and
"service" learning educational experiences that arc sponsored or
br'o'kered by the school but extend beyond its walls into the wider
community.

9. Because of contemporary changes in the nature and structure
' of family rife, traditional patterns of home-school and parent-

teacher relationships will require further study and modification.
Both greater parental acceptance of responsibility and moreollexi-
ble school programs seem desirabli, though both will have to be
mediated by a gives culture and its ethos.

Curricu/toh 'organizotion. How knowledge is best structured,
what learning is of most worth. and how it is nest acqui, -d have been
topics of debate for centuries. It is not %Air purpcse here to enter into
this controversial arena. Rather, we shall endeavor to propose a few
of the practices and to inventory some\of thebroad concepts of life-
long' learning that the probable future will require in .view of un-
settling political developments, uncertain economic conOitions, and
the new social systems that are piecing themselves together into the
interstices of older social structures. In this context at least five gen-
eralizations regarding curriculum organization.seem justified:

10. Learning, regatdless of how it is acquired, can noilonger be
etititeii:ed as a mechanical process. It is not something that can be
put together as plumbers, carpenters, and masons put a house to-
gether. Social change and the prospect of a society characterized h)

°In a conversation with one of the writers.
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duiainic contraction in the use of resources and by developments in
microelectronics and robotics simply do not lend themselves to the
rigidity of traditional approaches to the curriculum.

11, Since the swift flow of events that can be anticipated in the
next 20 years promises to foreclose certain options, reforms both in
educational opportunities and in stricture of educition need to he
made rapidly. This is particularly true of the continiiing education
of adults, who are already participating in decision making in their

communities.
12. Except for some forms of compensatory financial support

distributed by central government agencies (support,needed. to in-
sure equitable learning opportunities), the organization and ad-
ministration of education should be based on local control and local
decisions so that those persons most acquainted with the immediate
community's needs, with respect to schooling the young and the
continuing education of all, can deploy the resources available tn,

meet them.
13. At the transnational level, organizational practices should

make more use of educational systems and technologies as in
Britain's Open University. Radio and television, if kept free of
political influence and of the propaganda of special interestgroups,

can make significant contributions to thesharing of knowledge and
ideas among semiliterate as Well as literate populations.

14. While technology is of proven value in performing certain
i structional tasks, the use of such powerful educational agents as
television must he made more. consonant with the best human
valu .s and traditions. We reiterate that care must be exercised by

perso in the teaching profession to reduce the likelihood that un-

scrupulous elements in the population will continue to use themedia

to_furthetheir ambitions.

Methods and ctirriculum content. In this section we present' cer-
tain generalizations on instructional methods and curriculum content
with which this tinily hasbeen concerned.

15. The content of the U.S: curriculum and the methods of in-

struction employed, should not indoctrinate the learner with past
dogmas, many of which may become untenable or of dubiousvale e

for tomorrow's world. If()%rever, our past should not be ignored as a

source of information Since, as Santayana once noted, those who

forget the past are condemned to relive it.
16. In view of human diversity, the good curriculum should

neither turn out programmed pupils nor seek to clone a uniform

student product. Instructional ,methods will vary from one learner

to another throughout life, beca\iise learners of the same chronologi-

cal age differ enormously in developmental age, Those who learn
.rapidly should encounter instruction that is interesting and intel-

14 ;
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lectually demanding. Slower learners should, not h exposed to
pressures that are unieasonalle for them. The lif ng, seamiess
learning continuum concept presented in chapt 8 is offered as a
problem-preventing approach to learning that Kdesigned to reduce
and eventuakto eliminate the need for compensatory education.
In such a continuum special care should be given to defining the
criteria governing success and failure at any given time; since wide
differences in performance should he expected from both children
and adult learners:

17. Trends in the social sciences, with their complexity and
adumbrations, make it particularly important for the curriculum to
provide basic communication skills, including competence in visual
literacy. We also conclude from our study that an understanding of
at least one foreign language is desirabk for many learners. It goes
without saying that the listening and mathematical skills needed for
the communication of ideas are more indispensable than ever. Also,
particular attention should be given to helping persons in a wide age
range to distinguish between shoddy and, ethical advertising, to rec-
ognize politicardimble-talk, and to discount propaganda in its
'various forms.

18. In the process of improving learning through curriculum
changes, the present-day proliferation of elective subjects and
options should be reexainined. Discussion-discovery or heuristic
methods have certain well-attested values. However, if the
scholarly opinions from our scientists are valid, there also are times
when learners need to he taught certain content if they are to be-
cone informed persons. The human heritage cannot he acquired
exclusively through so-called group processes, heuristic strategies,
and interaction!

19. The content of instruction shou ld he designed to ream.e the
harsh realities of the current era by focusing, when appropriate. on
peaceful ways of achieving changes needed to improve the human
community, Furthermore, because of the need for learners of all
ages to anticipate, comprehend, and cope with complex relation-
ships, interdisciplinary learnings need to be incorporated into a
general education.

20. Because, within limits, humans create the future, the idea of
alternative futures and how to 'choose among them to serve the
world's good should he a component of a future-oriented cur-
riculum.

21. Points 19 and 20 above call to mind the need for curriculum
content and instructional practices that direct attention to undery
standing the prevailing threats to the biosphere and to understand-
ing the human geography, of the earth's, cultures.

22. Curricular innovations and alternative educational practices
often have been short-lived, little more than the ephemeral "may-

4
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flies" of the educational world. Furthermore, changes iri educa-
tional practice hive ,ot always reflected our increased knowledge,.
of }Inman growth at! development. Itithe next two decades this
knowledge must be applied more thoroughly and, insofar,as pos-
sib.le, on an international scale. Changes within America's bound-
aries alone are not sufficient when educational needs are world- -

-

Choosing among Conflicting Curriculum Conception
, -

In chapter 1 we outlined the spectnun of curriculum choices.
These range from regressive choices, a return to discarded values and
practices, to a regenerative alternative involving methodical trans-
formation of schools in the U.S, In view of the above educational
diretions for the 1980s, some choice seems almost inevitable. It
probably will be the eclectic option, one that uses the best positiVe
aspects of all five of the alternatives that were presenVd.

Indeed, there is much to support' the eclectic option fora future-
focused curriculum. The cultural heritage from the past, represented
by the durable perennialest choice, cannot be discarded. At the saings,
lime, there are many positive aspects of U.S. education today thaw.
should be retained as noted by Ralph Tyler7 in his 1981 essay on aca-
demic performance. What is working well in the curriculum should
be retained.

or is it were conciliatory rhetoric to poila out that there is a place
for the liberal position with its psychosocial humanistic view of the
learner, and for the experimental position ti t, during the 20th cen-
tury, has helped to enrich to teaching profes.a n through the work of
such able practitioners as I lelen Parkhurst, Flora Cook, Carleton W.
Washburne, and the staff of the Eight Year Study conducted by the
Progressive Education Association. Although the writers have great
respect for the regenerative .curriculum conception, it is simple
common sense to recognize that an all-out drive to remodel U.S. edu-
cation totally in the short-term future N impossible. Changes during
the next decade that will endure are likely to be made by those who
already are working within the established educational community.
This leaves us with the eclectic choice that permits the educator to
cr Sate a desirable amalgam of the several virtues of all the curriculum
conceptions. This would Ire an educational position that lies some-
where between John Fisher's "volcanic" and-"coral reef- changes
described earlier.

In summary, the 22 educational directions above point to the need
for a reasonably paced and continuous educational transformation

"See Ralph 1% ..1.) le r. -The U.S. versus the World: A Comparison of Eth .ational
Performance." Phi Delta Kappan. Jalmary 1981. pp. 307-310.
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based on the best features of past and present spractices recast and
supplemented by the demands that the scholars we interviewed
believe the future will impose.

tOncluding Cominent
Many Of our data were gloomy and many of our extended dia-

logues with scholars were ixessimistic, but our optimism tended to.
grow slowly and steadily during the 18 months of our\ inquiry. One
reason for our generally sanguine attitudes is the fact that we are now
better aware of what the tvOrld of tomorrow may be like and what we
must do for survival and fof. a decent'existence. The awareness we

- found among the scholars was worldwide, and so their
conviction that the planet could he put in order. Furthermore, we
learninr.to achipt ourselves to the arrival .of tomorrow; we are no
longer paralyzed by what ,tvin Toffler called future shock. We can
evim:within limits, ,''create the future as was demonstrated by moon
landings, human rights legislation, and the clean-up of waterways
that began to he polluted as far hack as the 18th century.

In addition, in many parts Of the world enormous natural re-
kurces remain untapped. We need only to show g%eater prudence in
using them wisely. And we have timetime reaching into the new
millenniumto prove that diiturbing trends and alarming past de-
velopments need not he a preview of human destiny. Rather, they
should serve as a distant early warning,Werting us to the need for.
better ecological behavior patteras than those that have prevailed in

, the past. b the future we can anticipate that developments yet to
come in icientific .knawledge and technology are trump cards re-
maining in our hands. Our task is to play.these cards wisely!

h'umans have a great track record, having survived
diseases, famines, floods, and earthquakes, as well as man-made
catastrophes. And the people on this planet have made great pro-
gress since 1900: from combatting digease to a new mastery of the
elements; from the Wright brothers' brief flight to,exploration of the
outer space; from a view of women and }Tacks as himian chattel to
truly great-gains in hunian rights for those groups.

' Much of the disturbing had news can he countered with good
news because people are no longer, like ants crawling on a tapeitry,
able to see only a tiny bit of the large picture woven into the fabric
around theni. We can stand back and take a,Weltanschauung, a world
view, of the globe in all its aspects. Our months of inquiry have left us
believing that people will continue to take the long view, to make the
right decisions, and to take the right actions for the right reasons more
often in the future than in the past.
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Backgibunds and Procedures
of the Study

.Untirthe 20th century schooling in the U.S. and in most parts of the indus-
trialized world,Was a supplement tocducation. Childhood was brief and pre-

'adolescents'quiCkly became a part of the predominantly rural work force.'
Boys acquired the arts of husbandry as they worked.the fields with fathers or
neighbors. Girls learned the household arts by practicing them at their
mothers' sides. 'Trades and skills were mastered through apprenticeships on
the.job, in niill and mine, in farm and forest, in smithy and in shop_

In effecteducation=WhaTone needed to know to survive and prosper
was a part of living. Schooling Was usually limited to theelementary.level and
provided basic skills; black-and-white, Currier:and-Ives, moral values; and
physical and mental discipline.= .

The changing .status of the young. As the industrial world became more
complex with assembly lines and mechanized agricultural equipment, there
was less need for young males in the fields. With mac production and dis-
tribution of food supplies, there was less need for young females in the home
to preserve fruit and vegetables.

One outcome of the decline in need for child labor was the burgeoning of
our secondary school enrollment. A high school education began to become
commonplace after World War I. Attending high school tended to keep
youth off.the labor market, but it also helped youth to acquire some of the
vocational skills prerequisite to employment in business and industry.

Another outcome was the growing segregation of the young into a peer
culture that divorced them from participation is the adult activities that pre-
viously had salved as a transition to the adult world. By the 1920s William H.
Kilpatrick was\ calling for educational changes designed to cope with social
and economic mutations occurring in the U.S.' The 1930s witnessed some of

'At the time of the first U.S. Census, approximately 95% of the population lived in
rural areas. By 1980, only about 5% were engaged in farming.

2As late as 1940, U.S. Census records show that over half of the adult population had
not completed elementary school.

'William H.-Kilpatrick. Education for a Changing Civilization .(New York: Mac-
-millan, 1926):
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the piosneering efforts to compensatelor the loss of important educational
experiences, caused by the widening gap between the school and the real
world.

Early efforts at youth community\involvement. One of the pioneers in the
.quest for waysiof creating teal world challenge for youth Was Paul R. Hanna,
-who believeditliat "cooperative activities for community improvement form
the vision of the best education yet conceived." 4 Isis Youth Serves the Corn-

,
munity (1436) recorded some of the efforts being made in the U.S. and
overseas to :Create learning experiences that paralleled, complemented, and
enriched schooling. In the parlance of the times, the community involvement
Fianna described was known as socially useful work," (he purpose eiMiCti
WaS 1) to provide an education for living in a democratic society and a chang-
ing world, 2) to make clear through.education that we are now living in an
interdependent w orld, and 3) to provide an education through which old and
young together\ work to bring about abetter society in the U.S.5

Among the socially useful work activities for youth were public safely,
civic beauty, community health, agricultural and industrial improvement,
civic arts, loCal history, :_ar:Peys and inventories, and prdtection of resources.
It is important to note in retrolp_eellumw despread-theinterest-init caning-
ful involveinern and youth had become in the pre-World War II,
Great Depression years. More than 150 specific ventures are listed in lianna's

-honk
..

The community school concept. Also, during the 1930s, there tvac a
movement within the schools analogous to socially useful work. This move-
ment was designed -to create socially significant educational programs that
extended he and the school walls. w here many felt the young had been kept
in quarantine. This was the community school movement. Kilpatrick offers a
rationale for the conimunity school when he stated:

. . . that life and learning are more intimately interrelated than mos
people haVe hitherto thought. and accordingly that study and
learning have in them more of the active and interactive quality that
characterize lifeand life in societythan most schools and school
people have been willing to recognize.6

The community school in its day was not unlike many of the alternative or
"open" schools of the 1970s and 1980s which carried on the legacy of progres-
sive education in the 1930s. A good description of these schools is found in
Elsie Clapp's Community Schools in Action where in the foreword, John
Dewey writes that there are:

. schools in our country which have made a reality out of theories
about the social function of schoolsby creating a school to which

'From the Introduction in Paul R. Hanna, Youth Serves the Community (New
York: D. AppletonCentury 1938). Italics in original.

5Ibid., pp. 12.13.
6N% ilham H. Kilpatrick. "Principles of Community Learning," in Samuel Everett,

ed., The Community School (New York: D. AppletonCentury. 198). p. 1.
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Lincc..i's words about democratic governMent apply: a school not
only for, but.of and by the community . . . ,7

One more historiciiilly interesting volume that describes early attempts to
build a spirit of com unity is Were We Guinea Pigs?' written by 55 grndu-t
Ming seniors in the Cl 1s of 1938 at the Ohio State University Campus School.
The boa describes hots education can be an integral part of a larger society
than the school itself, especially in the chapters, "Learning About Living" and
"Governing Oui4elves." .

Action and Service learning So-called child-centered learning languished
during World 1Var II and during the 1950s, an era when education was under
attack by suchwriters as Arthur Bestor. The "quest for excellence" following
the launching of Sputnik in 1957 preoccupied educatipn for much of the next
decade. So did concern for the disadvantaged, the war on poverty, and later,
the back-to-basics movement. .

Nonetheless, more than 35 years after Fianna compiled Youth Serves the,
Community, the concept of socially useful work was still very much alive. In
Learning for Tomorrow9 Alvin Toffler and his associates repeatedly em-
phasized the importance of service learning, a contemporary variant of
Hanna's community sets ice. Further support and dignity were lent to both
service and action learning, i e , firsthand, off-campus experiences in Youth.
Transition to Adulthood.'° This influential volume, prepared in the mid-
1970s under the chairmanship of James S. Coleman, was a report of the Panel
on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee. In a subsequent
conversation with the writer, Coleman noted that "Our recommendations in-
cluded both the possibility of some kind of responsible productive (off-
campus) work throughout the period of high school and the period of college
. and a full-time period of responsible work during an intervening year
between high school and college." The task of finding meaningful work
experiences for children and youth, experiences which once were a part of
the family-community living, remains a difficult one. .

Walkabout. In the May 1974 issue of the Phi Delta Kappan, one of the
most promising approaches to the transition from y outh to the adult w orld
w as proposed by Maurice Gibbons in his provocatix e essay, "Walkabout."
Gibbons w as motivated to IA rite his article afters iewing the Australian film
of the same name, which ,concerns the rite of passage from childhood to
adulthood deviser' by Australian aborigines. In Gibbons' w ords, it is "a six- ,s

month-long endurance test during w hich [the y oung aborigine] must sun ive

"Elsie Ripley Clapp. Community Schools in Action (New ,York. Viking Press,
1939). p.

'The Class of 1938, Were We Guinea Pigs? (Ness York. Item) !Jolt and Company,
1938).

'chin Toffler, ed Learning for Tomorrott (Ness York. Random !louse, 1974).
'lames S Coleman, et al Youth Troasition to Adulthood (Chicago. University of

Chicago ,Press, 1974).

"Reported in Today's Education, March-April, 1975, pp. 74.-.80.
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.

in the wilderness and return to his tribe an adult, or (Hein the attempt." In the
article Gibbons makes some uncomfortable comparisons between the
aborigines' and our rites of passage:

... When the aborigine returns, his readiness and worth have been
clearly demonstrated to him and to his tribe-. They need him. lie is
their hope for the future. It is a moment worth celebrating. What, I
wonder, w,ould an alien humanoid conclude about adulthood in our
sciciety if he had to make his deductions from a graduation
ceremony announcing students' maturity:, speeches, a parade of
candidateswith readings from their yearbook descriptionsa
formal dinner, expensive clothes and cars, graduates over here,
adults over there, all-night parties, occasional drunkenness and
sexual experience or flirtation with it, and spray-painting "Grad
'7,4" on a bridge or building. For many it is a memorable occasibn
a pageant for parents, a good time for the students. But what is the
message in this celebration at this most important moment of 'school
life and in this most important shared community experience?
What values does it promote? What is it saying about 12 years of
school expMence? The achievement of' what goals is being cele-
brated? What is it teaching about adulthood? I low is it contributing
to a sense of mrininity? What pleasures and sources of challenge
and fulfillment does it encourage the young to pursue' And if our

students' thoughts,
Would he conclude aboultheir sense of readiness to live full and in-
dependent lines, to direct their c'hKil growth, to contribute to
society, and to deal ss ith the issues that confront us as a worldper-
haps a universeciti/enrs ? I think his unprejudiced conclusion
would horrify us."

Gibbons goes-on to point out that a ss alkabout type of experience could
pros lac a useful model in redesigning our oss n rites of passage While he
V mild not subjects oath to spend six months in,the deseit or the w ilderness.
he asks, "What tuould an appropriate and challenging a alkabout for students
in our society be like?'

Exploring new paths to maturity. In response to Gibbons' question, Phi
Delta Kappa set up a Task Force on Com pulsors Education Find Transitions
for Youth in 1974. Theis alkabout concept w des eloped bs the task force
ss ith funding from the Lilly Endow ment for use bs schools contemplating
action and sers ice learning opportunities for their students. The task force
also published a report that sell ed as platform statement for reform of
secondary education."

"Our present report.-Educating Mora Nett Millennium continues the ex-
ploration of w as s in w hich, in a spirit agross ing ommunits , our schools can
share w ith learners of all ages the coping and sun is al skills, that is. the guide-
lines to humane, mature his ing for today and for thedecades ss hich lie ahead.

'-Nlaunce Gibbons. 11,11kabout Searching for the Right Passage from Childhood
and School." Phi Delta Kalman. May 197.1, pp. 597

"Maurice Gibbons. The Nett Secondary Ethecation (A Phi Delta Kappa Task
Force Report, Bloomington, Md.: Phi Delta Kappa, 1976).
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Survival skills for totvrrott. the concept inventory. Chapters 2 and 3
Sought to explain basic concepts which a large panel of distinguished schqlars
in the natural and social sciences deemed most important for young learners
to grasp as they 'move toss ard adulthood. Heal workl experiences will he
required to put these concepts into action in order to help lur young to live
full, in dependent lisys in tlr future. The precepts in our derived curriculum
described in chapter 7 should serve to direct this actionJhe concept inven-
tory suggests substantive content and basic ideas to he considered by those

ti involved in curriculum development.

Procedures for the Study
Prospectis e participants to be interview ed for this studs were identified

b) sending a questionnaire and a descriptive statement of the project to name
chair preesso-rs and a fess top-ranking mils ersits administrators in the U.S.
and os erseas InforMal contacts also ss ere made with some ss ell-known
futurists and leaders of educational associations to see if the) ss ould note ans
deficiencies or oversights in the stud?. Those contacted ss ere Lester B.
Brown. president of World ss atch. Edw ard Cornish. president of World
Future Society and publisher of The Puturisthand his wife. Sally Cornish.
Eleanora \Iasini of the Pontifical Cregoriana Unis ersits in Rome (Dr. %sun
ss as also one of those inters less ed for the studs ). Chris Dede of the National
Institute of Education, Ow en Kiernan and Scott Thomson of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals. Paul Salmon of the American
Association of School Administrators. William Pharis of the National As-
sociation of Elementary School Principals, and Walter Gras es, former editor
of the National Education Association journal. Today's Education.

Each person contacted ss as asked for his or her opinions about the s aloe
of the studs and for their recommendations of scholars to be inters less ed.
Soini.; name chair professors ss ere asked to participate in the inters less s as

ss ell as to recommend others. Through this process an attempt ss as made to
identify a ss idening circle of scholars ss hose ss ork ss as most respected in the
natural and-Social sciences.

Those disciplines identified for incluslon in the natural sciences ss ere
chemistry, phs sic%. geology and biologs . The social science disciplines
included ss ere anthropology economics. political science. sociology
psychology, and linguistics. Inquiries ss ere limited to scholars in the natural
and social sciences at the outset. but a fess exceptions ss ere made later to in-
clude the views of theologians, lawyers. and criminologists.

Participants were selected and invited for inters less% on the basis-of the
follow ing criteria contributions to research. importance of their ss ritings,
opinions of their colleagues, frequency of mention in the questionnaires,
listing in Who's Who in America. International Biographical Dictionary. and
National Academy of Arts and Sciences, adequate representation of
European. North American. Latin American. and Asian scholars ss ith a
geographical spread ss ithin each of these continents. multiethnic dis ersits .

adequate representation of female participants, and a representatis e number

1.5.5
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of scholars from each 0, the disciplines identified in the natural and social.
sciences. All participants were asked to indicaticwhat concepts they deemed
most important for our youth to grasp for purposes of survival, coping, and
civilized living as we approach the year 2000.

. Letters of invitation for interviews were sent to 298 prospective partici-
pants in three'successive mailings. One hundred and thirty -two interviews
were conducted during the course of the study.

All those interviewed received a project description and exemplary
model of some concepts," not from their own area of expertise, well in ad-
vance of the interview: 1\ hen possible, faCe-to-face inter% iews were con-
ducted. The others 'sere interviewed by appointment over the telephone.
About 10 panelists responded so fully to the questionnaire that interViews
were not necessary. The project director, project associate, and project as-
sistant conducted the.interview s, N% hich NN ere tape-recorded and transcribed
later for-purposes of analysis.

The analysis of r :-sponses N%,as made v ithiti each of the discipline?. within
the broader categoriex of the nattgal and social sciences, and across all areas
on the Kim% of similarity of concepts mentioned. Summary, statements of the
concepts mentioned NN ere compiled by the project director and his
associates.

Project personneLthen used discussions w ith teach'ers and curriculum co-
ordinators. as N% ell as their ON% n expertise, to outline a curriculum oT stirs is al
skills for the next quarter c'eutury based on the concepts gleaned from the
scholars' interviews.

"concept. fur purposes of our refers to a generahied idea bawd on
sdiolark opinion and, or (actual information It (t as assumed' that the cOneept
mentor) could seri, e as a fiamilation fur Li rricuinm planning to some eient, as a
referent in the selection of tip, Lontent of instruction, and as a basis for identif)ing
problem - solving skills

1
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Appendix B
Panel of Scholars

Participating in the Project
Area of

Name j Expertise

Philip H. Abelsrini Geology

Sabinb Acquaviva

Warren E. Adam

Marvin Aliske

Richard I. Aronson

Eugen Baer

Albert Bandura

Geoffrey Barraclough

Eric Beukenkamp

Tessa Blackstone

Colin Blakemnre

Paul Bohannon

George Bozzini

William R. Breneman

Edward H. Buehrig

Sociology

economics

Political
Science

Economics

Philosophy

Psychology

historytory

Applied
Linguistics

Sociology

Psychology

Anthropology

Applied
Linguistics

Biology

Political
Science

t

Affiliation

American AssOciation for the
AdvanceMent Science,
Washington, D.C.

University of Padua, Padua, Italy

Intermediate Technology Develop-
ment Group Ltd., London; England

Arizona State UniversitY

Lehigh University,

Hobart & Win. Smith Colleges

Stanford University

Brandeis University

Cornell University

University of London,
London, England

Oxford University, Oxford, England

University of California at
Santa Barbara

George Washington University

Indiana University

Indiana University
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Robert F. Byrnes

Lynton K. Caldwell

'Cordon Cameron

Kay Carmichael

John Cochran

Bernard I. Cohen

William GsIndon

Sill Alan Cottrell

Litwrenee A. Cremin

Ivor Davies

Luis Davila

W. Jackson Davis

. Bruno DeFinetti

Henri Dieuzeide

Hughes de Jouvenel

Harold C. Dent

Ricardo
Diez-llochleitner

Leroy Eyring

Robert II. Ferrell

Judith R. Franz

Jacob Fuchs

History

Political
Science

Urban,
Planning

Social Ad-
ministration

Economics

History of
Science

Psychiatry

Physics

History

Instructional-
Systems
Technology

Chicano-
Riqueno
Studies

Biology and
Psycho-
biology

Mathematics

Indiana University

Indiana University

Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England

University of Glasgow,
Clasgow, Scotland

Arizona State University

Harvard University

Boston University

Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England

Teachers College, Columbia
University

Indiana University

Indiana University

University of California at
Santa Cruz

University of Rome (Emeritus),
'Rome, Italy

Structures, Unesco, Paris, France
Methods, and
Techniques of
Education

Law

I listory of
Education

Social Work

Chemistry

I listory

Physics

Chemistry

1 LIO

Association Internationale
Futuribles, Paris, France

University of London (Emeritus)
East Sussex. England

Fundacitin Ceneral Mediterranea,
Madrid, Spain

Arizona State University

Indiana University

Indiana University

Arizona State University
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Anthropology Indiana -University

-Alexander L. George Political
Science

Acbtunistra-, Strathelyde Educational Authority,
tion Glasgow, Scotland

Zoology University of Siorth Carolina

William Gray

Nelson George
Hairston

Edward T. Hall
1

John A; Hamilton

Norman Ilanshey

Wafter Fidler

Henry !Linke

Robert Hirt

Earl Hopper

Thomas Ford Hoult

Teo Lye !Nay

Paul Hubbard

John Hudson

L. C: Hunter

Torsten .11usi3n

Charles S. Hyneman

Richard II. Jahns

B. K. Yogini Janki

Henri Janne

Stanford Univesity

Anthropology Northwestern University'(Emeritus)

Medicine University of Glasgow,
Glasgow, Scotland

Futures McGill University,
Studies Montreal, Quebec

Economics University of Minnesota

Political, Arizona State University
Science

Religion Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological
Seminary, New York, New York

Sociology . University of London,
London, England

Sociology Arizotia State University

Administra- Can Eng Seng Secondary School,
tion Singapore

History Arizona State University

Sociology Arizona State University

Economic Univeesity of Glasgow, '
Research Glasgow, Scotland

_ International University of Stockholm,
Education Stockholm; Sweden

Political Indiana University
Science

Earth Stanford University
Sciences

Spiritual Spiritual University,
Education Rajasthan, India

Sociology Free University of Brussels,
Brussels, Belgium

University of North Carolina

Association Internationale
Futuribles, Paris, France

William Kenan Jr. Physics

Alexander King Law
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_Boris Kluchnikov

E. R; Laithwaite

D. Latouclie.

Leonard. f. Leigh

Sutichai Liangjayetz

Donald Lichtenberg

Fred Lindstrom

James.Ross
MacDonald

Malcolm Mackenzie

Douglas 1I. H.
McNaughton

Duncan, Macrae. Jr.

Fritz Nfachlup

Henry R. Mahler

Michael.Marien

Martin E. Marty

Eleanora Masini

James V. McConnell

Vincent E. McKelvey

William Ii. McNeill

George McRobie

John F. Mee

/toward Mehlinger

Economics

cience and
-cechtilology

Political 0
Science

Criminology

Personnel

Physics

Sociology

Physics

'Education

Religion

Political
Science and
Sociology

Economics

Chemistry'

Sociology

Religion

Social
Science

44,

Psychology

Geology

History

Physics

Business

Social
Sciences

JG(

Unesco, Paris, France (on leave from
Moscow University)

Imperial College, London, England

McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec

London School of-Econonms,
London, England

Office of Higher Education,
Bangkok, Thailand,

Oxford University, Oxford-, England
(on leave from Indiana University)

Arizona State University

University of NorthCarolina

University of Glasgow,
Glasgow, Scotland

Auctiingramont Presbyterian
Church, Hamilton, Scotland

University of North Carolina

Princeton University

Indiana University

Information for Policy 1)esign,
Lafayette, New York

University of Chicago
Divinity School

Pontificial Gregoriana University,
Rome, Prati. Italy

University of Michigan

U.S. Geological Survey (retired),
Reston, Virgin ia

University of Chicago

Intermediate Technological
Development Croup Ltd..
London, England

Indiana University

Indiana University



. Cynne Merritt

Delbert C. Miller

Rita Levi Montaleini

Sii Nevill F. Mott

, .

Robert Muller.

Haydn H. Murray

Henri Nouwen

Elizabeth T.. Odum

Lindsay S. Olive

Yee Sze Onn

) Leon Pacala

Vance Packard

, Charles F. ParklJr.

George A. Parks

John B. Patton

. Aurelio Peccei

John Platt

Guy Poquet

John J. W. Rogers

Ro'y Radha

Reynold Ruppe

Sally Swing Shelley

Chemistry

Sociology

Sociology

Physics

EconomiC
and Social'
Council

Geology

Religion

Biology

Botany

3ocial
Sciences

Religion

Social
Commentator

Geo-
Sciences

Earth Stience

Geology

Law

Biophysics

Research

Geology

Physics
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Indiana University

Indiana University

University of Madrid, Madrid: Spain

Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England

United Nations,
NewYork, New York

. .
Indiana University

Yale University Divinity School

Sante Fe Community College,
Gainesville, Florida

University of North Carolina

Institute of Education, Singapore

Colgate-Rochester Seminary,
Rochester, New York

New Canaan, Connecticut

Stanford University

Stanford University

Indiana University

Club of Rome, Rome. Italy

Boston University School of
Medicine .

Association Internationale
Futuribles, Paris France

University of North Carolina

Arizona State University

Anthropology Arizona State University

Non-govern- United Nations, New York,
mental New York
Organization
Section

Robert St. Clair Linguistics

Anthony G. San Pietro Plant Bio-
chemistry

University of Louisville

Indiana University
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Joseph J. Schwab

ThoinasA. Sebeok

Walter H. C. .

Simmonds

-Brian
J

Itinner

nary A. Sojka

Tracy M. Sonnebom-

Song Sak Srikalasin

Shona Tropp

Kimon Valaskakis

Roberti) Vacca

George'Vaidearm
N,

Sir Geoffrey Vickers

Aldo Visalberghi

'Raymond E. Wanner

Lawrence Leslie
Waters

%villein \veiling

RiciArd Samuel
Westfall

Education Center foi the Study of Democratic
Institutions, Berkeley, California

Language Indiana University
and Semiotic
Studies

Policy National Research Council of
Analyst Canada, Ottawa, Ontario

Geology and Yale University
Geophysics

Biology Indiana University

Zoology Indiana University (Emeritus)

Academic Sri Nakharinwirot University,
Affairs Bangkok, Thailand

Administra- Unesco, Paris, France
tion

Economics University of Montreal,
Montreal, Quebec

Systems Consultant to Italian Regional
Research Coverinnents, Rome, Italy

Structures, 'Une's o, Paris, France
Methods, and
Techniques of
Education

Law and ' The Grange, Goringon-Thames,
Economics England

Education University cif Rome, Rome, Italy

Government Unesco, Paris, France

Transporta-
tion and
Business
History

Administra-
tion

history and
Philosophy
of Science

Suthichai Wiengjayetz Personnel
Administra-
tion

Peter Wilby

Indiana University

Van Leer Foundation, The Vague,
Nietherlands

Indiana University

:Office of Higher Education,
/Bangkok, Thailand

Social London Times, London, England
Journalism
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Eric 1Vilkerson Education University of Glasgow,'
Glasgow, Scotland

York'Y. Willbern Political Indiana University
Science

Eryl Hall iVilliams Criminology London School of .Economics,
London, England

E. 0. Wilson Science Harvard University

George W. Wilson Business Ad- India. at University
ministration

Lawrence 1Vylie Fiench Harvard University
Civilization

O. L. Zangwill Experimental Cambridge University.
Psychology Cambridge, England

4.
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Appendix C*
Bibliography of

General Interest from the
Natural aid Social Sciences
..The publications listed in this bibliography have been suggested by the

panel of scholars who participated in this study. The titles listed will intro-
duce the reader to some of the major concepts from each of the disciplines in-
cluded in this study.
Bandura, Albert. "Self Referent Thought: The Development of Self-Effi-

cacy." In Development of Social Cognition, edited by J. H.' Flavell and
L. 1): Ros, forthcoming.

Barraclough, Geoffrey. "Universal History ." In Approaches to History, A
Symposium, edited by II. P. R. Finherg. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1962. ,

Blakerpore, Colin. Mechanics of the Mind. Cambridge, Cambridge. Univ-
ersity Press, 1977.

,Caldwell, Lynton K. "Biology and Bureaucracy: The Corning Confronta-
tion." Public Administration Review, January-February 1980, pp. 1-12.

Caldwell, Lynton K. "Human Limitations and the Future of Technology."
If umanitas (Journal of theInstitute of Man) 14 (1978): 47-60.

Caldwell, Lynton K. "1992: 'Thieshold to the Postmodern World.:!A Time To
Hear and Answer: Essays for the Bicentennial Seasori. The Franklin Lec-
tures in the Sciences and the Humanities. Fourth Series. University,
Alabama: University of Alabama Press for Auburn University, 1977.

Cochran, John A. Money, Banking,and the Economy. 4th ed. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1979.

Cohen, L_Bernard. The Birth of a New Phksics. Carden City, N.Y.: Ancluii
Books, 1960.

Cook, Earl. "Limits to Exploitation of Nonienewable Resources." Materials:
Renewable and Nonrenewable Resources. No. 4, Science Special Com-
pendia.

Crick, Francis. "Split Genes and hNA Splicing." Scienc...204 (1979): 264.

'Alto see Arpendix I) ss hich includes a number of natural and social scienc pub-
lications with a direct linkage to the future..
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Diez-Hochleitner Ricardo The Spanish Educational Reform and Lifelong
Education Paris. International Bureau of Education and Unesco Institute
for. Education. 1978.

Dolizhansky, Theodosius. Genetic Diversity and Human Equality. Ness
York; Basic Books, 1973.

Gillespie, Charles. TheEdge of ObjectivitY, An Essay in the History of Scien-
tific Ideas. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1960.

flail; EdWaidT.-Reyond.Culture. New York: Doubleday, 1977.
Handler, Philip. ed. Biology and the Future of Man. New York, Oxford Uni-

. versity Press, 1970.
hopper. Earl Social Mobility. A Study of Social Control and Insatiability.

forthcoming.
Thomas Ford "The Ilurnanist Perspective.'

Lives in Sociology, edited h Scott G. McNall.
Press, 1979, pp. 83-05.

Torsten The School in Question. London
Owyersity Press,-1979.

Neilsen, Leilie L. "The Chemistry of the Brain."
(1979): ,I34 ff.

Judson, Horace F. The Eighth Day of Creation.
Schuster, 1979.'

Kuhn, Thomas S The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd ed. Chicago.
IiiiiYersity-of -Chicago Press, 1970.

McConnell. Janes V. Understanding Human Behavior. 3rd ed. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1980.

McNeill, W Ii The Rise of the West. A History of the Human Community.
Chicago:'Universite of Chicago .Presst 1963.

McRobie George and Carr, M. "Mass Production or Production for the
Masses? Techno!ogy. A Critical Choice for Developing Countries." In
Dyrwraf,s of Development, edited by S. K. Sharma, New Delhi. Concept
Library, !°77.

Marien, Michael. "Toward a Desolation of Services." Social Policy 9 (1978).
26.35.

Marsden, .11 W , ed Politics, Minerals, and Survival. Madison. Unix esity of
Wisconsin Press, 1974.

Matthews, S W "This Changing Earth." National Geographic 143 (1973). J.
Monod, Jacques Chance and Necessity. An Essay on the Natural Philosophy

of Modern Biology. New York: Knopf. 1971.
Mott, Sir "Theory and Experiment Since S'chrodinger's Equation."

Physics Bulletin 25. (1974): 448-451.
Oduth, Howard Environment,Pmer and Society. New York. John Wiley,

Interscience, 1971.
Odum, !toward T and Elizabeth C Energy. Basis f or Man and Nature. New

"York: McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1976.
Park. Charles F Jr, Af f luence in Jeopardy. Minerals and the Political Econ-

limy. San Francisco: Freeman, Cooper and Co., 1968.
Patton, John B. "The Invisible Crisis. Implications of Federal Energy Policy."

The Review 20 (1978): 13-22. \
Peccei, Aurelio., The Human Quality. Oxford:. Pergamon Press, 1977.
Platt. John "Lock-Ios and Multiple Lock-Ins in Collective Behavior."Ameri-

can Scientist 57 (1069): 96-100.

In Theoretical Perspec-
New York: St. Martin's

and New York: Oxford

Scientific American 24

New York: Simon and
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Platt. John. "Social Tra Ps." American Psychologist 28 (1969): 641-651.
Platt, John. "What We Must Do." Science 166 (1969): 115-121.
Polya, George. flow to Sc fee It; A New Aspect of Mathematical Method. 2nd

ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971'.
Schumacher, Ernst F. Small is Beautiful. Economics as if People Mattered.

NeW,YOrk: Harper and Row, 1973.
"Economic Development." Scientific American 243 (1980). 3 (entire issue)
StewardJulian. Theory of Culture Change. Urbana, Illinois: University of

Illinois Press, 1955.
Valaskakis, Kimon. The Information Society: The Issue and the Choices. A

report on the Gamma Information Society Project, University of Mon-
treal, 1979.

Vickers, Geof(re). "Equality of Responsibility." Futures, ebruary 1979,
p. 16-31.

Vickers, Geoffrey. "The Future of Morality." Futures, October 1979, pp.
371-382.

Vickers, Ceoffre) ., "Reshaping Western Culture." Futures, December, 1977,
p. 457. /

Weizenbatan, Joseph. Computer Power and Ullman Reason. San Francisco'
W. II. Freeman and Company, 1976.
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Appendix D
,Selected Background

Readings With. Irriplications
For Educational Change

Any selected bibliography is a reflection of preferences and prejudices.
This bibliography, culled from a list of over 1200 titles, is heavily weighted
toward educational futures and futures studies. For example, Edward Corn-
ish's The Study of the Future, would be very useful to persons interested in
theluturean-ditreducational implications. Other books are more difficult to
categorize, such as Alvin Toffler's The Third Wave, Lester Brown's The
Twenty -Ninth Day, W. Jackson Davis's The Seventh Year, or Garrett
Hardin's Promethean Ethics. These books deal with the study of the future
but are predomin'antly concerned with the social and the natural sciences
rather than with education per se. With a few exceptions, the numerous books
and articles listed in the, footnotes are not duplicated in this bibliography. We
hope this selected bibliography will prove useful to those just beginning to
study the future as well as to those with sophistication in the field.

Andrews, Frank M., and Withey, Stephen B. Social Indicators of Well-Being
in America: The Development and Measurement of Perceptual Indica-
tors. New York: Plenum Publishers, 1976.

Ayres, Robert V. Technological Forecasting and Long-Range Planning.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971.

Bahm, A. J. The Philosopher's World Model. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1979.

Bell, Daniel. The Coming of the Post-Industrial Society: A Venture in Social
Forecasting. New York: Basic Books, 1972.

Bezold, Clement, ed. Anticipatory Democracy: People in the Politics of the
Future. New York: Vintage Books, 1978.

Bizien, Yves. Population and Economic Development. New York: Praeger,
1979.

Bookchin, Murray. The Limits of the City. New York: Harper and Row, 1974.
Botkin, James W.; Mandi, Elmandjra; and Malitza, Mircea. No Limits to

Learning: Bridging the Human Gap. Elmsford, N.Y.: Pergamon Press,
1979.
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Boucher, Wayne I., ed. The Study of the Future An Agenda for Research.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977.

Boulding, Elise. The Underside of History: A View of Women Through
Time. Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1977.

Bou lding, Kenneth. From Abundance to Scarcity. Implications for the Amer-
, ican Tradition. Columbus, Ohio. Ohio State University Press, 1977

Boulding, Kenneth. The Social System of the,Planet Earth. Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1977.

Brameld, Theodore. The Teacher as World CitizenA Scenario of the 21st
Century. Homewood, Ill.: ETC Publications, 1975.

Brown, Lester. Resource Trends and Population. A Time for Reassessment.
Washington, D.C.: Worldwatch Institute, Paper 29, May 1979.

Brown, Lester. The Twenty-Ninth Day. New York: W. W. Norton, 1978.
Carnegie Commission. A Public Trust. The Report of the Carnegie Com-

mission on the Future of Public Broadcasting. New York: Bantam Books,
1979.

Cellarius. Richard A., and Platt, John. "Councils of Urgent Studies." Science
177 (1972): 670-676.

Commoner, Barry. The Politics of Energy. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979.
Cornish, Edward. The Study of the Future. Washington, D.C.: World Future

Society, 1977.
Davis, W, Jackson. The Seventh Year. New York: W. W. Norton, 1979.
deChardin, Teilhard he Future of Man. London: William Collins Sons &

Co., Ltd.. 1959.
Dolman, Anthony. and Tinbergen, Jan, eds. Reshaping the International

Order: A Report to the Club of Rome. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1976.
Dror. Yehezkel. Crazy States. A Counterconventional Strategic Problem.

Millwood, N.Y.: Kraus-Thomson Organization. 1980.
Ebel, Roland Fl! "Get Ready tOr the L-Bomb: A Preliminary Social Assess-

ment of Longevity Technology ." Technological Forecasting and Social
Change 13 (1979): 131-148.

"Economic Development." Scientific American 243 (1980). q. (entire issue)
Ehrlich, Paul. The Population Bomb. Mattituck, New York. American Re-

print Co./Rivercity Press, 1975.
Evans, Christopher. The Micromillennium. New York The Viking Pr

1979.
"The Exploration of the Future." Realities (1966): 50-58.
Feather, Frank. Through the '80s. Thinking Globally. Acting Locally Wash-

ington, D.C: World Future Society, 1980.
Franko, L. G., and Seiber. Marilyn J. Developing Country Debt New York,

Pergamon Press, 1979.
Fowles, Jib, ed. Handbook of Future Research Westport, Conn.: Green-

wood Press, 1978.
Fromm, Erich. To Have Or To Be. World Perspective Series. New York:

Harper and row, 1976.
Fuhrmann, Ernst. "The Longlife Car." Futures 11 (1979): 216-223.
Gabor, Dennis. The',MatureSociety. New York: Praeger Publioiers, 1972.
Galbraith. John Kenneth. The Age of Uncertainty. Boston. Houghton Mifflin,

1977.
Gappert, Gary. Post-Affluent America. The Social Economy of the Future

New York: Franklin Watts, 1979.
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Flafele Wolf. and Sassin, Wolfgang. "The Global Enerj.iy System." Be-
havioral Science.14 (1979): 169.189.

Hall. Edward T The Hidden ,Dimension. Garden City. N.Y.: Doubleday,
1966.

Hardin, Garrett. Promethean Ethics. Seattle. University of Washington
Press, 1980.

Hardin. Garrett "The Tragedy of the Conunons Science. 13 December
1968, pp. 1243-1248.

'Fleilbroner, Robert. An Inquiry Into the Hyman Prospect. New York: W. W.
Norton. Inc., 1974.

Higgins, Ronald. "The Seventh Enemy: The Human Factor in the Global
Crisis." The New Ecologist 9 (1979): 6-10.

Hudson Institute Studs The Corporate Environment. 1975-1985. Croton-on-
Hudson. N.Y.: Hudson Institute. 1971.

Jameson, Kenneth P , and Wilber, Charles K. Directions in Economic Devel-
opment South Bend, Ind.: University of NotreDame Press, 1979.

Jungk, Robert Millennial Man. A World Report on the Prospects fora Hu-
mane Future. New York: Liveright, 1976.

Jones, Thomas E. Options for the Future New York, N.Y.: Praeger, 1980.
Kahn, Ilerman. The Next Two Hundred Years. New York. Morrow, 1976.
Kahn, Herman World Economic Development. 1979 and Beyond. Boulder,

Co::-Westview Press, 1979.
Kohr, Leopold. The Overdeveloped Nations. The Diseconomies of Scale.

New York: Schocken Books, 1978.
Laslo. Ervin, ed Goals of Mankind. A Report to the Club of Rome on the

New Horizons of Global Community. New York: Dutton. 1977.
Legmn, Cohn Africa in the 1980s. A Continent in Crisis. Ness York. McGraw-

Hill, 1979.
"Les Savants Scrutent L'Avenir." Realities 237 (1965): 106-111.

\ Mead, Margaret World Enough Rethinking the Future Boston, Mass)
Little. Brown, 1976.

Nlesarovic. Mihajlo and Pestel. Eduard. Mankind at the Turning Point. The
Second Report to the Club of Rome New York: Reader's Digest Press/
Dutton, 1974.

Michael, Donald N. "L'As enir du Temps Libril." Economic Et Humanisme
167 (1966): 3-12.

Newland, Kathleen. The Sisterhood of Man. New York. W, W. Norton, 1979.
Orlosk). , Dsrald E and Smith. B ()thane!. Curriculum Development. Issues

And insights Chicago Rand McNally College Publishing Company,
1978.

Orr, David ,W "Catastrophe and Social Order." Human Ecology 7 (1979)
41-52.

Pascarella, Perry Technology. Fire in a Dark World. New York. Van Nos-
trand-Reinhold, 1979.

Peterson, R. E Lifelong Learning in America. San Francisco. Jossey -Bass.
Inc., 1979.

Platt, Johns "What We Must Do." Science 66 (1969): 1115-1121.
Pollock, John C The P. litics of Crisis Repo ing. American Journalism and

Foreign Affairs. New York: Praeger. 19 .

Robertson, A. H. "The Outlook -for Social Security The American Eco-
nomic Review 69 (1979): 272-274.
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Roszak, Theodore. Person, Planet. The Creative Disintegration of Industrial
Society. New York: Anchor Press, 1978.

Rubin, Louis, ed. The Future of Education: Perspective on Tomorrow's
Schooling. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1975.

Salk, Jonas. The Survival of the Wisest. New York: Harper and Row, 1973.
Shane, Harold C. "America's Educational Futures. 1976-2001. The Views of

50 Distinguished 11 odd Citizens and Educators." The Futurist 10 (1976).
25.7.257.

Shane, Harold C. Curriculum Change Toward the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: The National Education Association, 1977.

Shane, Harold C. The Educational Significance of the Future Bloomington,
Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1973.

Shane, Harold C. "Looking to the Future. Reassessment of Educational Is-
sues of the 1970's." Phi Delta Kappan 54 (1973): 326-337.

Simon, Julian L. "Resources, Environment, Population An Oversupply of
False Bad News." Science 208 (1980): 1431-1437.

Spekkekodress A. The Next 25 Years. Crisis aml Opportunity. Washington,
D.C.: World Future Society, 1975.

Thurow, Lester C. The Zero-Sum Society. New York. Basic Books, 1980.
Taller, Alvin. The Ecospasm Report. New York: Bantam Books, 1975.°
Taller, Alvin. The Third Wave. New York: William Morrow, 1980.
Tyrwhitt, J. "The Child in the World of Tomorrow." Elastics 272 (1978):

335 -403.
UNESCO. Suicide or Survival? The Challenge the Year 2000. Paris:

Unesco, December, 1978.
Valaskakis, Kimon. The Conserver Society. A Workable Alternative for the

Future. New York: Harper and Row, 1979.
%Iaddington, I): II Ciba Founda, on mposium 1#36. The Future as an

Academic Discipline. Amsterdam, Netherlands. Elsevier/Excerpta
Medica/ North-11°11:1nd, 1975.
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